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Abstract
Fungi are a crucial component of most ecosystems and are responsible for decomposing organic
matter, distributing nutrients through the environment and supporting plants and animal life
through symbiotic relationships. Certain species of fungi are common pathogens causing disease
and infection in plants and animals. The highly integrated nature of fungi in relation to the
environment and all life emphasises the importance of developing a greater understanding of the
growth and morphology of such organisms.
Mathematical modelling has provided a means through which key processes can be isolated
to analyse and simulate a target system to allow observations and form predictions regarding
unknown phenomena. Numerous models of fungal colonies have been produced and are generally
categorised into two main groups; continuous and discrete. The following study combines the
approaches so that the constructed hybrid model comprises a discrete network that represents the
fungal mycelia and a continuous component to account for the continuous substrates and other
compounds crucial to fungal growth and development. Key processes such as uptake, translocation
and anastomosis are included in addition to the implementation of a flexible hyphal orientation
scheme that facilitates a variety of tropisms to different influential factors.
The hybrid model is used to investigate several scenarios such as the polarisation of growth in
response to isolated nutrient resources, competition between multiple colonies and fungal develop-
ment and persistence in polluted environments. These investigations demonstrate the versatility
of the hybrid model and highlight the potential for further applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Mathematical Modelling
Fungi are highly integrated into most ecosystems and play crucial roles that ensure the survival
of all life on the planet. They are responsible for the decomposition of organic matter and the
subsequent recycling of valuable nutrients through the environment (Ingold, 1973; Gow and Gadd,
1995). Fungi can form symbiotic fusions with plants through which they can directly support the
continued survival and structural stability while receiving and recycling waste materials (Smith
and Read, 1997). However symbiosis in fungi is not limited to plant systems. Algae and fungi
can interact to form lichens that ensure the survival of both organisms in the most extreme of
environments (Ingold, 1973; Grube and Berg, 2009) and insects such as wasps, termites and ants
have demonstrated the ability to cultivate fungi as a source of food (Weber, 1955; Guedegbe et al.,
2009).
Fungi are also a common pathogen to many living organisms and can impact on a range of
communities. A prominent example of a fungal disease in plants is the infection of potato crops
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by the species Phytophthora infestans, perhaps most famously reflected in the Irish potato blight.
Many relatively common infections in humans and animals are also the result of fungal pathogens,
for example, Candida albicans and Trichophyton rubrum are responsible for thrush and athlete’s
foot respectively.
It is due to the highly integrated relationship that fungi form with other organisms, whether
symbiotic or pathogenic, that there is extreme interest in potential applications for their unique
features. Many crucial advances have already been made by utilising fungi. The frequently
administered antibiotic Penicillin is derived from the Pencillium species and is highly effective
against bacterial diseases such as syphilis, although many bacteria are now becoming resistant.
Fungi produce many enzymes that have been used in the production of food, for example, As-
pergillus species produce a group of enzymes (such as Amylase and Amyloglucosidase) that are
commercially used in the production of bread, beer and syrups (Blain, 1975).
The potential applications of fungal organisms could have an even greater impact on the
survival and preservation of the planet. Application to bioremediation could provide new en-
vironmentally sustainable ways in which ecosystems could be cleansed of hazardous pollutants
(Alexander, 1999; Knudsen et al., 2006). Kohlmeier et al. (2005) and Wick et al. (2007) have inves-
tigated the potential application of fungal mycelia as dispersal networks for pollutant degrading
bacteria in complex structured environments. Stamets and Sumerlin (2008) detail how mycofil-
tration, the creation and integration of mycelial ‘mats’ into environmentally damaged locations
has encouraged and supported growth of natural vegetation over afflicted areas (e.g. abandoned
logging roads).
The key to implementing such strategies relies on a thorough understanding of the fundamental
processes involved in the growth and morphology of fungal organisms. Mathematical modelling
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can help explain phenomena and formulate predictions regarding the physiology of developing
networks that can then be tested experimentally.
The introduction of the computer to mathematical modelling over the past few decades has
increased interest in mathematical biology due to the relative ease of creating large models with
the necessary components. Particularly biologically developed structures like blood systems and
vascular networks have witnessed an influx of attention in a venture to expand the knowledge
and understanding of key processes (Araujo and McElwain, 2004). One such studied network
is the fungal mycelium (Prosser, 1995). A single fungal colony can occupy huge areas of land,
for example, a network of Armillaria ostoyae has been recorded to span nearly 9 km2 (Ferguson
et al., 2003).
A range of mathematical models have been developed to simulate the growth and morphology
of fungal mycelia. To date, the most successful models to encapture the many fundamental aspects
tend to be developed with a continuum approach. This is consequential of the computational
expense and complexity typical of a discrete model.
This study details the construction and application of a hybrid mathematical model of fungal
mycelia. Firstly, an introduction to the biology of fungi is provided in Section 1.2 followed by a
review of relevant literature that details previous modelling approaches and techniques (Section
1.3). Chapter 2 details the construction of a basic version of the hybrid model and discusses how
the model is stored and implemented. The model is calibrated to a specific species (Rhizoctonia
solani) and simulated over various nutrient distributions. Chapter 3 evaluates possible schemes
for the negative autotropism displayed by travelling hyphal tips and implements the suggested
mechanisms. A comparison of networks developed under the reorientation schemes is provided and
discussed. In Chapter 4, the basic model detailed in Chapter 2 is refined through the development
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of an improved hyphal reorientation mechanism (Section 4.1) and the inclusion of a metabolically-
driven translocation mechanism (Section 4.2). A sensitivity analysis is then detailed that assesses
the robustness of the model to changes in key parameters that regulate the refined chemotropic
reorientation scheme (Section 4.3). A basic one dimensional continuous model of fungal growth
with a chemotropic influence is analysed.
The remainder of the study focuses on applying the model to different scenarios. Chapter
5 details simulations that investigate the effects of isolated nutrients sources being added to a
growth domain with limited initial resources at various locations and concentrations. Section
5.3 identifies the formation of substrate channels in the networks and discusses the implications
of such phenomena and potential links to cord formation. Chapter 6 investigates competition
between different types of fungi based on the production of two distinct compounds that either
inhibit or degrade a rival biomass (described in Section 6.1). Firstly, Section 6.2 details the
construction of a continuous model of multiple colony interaction that validates the model by
producing many of the known outcomes of pairings in experimental settings. The techniques are
then adapted and implemented into the hybrid model (Section 6.3) and simulations are performed
over a various nutrient distributions. Chapter 7 investigates the effect of growth domains that
contain toxic metal concentration considering the inhibition and chemotropism that manifests as
a result. The potential of such applications to biocontrol and bioremediation are also discussed.
Finally, an overview of the study is offered in Chapter 8.
1.2 The Biology of Fungi
The vegetative part of a fungus comprises microscopic tubes (termed hyphae, see Fig. 1.1) that
branch and fuse (anastomose) to form a highly complex network (termed mycelium, see Fig. 1.2)
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Figure 1.1: The Spitzenko¨rper located within the tip of a hypha where all growth materials are
converted to wall materials used for further extension.
Figure 1.2: Representation of a fungal mycelium - Graphic reproduced from Buller (1931)
(Webster and Weber, 2007). A hypha will generally extend apically in a straight line with small
variations in orientation that are due to a shift in displacement of the Spitzenko¨rper (Riquelme
et al., 1998) (see Fig. 1.1) and the change in growth angle has been shown for certain species of
fungi to be normally distributed (Molin et al., 1992).
New hyphae are created by the process of branching, where an existing hypha splits at the
tip (dichotomous branching) or by forming a new tip from the side wall of an existing hypha
(lateral branching) illustrated by Figure 1.3. These distinct styles of essentially the same process
9
Figure 1.3: Fungal hyphae can branch in two distinct ways. Dichotomous branching is essentially
a splitting of the hyphal tip. Lateral Branching is the creation of a new hyphal tip from the wall
of another hypha.
are species dependent. Hutchinson et al. (1980) showed that for the species Mucor hiemalis the
angle at which lateral branching occurred was normally distributed with mean 56◦ and standard
deviation 17◦. Branching has been attributed to the build up of particles such as tip vesicles
(small packs of nutrients and materials that are directed towards the tips where they are exploited
by the Spitzenko¨rper for hyphal extension) and the resulting turgor pressure (Gow and Gadd,
1995). Anastomosis also occurs in several distinct forms as illustrated by Figure 1.4. Tip to
tip anastomosis describes the process through which hyphal tips home and fuse together (Glass
et al., 2004) joining the two hyphae and allowing internal substances to pass between them. Tip
to hypha anastomosis is the fusion of a mobile hyphal tip into the side wall of an already present
length of hypha allowing the passing of internal substances.
Colonies developed in controlled nutrient-rich homogeneous media usually produce approxi-
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Figure 1.4: Anastomosis, the fusion of hyphal tips into the mycelium, has two distinct forms. Tip
to tip anastomosis is the fusion of two hyphal tips that home together. Tip to hypha anastomosis
is the fusion of a hyphal tip into the side wall of an obstructing hypha.
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mately circular dense networks (Fig 1.2). In their natural environments, fungi are significantly
influenced by the availability of growth materials and the structural composition of their sur-
roundings. Fungi retrieve their required growth substances, such as carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus
and other trace metals and elements, from the local environment through the process of uptake
by secreting enzymes that reduce external matter to components that can be internalised (Web-
ster and Weber, 2007). Once internalised these nutrients and wall synthesis materials are moved
(translocated) to the apex of each hypha to fuel extension.
Mycelial networks can continue to develop across hostile environments due to the translocative
process. Translocation is the process through which internally located nutrients and growth
materials are transported through the hyphal tubes to the hyphal tips. A nutrient-rich area can
be excavated far beyond local needs and the excess nutrients transported to areas where there
is a nutrient deficiency. Although translocation is usually modelled with a focus on the diffusive
component, there is strong evidence to suggest that an active component can direct nutrients to
specific regions (Girvin and Thain, 1987; Olsson, 1995; Jacobs et al., 2002; Heaton et al., 2010).
1.2.1 Hyphal Tropisms
Many species of fungi actively reorientate hyphal growth direction in response to various external
factors. Glass et al. (2004) described the homing of hyphal tips in cultures of Neurospora crassa
where tip to tip anastomosis of the hyphae in the internal regions of the colony was demonstrated.
The tips were believed to home by growing toward increased concentrations of specific compounds
produced by the mycelium.
Fomina et al. (2000) observed several species of soil fungi reacting to gradients of the toxic
metals copper and cadmium. Hyphae displayed a negative chemotropic response to the presence
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of such metals where the severity of the reorientations appeared to increase as the concentrations
intensified. However, the response was also found to lessen under higher nutritional conditions
suggesting that hyphae with a rich supply of nutrients are less perturbed by hostile substances.
Brand et al. (2007) demonstrated the negative correlation of both galvanotropism (reorienta-
tion in response to an electric field) and thigmotropism (reorientation in response to external sur-
face contact) against an increasing gradient of Ca2+ cytoplasm in the hyphal tips. Galvanotropism
was also studied by Crombie et al. (1990) where it was shown that electric fields influenced polar-
ized growth in both yeast and hyphal forms of the fungus Candida albicans. Watts et al. (1998)
investigated the effects of thigmotropism in cultures of Candida albicans, and observed that the
sensitivity to surface topology was reduced in the presence of GdCl3 and verapamil.
Oh et al. (1997) described an experiment where the hyphae of several species of fungi, including
Aspergillus niger, reorientated themselves toward a flow of liquid medium. It was suggested that
for this to be possible fungal mycelia must have some mechanism for the physical detection of
transient flow across their surface.
These tropisms are a result of an external influence that a mycelium encounters before adapting
its orientation in order to maximise its growth and survival opportunities. Hyphae located at the
colony edge also undergo negative autotropic behaviour to other hyphae (Gooday, 1975). This
negative response helps prevent anastomosis of the leading edge resulting in a more dense growth
front. Unlike tropisms that arise as a result of some external media, the cause of such avoidance
in the periphery region is unknown but a chemotropic response to a chemical associated with
the mycelium has been suggested (Carlile et al., 1994). Both a negative response triggered by
waste products of the processes involved in metabolism and a positive response to some external
chemical gradient caused by the mycelium itself have been hypothesised (Carlile et al., 1994).
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It has been documented that germ tubes in some species are influenced by positive aerotropism,
reorientating growth toward higher concentrations of oxygen (Robinson, 1973) and it has also been
suggested as the mechanism responsible for the self avoiding behaviour of hyphal tips (Carlile et al.,
1994; Brand and Gow, 2009) although evidence is very limited.
1.3 The Mathematical Modelling of Fungal Mycelia
Both discrete and continuous approaches have been adopted to model fungal mycelia, each having
advantages and disadvantages. Continuous approaches have been able to describe the development
of biomass over a far larger domain than discrete models typically can due to the latter being
computationally limited by their intricate detail. Advances in technology have provided the means
through which large amounts of data can be processed at extremely quick times lifting some of the
typical restrictions associated with discrete models as the complex calculations involved can be
carried out at much faster speeds. These computational restrictions have been a motivating factor
in the adoption of continuous models, especially in the early years of computer aided modelling
of biological networks. However, regardless of this, it was a discrete model (Cohen, 1967) that
pioneered computational involvement in the investigation of these structures.
Cohen (1967) did not aim to exclusively model fungal mycelia, but rather generalised his
model to biological branching patterns over a wider scope. However, the restrictions imposed on
the growth of the model effectively mirrored the actual growth characteristics of filamentous fungi.
The model was restricted such that growth only occurred at the apex of each branch and branching
occurred behind the growing tips. These are fundamental and widely recognised characteristics
of many species of filamentous fungi. Rules were derived in an attempt to replicate the processes
involved in the growth of biological networks and the results demonstrated the models ability
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to replicate a variety of different patterns that bared similarity to common biological structures.
Consistent with the fundamental disadvantage of discrete approaches, only small networks were
shown in the paper, sufficiently modelling systems that could represent the vascular network of a
leaf or the skeletal form of a tree, but not containing enough complexity to develop a pattern of
a realistic mycelium.
Cohen (1967) demonstrated how it was possible to generate realistic structures with minimal
rules and parameters. Although the model only had two growth processes, namely extension and
branching, it provided a foundation for discrete models to build upon by including additional
processes such as anastomosis and nutrient uptake in order to specify the system for fungal
mycelia.
1.3.1 The Development of Continuous Models
Continuous models generally aim to simplify the extremely complex structure of a mycelial net-
work into a biomass density profile. They avoid the task of distinguishing each hyphal interaction
and instead adopt general rates to describe the amount of branching or anastomosis, for exam-
ple, that take place in a particular region of the mycelium. The rates are carefully chosen as an
attempt to capture the true biological functions of the developing mycelium but are a compro-
mise for computational ease. However, the computational efficiency in continuous methods has
traditionally allowed for much larger colonies to be modelled.
In a series of papers (Edelstein, 1982; Edelstein and Segel, 1983), Edelstein-Keshet and co-
authors approached the modelling of a colony by letting the mycelium be considered as a con-
tinuous density of biomass rather than a discrete filamentous structure. A system of partial
differential equations (PDEs) were derived to model the change in biomass ρ(x, t) and the change
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in the density of tips n(x, t) in a growing mycelium. These equations are shown in system (1.1)
and have formed the basis for many of the continuous models discussed later.
∂ρ
∂t
= nv − d (1.1a)
∂n
∂t
=
∂nv
∂x
+ σ (1.1b)
where v was a constant tip velocity, d was the hyphal death rate and σ was a function that
encapsulated the branching and anastomosis processes essentially reflecting the net creation of
hyphal tips. A range of forms were proposed for σ to reflect different combinations and types of
branching and anastomosis. The equations described a ‘tip and trail’ system.
Edelstein (1982) formulated the equations to consider a combination of numerous types of
branching, anastomosis and tip death and so could be calibrated for a wide variety of species.
The model produced one dimensional density profiles for both the biomass and tips in a mycelium.
Edelstein (1982) made the assumption that the mycelium developed with a constantly sufficient
supply of nutrients and so the model was unaffected by nutritional limitations which is a funda-
mental component for the exploratory growth demonstrated by fungal colonies. This was improved
upon in future by other continuous models (Edelstein and Segel, 1983; Davidson, 1998; Boswell
et al., 2003).
Edelstein and Segel (1983) extended the model of Edelstein (1982) to include other processes
involved in the growth kinetics of fungal networks such as translocation. Also the experimental
observation of a mycelium generating differing types of hypha was explored and a possible switch
mechanism identified and tested. A key new addition to this model was the introduction of internal
and external substrate which acted as a single growth limiting determinant of the system.
Edelstein introduced a new concept into continuous models of mycelial development with the
inclusion of the tips being a main variable. This inclusion enabled the continuous nature of the
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model to be in some way determined by the discrete process of hyphal tip extension that is crucial
to the development of a fungal colony.
In another series of papers, Davidson and co-authors, (Davidson et al., 1996, 1997; Davidson,
1998; Davidson and Park, 1998), developed a continuous model that investigated the nutritional
aspect of a fungal colony based on the experimental work of Olsson (1994). Similar to Edel-
stein’s model, the key variable was the density of biomass in the system. However, Davidson
placed greater emphasis on the role of nutritional materials within and around fungal colonies
replicating and extending the hypothesis that local fungal densities are highly dependent on the
nutritional component of their surroundings (Davidson, 1998) and making predictions regarding
the mechanics of translocation and the need for an active component to realistically fuel growth
across hostile gradients (Davidson and Olsson, 2000).
Davidson also improved upon the way in which biological processes were mathematically
represented. For example, uptake was modelled using a Michaelis-Menten process to reflect the
limiting chemical reaction that takes place to allow nutrient absorption, greater increasing the
integrity of the model by highlighting the essential processes involved in fungal morphology.
Boswell et al. (2002) and Boswell et al. (2003) gathered the ideas of Edelstein and Davidson
by developing a mathematical model comprising a system of partial differential equations that
accounted for all the key features over a two dimensional domain. The model included terms to
replicate the intricate hyphal interactions such as anastomosis and branching. It also included
the idea of internal and external substrates enabling uptake and translocation to be modelled.
Edelstein modelled branching by essentially introducing rates at which these events would
occur, chosen to be dependent on variables such as biomass density. Boswell and colleagues
were able to significantly improve upon these terms by including a dependence on the substrates
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that are biologically responsible for these discrete processes and thereby received influence from
heterogeneous environments.
The model developed density profiles of the biomass over a two dimensional domain providing
a much more visually distinctive representation of the colony in regard to both Edelstein’s and
Davidson’s models. Experimental colonies of Rhizoctonia solani were grown on Petri dishes
with arranged nutritional heterogeneities alongside the development of this model (Jacobs et al.,
2002). The model was calibrated to replicate the experimental systems and produced densities
that closely corresponded to actual mycelia.
Falconer et al. (2005) approached the continuous modelling of mycelium on a colony scale by
categorising the different types of biomass in a search for radial growth patterns as a result of
biomass recycling. The model extended the ideas of Edelstein and Davidson to consider the process
of older biomass being broken down and harvested for substances that could be transported to
colony peripheries and exploited for growth. This work demonstrated how biomass recycling was
sufficient to generate radial density patterns.
The equations formed as part of a continuous model are usually difficult to analyse. The
more complex and realistic the model, the harder it is to obtain analytical understanding of the
general system. Therefore, continuous models are usually solved numerically in order to obtain
any valuable insight into the mechanisms and processes that govern fungal growth. The methods
employed to obtain solutions usually involve the numerical solution of complex PDEs and are
difficult and computationally expensive.
It is apparent from the work discussed that to model a mycelium on a colony scale using
a continuum approach it is imperative to afford some consideration to the microscopic events
that occur as part of the discrete nature of the micro-organism. Another necessity for realistic
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structural development is the involvement of the substrates, both internal and external, and
accurately capturing the role they play in developmental microscopic events.
1.3.2 The Development of Discrete Models
Discrete models have so far been the least successful in terms of progress when modelling fungal
mycelia. The development of the complex structure of the network is computationally expensive
and so there has been a limit to the size of colony that can be generated. Also fundamental
interactions like anastomosis and branching are difficult to program as they require additional
algorithms such as the need for collision detections algorithms to be implemented and are a
significant addition to the workload of the model. It is for these reasons discrete models are
generally underdeveloped, usually focused toward one area of interest rather than including all
the required components of a complete model of colony growth. Models of fungal growth that are
developed in a discrete style have evolved from general models of branching structures like Cohen
(1967), discussed above.
Stochastic and Lattice-Free Approaches
A common feature in discrete models is to rely on stochastic processes to determine the occurrence
of discrete events within the developing network thereby reflecting the seemingly random element
in nature. Some work has been focused on quantifying these stochastic features into probability
distributions. Hutchinson et al. (1980) performed a thorough study of hyphal branching in the
species Mucor hiemalis. They determined that branching angles for this species were normally
distributed. This information was then used to construct a model that produced a discrete
representation of a growing fungal colony. In each iteration or cycle of the model each parent
hyphae was given a length (drawn from a probability distribution) that it extended. Values were
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again drawn from a corresponding probability distribution to determine if and where a parent
hypha would branch. Finally the branching angle would be drawn from a normal distribution
fitting the experimental data. The network developed by this model was very basic and omitted
crucial processes including anastomosis. Nonetheless, it provided valuable statistical data that
has been used by many mathematical modelling studies.
A decade later Kotov and Reshetnikov (1990) developed a model largely focusing on deter-
mining statistical distributions that play a significant influence in generating fungal structures.
The modelling process was split into several stages to produce a colony model. Firstly, a model
describing individual hyphal growth was formulated. Expressions were proposed for internode
length (the distance between branches), hyphal length and apical extension among others, which
were fitted to experimental data, some confirming earlier results (Hutchinson et al., 1980). Kotov
and Reshetnikov (1990) developed a model of colony growth by extending the earlier model of
hyphal extension.
Kotov and Reshetnikov compared rates between the two versions of the model and highlighted
differences in rates when considered from a single hyphal level or on a colony scale. A discus-
sion of applications of the model and an approximate calibration determined that a close fit to
experimental data could be achieved.
The proposed model was based on the very early stages of development in a surface colony
where growth increases exponentially before settling down to extend at constant rates. The
model was therefore only applicable to immature colonies inflicting a significant restriction on its
application to the development of large networks.
Indermitte et al. (1994) reported how circularisation and growth efficiency were effected by
growth rules in fungal networks, particularly the negative chemotaxis to substances secreted into
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the external environment by existing hyphae which then diffused.
A model was first discussed that tracked a single hyphae on a random walk. The model
was extended to represent a full mycelium with the inclusion of branching and the option of
anastomosis. Four versions of the model were tested, each with a unique rule set. It was concluded
that negative chemotaxis produced the greater efficiency compared with the experimental and
other simulated systems.
The model was heavily dependent on statistics and by failing to include the underlying me-
chanics of growth and the resulting number of assumptions made, imposed limitations on further
development and had an adverse effect on the integrity of its application.
In a pair of papers, Yang and co-authors, (Yang et al., 1992a,b) divided the process of modelling
into two stages. By recognising the kinetics of growth, a deterministic nature was adopted to model
biological and morphological development. As in Hutchinson et al. (1980), factors that appear
random, like the direction of tip extension were modelled by means of stochastic routines.
Statistical data was determined via the quantitative analysis of genuine mycelial networks
and showed that branching and tip growth angles were normally distributed. The model not only
produced expected results but it was also able to reproduce experimental data (Fiddy and Trinci,
1976a,b). The identification that both biological interpretations and a stochastic influence are
both necessities to capture the true character of a developing fungal colony was emphasised.
Knudsen et al. (2006) considered growth of a fungal mycelia through nutritionally heteroge-
neous environments. The paper identified the lack of application of discrete fungal models to
soil environments and produced a three dimensional model of colony development in relation to
nutritional availability. As the model only focused on the active hyphae, each hypha was given an
age during which they were active. After three days (at 1-day time steps) hyphae were neglected
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from the simulation. While this simplified the system considerably and enabled larger colonies
to be modelled, it assumed that there was a critical value based on a hyphae age whereby they
ceased to be active and also restricted the model from being immediately further developed to
consider other phenomena like translocation of substrates or biomass recycling.
Mesˇkauskas et al. (2004a,b) detailed a discrete three dimensional vector based model, termed
a Neighbour-Sensing model, that investigated several forms of autotropic behaviour in fungal
networks. Each hypha had its start and end points tracked as the simulation progressed allowing
each individual hyphae to be accounted for. However, this coupled with the authors declaration
that large simulations are not supported by general desktop computers, highlights the fundamental
restriction in discrete models.
The Neighbour Sensing model generated two types of detection fields at each point to regulate
branching and growth in relation to the conditions of the surroundings. Another series of fields
were included in the model consisting of vectors that determined the tropic responses to several
influential factors. The model was developed to consider a number of autotropic responses, for
example, chemotropism and gravitropism, which can be simulated in combinations at the users
discretion. The model’s many parameters determine events such as tip death based on either age
or hyphal length (or both) and growth rates based on local density of hyphal tips.
The paper discussed the vast quantity of structural forms that can be achieved by varying
parameters. Fruiting-body like structures were generated by exploiting gravitropism as well as the
typical filamentous networks. Even though the simulations produced reasonable structures the
paper placed little emphasis on biological validation and more on rule sets designed to produce
the desired results.
The model was not sufficiently flexible to consider growth in two dimension and so could not
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be applied to growth on a planar surface, for example, on a wood surface or over leaf litter. Also
the model saw very little anastomosis which was a consequence of the three dimensional approach
employed and so the model produced structures that were best described as tree structures as
opposed to network structures.
A related approach was adopted by Regalado et al. (1996) who developed a basic hybrid
model that focused on nutritional heterogeneity which is a crucial factor in the modelling of
fungal mycelia in situ. Typical growth media of fungi are nutritionally inconsistent and a model
that does not have the capacity for a heterogeneous nutrient distribution will be restricted to
modelling controlled experimental systems.
The model had a hybrid status because it linked a reaction-diffusion system which was imple-
mented to consider the continuous type behaviour of the substrate in the external environment
and a discrete component that determined the development of individual hyphal tips. The paper
highlighted the importance of the availability of fuelling substances to the topographic form of
the resulting network demonstrating variations in the biomass density.
Carver and Boswell (2008) developed a discrete model that included anastomosis and translo-
cation. Branching was confined to the splitting of active tips (dichotomous branching) and so all
growth in the resulting networks took place at the very edge of the colony. The model included
uptake and movement of internal substrate through implementing translocation as a diffusive
mechanism but did not account for external heterogeneous nutrient distributions. Carver and
Boswell (2008) successfully accounted for anastomosis in a lattice-free environment and so the
model was able to achieve a genuine network as opposed to a tree-like structure.
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Cellular Automata and Lattice Based Approaches
A number of alternative discrete models have been created in a different style to the vector-based
approach described above. Ermentrout and Edelstein-Keshet (1993) explored the implementation
of cellular automata techniques to reduce the limitations of typical discrete models. The spatial
domain was divided into a regular array of cells while time was assumed to advance in a series
of discrete steps. At the end of each time step, the status of each cell was updated according to
a predefined rule set (that may be deterministic or stochastic) calibrated to a modelled system.
Essentially by confining growth to occur along predetermined lattices, many of the calculations
required to simulate a lattice-free network can be overlooked and so the computational workload
is reduced. Ermentrout and Edelstein-Keshet (1993) produced cellular automata representations
of several typical biological systems including a model describing branching networks and fungal
mycelia.
Boswell et al. (2007) and Boswell (2008) further developed this idea and specified it for fil-
amentous fungi, linking the model more closely to the genuine system. A hexagonal grid was
constructed where the cell interiors adopted a state that represented the local substrate value
and the embedded triangular lattice provided a structural framework to develop hyphal growth.
The model allowed for the key hyphal interactions of branching and anastomosis and could be
simulated over heterogeneous environments.
The model compromised physical freedoms for computational efficiency enabling the inclu-
sion of uptake and active translocation, traditionally overlooked in other discrete models, to be
thoroughly investigated. The paper also looked at the function of fungal growth, in particular
the acidification of the growth environment and the effects of structural heterogeneity in growth
media, particularly soil systems. Indeed, the latter application is very difficult to explore using
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continuous methods or lattice-free approaches, thereby demonstrating the versatility and scope
of cellular automata methods.
Cellular automata and lattice based models are arguably the most successful type of discrete
models to date in simulating development and morphology in mycelial networks. The method
enables the production of larger networks at a faster speed although compromises structural
freedoms. Ermentrout and Edelstein-Keshet (1993) and Boswell et al. (2007) demonstrated the
versatility of these types of models.
The limitations of cellular automata and lattice based approaches restrict the structural in-
tegrity of true mycelial networks by enforcing a finite number of structural forms that the system
can achieve. Lattices undermine the integrity of discrete systems by, for example, limiting the
angles at which hyphae extend and branch. Although the simplification allows the generation of
larger network, it places a bound on the accuracy of the processes of hyphal interactions within
the model mycelium and could potentially impact on the quantitative and qualitative predictions
of both fungal growth and function made by such models.
1.4 Literature Review - Overview
It is apparent from the work discussed that to date continuous mathematical models provide a
greater insight into the growth and function of mycelia on a colony scale. The computational
aspect of mathematical modelling in continuous systems finds fewer limitations and as a result
much larger colonies can be developed and analysed. Generally, continuous models have been
able to link growth to processes such as uptake and translocation much more effectively and as
detailed in Edelstein (1982) can even consider to an extent the effects of discrete processes like
anastomosis and branching.
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Discrete models tend to be far more reliant on statistical influence calibrated from experimen-
tal data and so can lose connection with the underlying mechanistic features of colony growth.
However, Regalado et al. (1996) produced an excellent lattice-free model using a hybrid approach
that linked continuous nutritional heterogeneity to a discrete fungal network, reproducing ex-
pected density variations in the biomass structure. This approach is an ideal model framework as
it captures the true nature of the full system by identifying that different components are most
appropriately modelled using different approaches.
It is useful to consider what key elements are needed to completely model a growing mycelium.
There have been insightful reviews of the mathematical modelling of fungal mycelia that are par-
ticularly helpful in determining important common features to be included (Prosser, 1995; Boswell
and Hopkins, 2008). The biomass certainly needs to be represented in some form, whether as a
biomass density and tip density (Edelstein, 1982) or by travelling hyphal tips being individually
modelled that leave trails of biomass (Mesˇkauskas et al., 2004b). It is apparent that the growth of
a colony is significantly influenced by the substrate present in the system and so having internal
and external representations of nutrients would be required. The inclusion of these substrates
should allow the model to be tested over heterogeneous environments (Regalado et al., 1996;
Davidson, 1998; Boswell et al., 2007), and allow the processes of uptake and translocation to be
effectively modelled in the development of the network. Crucially, the various hyphal interac-
tions should be included whether in a discrete model (Indermitte et al., 1994) or in a continuous
model (Boswell et al., 2002) to provide a realistic representation of the dynamics of a colony on
a microscopic scale.
There are several continuous models that have been used to investigate many of these re-
quirements but so far discrete lattice-free models have failed to tackle all of these processes.
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Lattice-based models have achieved more in the way of relating discrete processes to the mech-
anistic elements in the system but are hindered by their dependence on predefined geometry. A
discrete model has yet to be developed that is totally lattice free, relies on the mechanisms of
growth responsible for development and handles translocation and other fundamental processes
simultaneously.
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Chapter 2
A Basic Hybrid Model of Colony
Growth
In this chapter the development of a lattice free model of mycelial growth is described. It may
be regarded as a vector-based velocity-jump model that incorporates many of the key elements
required for a complete model of fungal development. The chapter begins by outlining the way
in which the fundamental biological interactions are modelled followed by a discussion on how
each process is represented mathematically and its relevance to the actual biological process. How
the events and structure of the network are recorded is outlined and a calibration of the model
primarily, to the fungus Rhizoctonia solani, is detailed.
2.1 Model Construction
As discussed in Section 1.3, the main obstacle associated with discrete models of biological net-
works is the task of recording and processing large amounts of data. This may not be the case
in the early stages of a simulation but due to the nature of expanding networks whose discrete
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components increase exponentially as a result of branching, eventually the processing power avail-
able will become insufficient. The utilisation of super computers or the parallelisation of the code
could extend these boundaries to help the model scale up to larger networks but would still ulti-
mately be limited. Many of the choices that determined how the discrete component of the hybrid
model was constructed were heavily influenced by the need to reduce the number of calculations
or events that had to be considered.
2.1.1 Geometric Principles of the Hybrid Model
The model represents a hypha by a series of connected straight line segments which allows the
possibility of a directional change at each node (the point where one line segment extends to
another) and thereby replicates the fluctuations in orientation demonstrated by a travelling hyphal
tip. Branches are modelled as line segments that extend from a node at a prescribed angle. The
model only accounts for lateral branching (as exclusively demonstrated by the species used for
calibration, see below) and so only nodes that have previously extended are considered and so
strictly regulates the location of branching line segments behind the tips. As a line segment is
added to the model (simulating the apical extension of a hypha), any potential anastomosis is
identified and handled via a detection algorithm that prevents the crossing and processes the
fusion of two line segments.
A representation of the external environment in a typical system interacts with the model
mycelium allowing the internalisation of a single growth promoting substrate. Each line segment
has an associated value that represents the internal concentration of substrate which is able to
increase and decrease under influence by several key process including translocation and uptake.
Each process is now described in detail.
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The model advances over a discrete time step denoted by ∆t over which each process is
evaluated and updated.
2.1.2 Individual Processes - Extension, Branching and Anastomosis
The internal substrate concentration within a line segment determines whether extension occurs
or whether the modelled hyphal tip remains stationary over the current discrete temporal step.
Extension is modelled as a result of an internal substrate (e.g. representing combinations of car-
bon, nitrogen and other mineral substances) being supplied to the tips and so if the concentration
is lower than a critical threshold then hyphal growth does not occur. However, if the substrate
level is sufficient, a new line segment is created with starting coordinates corresponding to the
end coordinates of its predecessor. The model therefore defines a hyphal extension rate e to be
determined by the length of a line segment ∆x which is assumed to be constant and the duration
of the time step ∆t, which is consistent with the recognition that hyphae extend at approximately
constant rates when presented with constant growth conditions. However, each hypha requires a
minimum amount of internal substrate to extend, modelled by a critical value eˆ, such that the
extension rate e, is defined as
e =

0 if Si < eˆ
∆x
∆t if Si ≥ eˆ
(2.1)
where Si is the internal substrate concentration in a line segment that culminates at a modelled
hyphal tip.
Provided the internal substrate is sufficiently large, the movement of each line segment is
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therefore
dx
dt
= e cos θ(t),
dy
dt
= e sin θ(t),
(2.2)
and so the position of the hyphal tip, in the absence of anastomosis at time t+∆t is given by
x(t+∆t) = x(t) + e∆t cos θ(t),
y(t+∆t) = y(t) + e∆t sin θ(t). (2.3)
If insufficient energy is available for growth, the tip does not move and hence maintains its position
such that
x(t+∆t) = x(t), y(t+∆t) = y(t). (2.4)
In simulations that involved low nutrient availability the growth was pulsed as a consequence
of the critical value not being constantly satisfied. Such pulsed growth of hyphae has been
documented by Lopez and Jensen (2002).
The advantage of modelling the biomass network as a discrete lattice-free structure is that
extending hypha do not have a predetermined geometric orientation. As discussed in Section
1.2, hyphae grow predominately straight with small fluctuations in their direction occurring at
seemingly random intervals (Riquelme et al., 1998). This initial version of the hybrid model
employs a simple random-walk scheme to incorporate the fluctuations in growth direction of
extending hyphae (which is eventually improved upon, see Chapter 4). A hypha orientated at
an angle θ has probability P (θ + ∆θ) that its extension will be orientated at an angle θ + ∆θ.
Similarly, the probability that the extension will be orientated at an angle θ −∆θ is P (θ −∆θ).
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Figure 2.1: The circular random walk of a line segment at angle θ.
Therefore the probability that the extension will maintain the growth direction of its predecessor
(θ) is P (θ) = 1− P (θ +∆θ)− P (θ −∆θ). This describes the random-walk scheme that governs
each hypha as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Branching is a key process in the development of fungal networks. The creation of new hyphal
tips increase the organism’s capacity for further growth, reinforces the structural form and coupled
with anastomosis, maximises translocation throughout the network. Dichotomous branching is
the splitting of a hypha at the tip forming two independent hyphae. Lateral branching results
in a new hyphal tip being created from the side wall of an existing hypha. The model focuses
on Rhizoctonia solani as an example culture and so only considers branching laterally consistent
with the designated species which does not exhibit dichotomous branching. The model, however,
can easily be amended to consider dichotomous branching exclusively or in combination with the
lateral scheme.
Branches in the model form at points where one line segment extend to another. Each node
can only branch once and the branch has equal probability of forming on either side. Figure
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Figure 2.2: Branching occurs between two line segments where one has extended from the other.
A branch is orientated at θ ± φ where θ is the orientation of the extension and φ v N(µ, σ2).
2.2 demonstrates a typical branch (Line BF) in the system. Branching angles have been shown
to be normally distributed in fungal mycelia (Hutchinson et al., 1980) and so angles are drawn
from a Normal distribution N(µ, σ2). The branching line segment is positioned with its starting
point at the node (the point where an extended line segment meets its extension) and orientated
either θ + φ (line BF) or θ − φ (line BG) each with equal probability of being selected where
φ v N(µ, σ2). As branching, similar to the extension process, is related to substrate activity and
the resultant tugor pressure, a critical value of internal substrate has to be present in the hypha
from which the branch is proposed to form.
The occurrence of hyphal branching is modelled by assigning a probability P (branch) to each
hypha as defined in equation (2.5). The probability is linearly dependent on the concentration of
substrate within the hypha: the greater the concentration, the greater chance of a branch forming.
The branching process has a critical value β defined for the internal substrate concentration below
which branching is not possible so that the probability of a branch forming is
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P (branch) =

0 if Si < β
bSi∆t if Si ≥ β
(2.5)
where b is a positive constant that is species dependent and Si is the internal substrate concen-
tration.
While hyphal branching increases the number of tips in the system, anastomosis describes the
loss of modelled tips through fusion with other hyphae. These fusions help strengthen the network
and allow greater mobility for internal nutrients. Similar to branching, there are multiple forms
of anastomosis, also species-specific. Tip to tip anastomosis has been documented (Glass et al.,
2004) and requires some currently unknown homing mechanism to exist that enables two tips to
detect each other and adjust growth in order to fuse. More commonly, Tip to hypha anastomosis
sees the fusion of a hyphal tip into the side wall of an obstructing hypha. This form of anastomosis
(tip to hypha) is exclusively implemented in the model. Unlike branching, it is far more difficult to
develop the alternative style of anastomosis and so the model can not immediately accommodate
such interactions without refinement.
A detection algorithm is implemented that identifies the event in which an extending hyphae
collides with another and handles the collision accordingly. Figure 2.3 displays the key stages of
the anastomosis algorithm that is implemented. The first stage in the detection algorithm utilises
the extension process and determines what angle the new line segment is orientated about (Fig.
2.3a). Once a path is determined the line is temporarily extended ignoring obstructing hyphae
resulting in the line segment crossing another if an anastomosis is deemed to occur (Fig. 2.3b, line
IJ). The last stage of the anastomosis procedure detects any collisions between the extending line
segment and the other lines segments in the system. If a collision is detected, the extending line
end coordinates are set equal to the point of intersection (Fig. 2.3c line IK). In the event that the
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Figure 2.3: The three stages of the anastomosis algorithm where (a) the orientation of the ex-
tension is determined, (b) a line segment is projected along the path and (c) the extending line
segment is trimmed to the point of collision.
initial placement of the extending line crosses multiple hypha then the algorithm automatically
handles the anastomosis that is closest to the starting coordinates by effectively trimming the
extending line segment and updating its end coordinates before testing against the remaining line
segments.
As a simulation progresses, the work that needs to be carried out by the model grows exponen-
tially and so a reduction scheme is implemented to cut down the expense. The reduction scheme
is implemented by only considering collisions between the extending line segment and those line
segments close enough to potentially collide given the fixed uniform length of a newly created line
segment (∆x).
2.1.3 Modelling the External Environment - Finite Differences
Fungi are highly responsive to their environment, particularly to the availability of nutrients and
the growth medium that is immediately present. In order to accurately model how a mycelium
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Figure 2.4: Discretised external environment grid with an example network superimposed.
develops it is important to give consideration to how the environment is interpreted. As substrate
exists in the environment as a diffusive substance, the most appropriate method of modelling is by
adopting a continuous nature. The movement of the substrate in the planar external environment
is described by a 2 dimensional diffusion equation
∂S
∂t
= De
{
∂2S
∂x2
+
∂2S
∂y2
}
(2.6)
where S denotes the external substrate concentration and De is the diffusion coefficient.
The two dimensional growth domain is discretised into points (Fig. 2.4) on a regular grid
of width and length ∆x and ∆y respectively and the concentration of substrate recorded in
a corresponding array. The rate of change of external substrate concentration at (k∆x, j∆y)
(corresponding to grid point (k, j)) over a discrete time step is approximated by finite central
differences such that
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dSk,j
dt
= De
(
Sk+1,j − 2Sk,j + Sk−1,j
∆x2
)
+De
(
Sk,j+1 − 2Sk,j + Sk,j−1
∆y2
)
(2.7)
which reduces to
dSk,j
dt
= De
(
Sk+1,j + Sk−1,j + Sk,j+1 + Sk,j−1 − 4Sk,j
∆y2
)
(2.8)
due to a uniformly discretised grid being selected such that ∆x = ∆y.
The above approximation applies to all points that are not located on the edge of the grid
(where k 6= 0,M or j 6= 0, N). For all points along the edge of the grid Nuemann boundary
conditions are applied to obtain an equivalent approximation by enforcing zero flux boundaries.
At every point on the edge of the grid, the orthogonal gradient of substrate is always zero and
therefore no substrate can exit or enter the domain. A distinction between corner points and edge
points is made due to the former having both gradients orthogonal to boundaries.
Using the point (0,0) as an example, the approximation for the four corner points iss evaluated
by
dS0,0
dt
=
2De
∆y2
(S1,0 − 2S0,0 + S0,1) (2.9)
while the approximation for an edge point (k, 0) is
dSk,0
dt
=
De
∆y2
(Sk+1,0 − 2Sk,0 + Sk−1,0 + 2 (Sk,1 − Sk,0)) (2.10)
where the point (k,0) is used as an example. The discretisation essentially provids a system of
ODEs that approximates the two dimensional PDE (2.6) and a second order accurate Runge-
Kutta method iss adopted to integrate the external substrate over each discrete time step such
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that
St+1 = St +∆tf(t+
∆t
2
, St +
k2
2
) (2.11)
with
k1 = ∆tf(t, St)
k2 = ∆tf(t+
∆t
2
, St +
k1
2
)
and where St denotes the external substrate concentration Se at time t.
2.1.4 Uptake and Translocation
Fungal mycelia are dependent on external substrate to fuel continued growth. Before nutrients
can be exploited by a fungal colony they have to be internalised by the organism. Uptake is
the process of external nutrients being relocated to within the network to aid in further growth
as described in Section 1.2. The external substrate is modelled to exist within a discretised 2
dimensional domain where each point corresponds to an array element where the concentration
of substrate is recorded (discussed previously in Section 2.1.3).
The grid in Figure 2.4 forms cells each representing a square unit area of the external environ-
ment. At each iteration of the model every line segment internalises a specific amount of external
substrate from the cell in which the end coordinate of the line segment is situated. The related
array element to a specific line segment (which corresponds to a grid point and not a cell) is taken
to be the grid point that is situated at the bottom left hand corner of the cell.
The uptake process utilises Michaelis-Menton dynamics (Davidson, 1998) to determine the
amount of substrate obtained. Internal substrate is used to absorb external substrate into the
mycelium and therefore uptake is dependent on the presence of both internal and external sub-
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strate. The amount of substrate acquired over a time interval ∆t is modelled as
uptake = c1∆t
(
Si
c2 + Si
)
Se (2.12)
where c1 and c2 are positive constants that can be calibrated for specific species of fungi. In the
event that there is not enough substrate in a given cell to satisfy all relating line segments then
a competition based rule set is applied where it is assumed that older more established hyphae
have priority and are satisfied first.
Translocation has both a diffusive component that allows internal substrate concentrations to
change according to the local internal substrate gradient between two hyphae and a metabolically-
driven component that can actively direct substrate to specific regions to aid in further growth.
The basic hybrid model is initially developed to exclusively consider the diffusive component of
translocation which has been a successful and sufficient assumption in previous models of colony
growth in uniform conditions (Yang et al., 1992a,b; Boswell et al., 2002). The change of internal
substrate Si within a hypha j solely through diffusive translocation is
∆Sji = ∆t
∑
k
Di(Ski − Sji )
∆x
(2.13)
whereDi is the diffusion coefficient and
(Ski −Sji )
∆x denotes the gradients of internal substrate between
all connected line segments k to line segment j.
2.1.5 Recording Structure and Events
A hybrid model of a biological network demands that every line segment is recorded and processed
at each temporal stage of development. The obvious method of recording positional characteristics
of a line segment is to record both end points. Also, it is desirable to record the angle at which
the line segment is orientated from its start point to end point about the horizontal x-axis. This
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A = { row number, x1, y1, x2, y2, substrate, angle, age }
B = { row number, branch?, extend?, from, fuse with, substrate limit, extend to, branch to }
Figure 2.5: Typical entry vector for a line segment in the characteristic array A and the interac-
tions array B
is not essential but is a small compromise on memory by storing the angle of a line segment to
avoid unnecessary calculations each time the information is required.
The inclusion of translocation in the hybrid model forces more information to be stored than
would be necessary with its exclusion. The model requires that interactions between line segments
are constantly recorded so that internal substrate can translocate between line segments freely,
recognising any new unions resulting from extension, anastomosis or branching. It is therefore
essential that for a given line segment, all existing connections and also the type of relation
between those line segments are easily and efficiently available at all stages in the simulation.
Two arrays are constructed to store all the required information in the system regarding each
line segment. The first array (characteristic array) is designed to capture all the geometric aspects
and biological characteristics of each line segment. The second array (interactions array) contains
all the biological links to other line segments in the system. Both arrays are represented in Figure
2.5 as typical parameter vectors.
Each line segment is given a unique integer stored in the field row number. This field features
in both arrays and is the link between corresponding information for each hypha. The starting
Cartesian coordinates of a line segment are denoted by x1 and y1 and the end coordinates are
denoted by x2 and y2. Each line segment has its current substrate concentration stored in the
field substrate in order for the translocation and uptake processes to be accurately and efficiently
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modelled. The angle of each line is stored and therefore can be conveniently retrieved from the
array when required.
The interaction array also has a row number field that identifies each hypha. On the creation
of a hypha it is recorded in the next available row of both arrays where the vertical position of the
entry vector becomes the value inserted into the row number field. The second and third entries
in each row of the interaction array B, help determine whether the line can branch or extend.
As hyphal branching and extension both rely on substrate to occur, a lack of substrate should
temporarily disable the processes from happening (see above). In the event that translocation
resupplies areas with sufficient nutrients then branching and extension are made possible again.
The fields branch? and extend? take binary values to determine whether the chance of occurrence
exists or not (For example, a line segment that has already branched or has insufficient substrate
to branch has a 0 value in this field causing the program to ignore the line segment in the branching
routine).
The field from records from which line segment (i.e. the row number) the current line segment
has branched or extended and the field fuse with tracks any anastomosis that occurs. The field
substrate limit defines any limit to the concentration a hyphae can contain. The fields extend
to and branch to track which line segments the current line segment extends and branches to
respectively (if any). This enables a hyphal tip to be fully tracked at any stage of the simulation
from its point of creation to its current position or the point of its collision.
The fields are defined from a specific context to avoid the need for multiple values to be stored
in a single field. For example, fuse with records the line segment into which the current line
segment fuses (if anastomose has occurred). The alternative would be to record all line segments
that anastomose into the current line segment. However, there is no bound on the number of lines
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that can potentially satisfy this and so by using the chosen fields, on requiring all anastomosed
line segments, the model can search through the fuse with field and record the set of lines that
satisfies the state in order to perform the necessary calculation for the translocation of internal
substrate. Further information regarding the the anastomosis routine and strategies for reducing
computational redundancy is provided in an Appendix.
The networks produced by the model are generated by C++ (on an Intel Core 2, 2.66 GHz,
2Gb RAM running Microsoft Windows XP Professional) and the graphical output is generated
by Matlab. Further routines were developed in Matlab to analyse the simulations produced and
investigate different aspects of the model throughout the following study.
2.1.6 Calibration
The model was calibrated to correspond to the biomass growth over a spatial domain of 1 cm2
where the mycelium was initialised at the centre (0,0) existing as eight lines radiating from
the chosen point of inoculation (in most cases this was taken to be the origin of the domain)
as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. The growth rate of Rhizoctonia solani has been shown to be
approximately 0.5 cm day−1 during early growth (Boswell et al., 2002). The model discretised
the temporal domain into step lengths of ∆t = 0.01 of a day. A hypha was modelled as a series
of joined line segments each of length ∆x = 50µm. Thus over a day (t = 100∆t), a hyphae
could potentially extend to a length of 0.5 cm satisfying the experimental findings of Boswell
et al. (2002) and Riquelme et al. (1998) that detailed the minimal box method being applied to
extending hyphae and showed that a growing hyphae will extend exhibiting erratic directional
variations but maintain a general growth direction for a period of time. Eventually the general
growth direction changed and a new orientation was established that the hypha followed still
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Figure 2.6: Initial configuration of the line segments
demonstrating small fluctuations in growth direction. The small fluctuations that hyphae exhibit
over a predominately straight segment were not considered as the consequential effects were trivial
to the overall structure of the model. However, the general change in direction of a growing hyphae
was modelled and estimated to occur approximately every 400 µm (Riquelme et al., 1998). So
for each extension the probability that no deviation in orientation occurred was P (θ) = 78 . The
probability that an extension was orientated an angular step length ∆θ clockwise or anti-clockwise
was P (θ +∆θ) = 116 and P (θ −∆θ) = 116 respectively.
The change in growth direction (∆θ) has been calibrated to 13◦ corresponding to an observed
experimental angle (Riquelme et al., 1998). Although the species that demonstrated this extension
angle is not the species intended for calibration (Rhizoctonia solani), due to there being no
available published materials providing a quantitative analysis for extension angles it is assumed
that the observed angle is reasonable.
Hutchinson et al. (1980) quantified branching angles for the speciesMucor hiemalis as normally
distributed with mean 56◦ and standard deviation 17◦. Although, there has been no quantitative
analysis documented for Rhizoctonia solani regarding branching (to the author’s knowledge),
it is generally accepted that branching is wide, nearly at right angles (Tomioka et al., 2002;
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Paulitz and Schroeder, 2005). Assuming for the species Rhizoctonia solani the angles are also
normally distributed, the discrete model draws values from a normal distribution with mean 80◦
and standard deviation 10◦.
Boswell et al. (2002), calibrated a parameter for the external substrate concentration in a
typical experimental growth medium at 4 × 10−5 mol substrate cm−2. By rescaling this value
to be considered for mol substrate µm−2 gives Se = 4 × 10−9. Similarly the initial internal and
external concentrations were calibrated at 4 × 10−5 and 3 × 10−5 respectively. Rescaling these
values provided the model with the parameters Si = 4× 10−9 and Se = 3× 10−8.
Boswell et al. (2002) observed that a mycelium can deplete an area of its nutritional element
over approximately a day. The rates for the Michaelis constants were obtained by numerically
solving equation (2.12) over one hundred time steps (one day) to find solutions that depleted the
calibrated amount of external substrate over the whole of that period where the Michaelis constant
c2 was chosen to be of the same order as the substrate concentration at which the reaction was at
half the maximum possible rate. The solutions chosen to calibrate the model were c1 = 600 and
c2 = 4× 10−9.
Both hyphal extension and branching were modelled to have a minimum internal substrate
requirement to occur. The critical value for hyphal extension was eˆ = 1× 10−12 and the critical
value for branching was β = 1×10−11. As branching is also dependent on a stochastic mechanism
then the greater amount of internal substrate resulted in a greater chance of branching, however,
unless the critical value β had been satisfied, no branching could occur. The diffusion coefficients
for both external and internal diffusion were based on the calibrated values of Boswell et al. (2002)
that themselves were based on experimental data (Olsson, 1995).
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2.2 Calibrated Growth in Various Substrate Distributions
The model was initially developed over a domain with no external substrate present to reflect
growth in a nutrient free environment (Fig. 2.7). During each iteration, extendible line segments
were considered first so that new line segments were positioned appropriately and substrate was
removed from the line segments reflecting the process of hyphal extension. During this stage, any
anastomosis was detected and handled as previously described. The branching of line segments
was the next process to be considered followed by the translocation and uptake processes that
transported and replenished the network with external substrate when possible.
The initial stages of growth exhibited considerable branching which reduced as internal sub-
strate was depleted. As the substrate concentration was reduced, the network experienced a
reduction in the number of newly formed branches. As a result, more substrate was afforded to
the extension of existing line segments. This is a typical characteristic of many fungal species and
is referred to as exploratory or foraging growth (Ritz, 1995). Through such growth a mycelium
is a able to achieve greater extension by utilising nutrients that were conserved from a reduction
in the frequency of branching. The tips eventually exhausted themselves and ceased further ex-
tension. Ritz (1995) discussed this foraging behaviour in the presence of low nutrients for several
species of fungi and Falconer et al. (2007) implicated biomass recycling as a factor in the efficiency
of such exploratory growth.
2.2.1 Nutrient-Rich Uniform Conditions
While not typical of fungi growing in natural environments where nutrients are spatially heteroge-
neous, the simulation of the biomass growth in initially uniform conditions allows comparison to
mycelia cultured in Petri dishes or other controlled apparatus for experimental purposes (Olsson,
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1995). The modelled network was initialised as described above but over an external environment
that contained an initially uniform concentration of substrate (Fig. 2.8). As growth occurred,
the line segments increased their internal concentration of substrate (simultaneously decreasing
the external concentration) through the uptake process which resulted in greater branching rates
as concentrations intensified. The substrate at the colony centre was almost depleted over the
course of the model (1 day). The model demonstrated the expected circularisation of fungal
mycelia when grown in uniform conditions (Indermitte et al., 1994).
2.2.2 Heterogeneous Conditions
Fungi that exist in natural environments are sensitive to the spatial heterogeneity of nutrients. The
model explored the impact of nutrient heterogeneity of the external environment by initialising
a substrate distribution similar to an arrangement described by Ritz et al. (1996) (Fig. 2.9).
The arrangement consisted of a square ring of substrate where the inner and outer areas of the
modelled domain contained no substrate. The model initially reflected growth similar to the
base model (Fig. 2.7) where the lack of directly available external resources caused branching
to occur infrequently. The network began to revert to exploratory growth, until the biomass
encountered the external substrate. The hyphae began to uptake nutrients which increased the
branching frequency, creating new hyphal tips. The final structure demonstrated density regions
that reflected the underlying heterogeneity of the environment. The hyphal tips that expanded
past the area containing substrate eventually exhausted their substrate supply and exhibited less
branching, reverting to foraging like growth. Biomass in nutrient-free regions of the heterogeneous
distribution simulation was ultimately more dense than that obtained in completely nutrient-free
conditions because the substrate was able to be translocated through the network. There was also
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Figure 2.7: A mycelium modelled at (a) 0.2 days, (b) 0.6 days and (c)1 day over a spatial domain
of 1 cm2. The model was developed over an external domain with no external substrate present.
Each line segment in the initial configuration (shown in Figure 2.6) was concentrated at 4× 10−9
mol µm−2.
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Figure 2.8: A mycelium modelled at (a,b) 0.2 days, (c,d) 0.6 days and (e,f) 1 day over a spatial
domain of 1 cm2. The biomass network is represented in (a,c,e) and the external substrate
concentration in (b,d,f) where dark red represents the calibrated initial concentration (Se =
3×10−8) and dark blue denotes complete depletion. Each line segment in the initial configuration
(shown in Figure 2.6) was concentrated at 4× 10−9 mol µm−2.
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some backfilling of the nutrient-free region inside the square ring where substrate was translocated
back toward the colony centre through the diffusive mechanism of translocation employed that
prompted further branching.
2.3 Discussion
Most mathematical models of fungal growth and function that represent the mycelium as a discrete
structure have overlooked the importance of nutritional heterogeneity as an influence, usually
quantifying biologically significant rates by inspecting experimental colonies and fitting data to
a probability distribution. Statistical based rates fail to capture the responsive nature of fungi
to the availability of a growth dependent substance. The hybrid model proposed and developed
above incorporated a dependence on a single generic substrate that allows branching, extension,
anastomosis, uptake and translocation to be modelled in their biological context.
The basic hybrid model has placed great emphasis on the accurate representation of the
biological mechanics involved in each process. Many of the fundamental elements that are crucial
for genuine mycelia to develop have been mathematically modelled simultaneously by employing
both discrete and continuous components. Some entirely continuous models have previously
incorporated many of these biological features and produced results that corresponded to fungi
cultured experimentally. The hybrid model has been developed to deviate, where possible, from
the statistical dependence that is typical of discrete models and shows that realistic structures
can be produced by modelling the actual biological mechanisms discretely and their dependence
on a growth fuelling substrate continuously.
It is important to identify that as translocation has not been completely modelled at this
stage, there is a limit to how accurate the substrate is modelled to exist in the network. Figure
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Figure 2.9: A mycelium modelled at (a,b) 0.2 days, (c,d) 0.6 days and (e,f) 1 day over a spatial
domain of 1 cm2. The biomass network is represented in (a,c,e) and the heterogeneous external
substrate concentration in (b,d,f) where dark red represents the calibrated initial concentration
(Se = 3 × 10−8) and dark blue denotes complete depletion. Each line segment in the initial
configuration (shown in Figure 2.6) was concentrated at 4× 10−9 mol µm−2.
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2.9 exhibited a significantly pronounced change in regional densities that corresponded to the
availability of external substrate. This was due to translocation being modelled exclusively as
a diffusive process and with the inclusion of a metabolically-driven component, a more gradual
transition between the density regions would be expected. This would happen due to the sub-
strate being actively pushed out towards the tips thereby increasing the probability of branching
beyond regions where external substrate is directly located while lowering the relative amount
of branching over nutritionally replete regions. Furthermore, the hybrid model has shown that
foraging behaviour can occur as a result of the simple rules implemented thus far. The inclu-
sion of a metabolically driven component may increase the efficiency of the foraging behaviour
and prolong exploratory growth without the need for biomass recycling (Falconer et al., 2005,
2007). The metabolically-driven component of translocation is discussed and implemented in the
following Chapters.
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Chapter 3
Negative Autotropism
This chapter proposes preliminary algorithms for the inclusion of the currently unexplained self-
avoiding mechanism in fungal hyphae that is responsible for the regulation of tip orientation. Two
self-avoidance algorithms are implemented and compared with each other and the case where no
self-avoidance is permitted. A discussion of the schemes and their subsequent efficiency and
biological significance is provided.
3.1 Hyphal Avoidance - Refinement of Hyphal Orientation
Fungal hyphae can be further categorised into different types and generally display distinct growth
characteristics (Glass et al., 2004). Leading hyphae are those situated at a colony periphery and
are usually attributed to the exploratory growth exhibited by hyphae in an attempt at discovering
isolated areas of nutrients. The hyphae located at the internal regions of a colony are usually
termed fusing hyphae and promote anastomosis to reinforce the structure and translocation effi-
ciency of the network.
Leading hyphal tips display a unique phenomena by appearing to actively avoid other hyphae
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and through the subsequent reduction in anastomosis produce a higher density of tips on the
colony edge (Edelstein, 1982; Glass et al., 2004). Two avoidance algorithms were developed to
explore possible mechanisms that may be responsible for such negative autotropism in fungal
mycelia.
3.1.1 Hyphal Avoidance - Physical Detection
A detection based algorithm was developed that assumed a physical awareness by a leading hypha.
The method defines a distance over which a hypha is able to detect other hyphae and gives bias
to the direction in which most growth is able to occur unobstructed. Figure 3.1 shows a line
segment approaching another and how the algorithm handles such events. Five possible paths
are considered at predetermined angles for a fixed assumed maximum detection distance γp. A
routine similar to the anastomosis algorithm shortens the possible paths to the closest collision
for each. The longest path is then chosen as the path along which extension occurs. In the event
that no collision is detected, the normal extension routine is executed as previously described. In
the rare event there are multiple paths determined to be the longest, one of those paths is chosen
randomly from a uniform probability distribution.
3.1.2 Hyphal Avoidance - Chemotropism
A more biologically justifiable method of hyphal avoidance which has been considered by previous
studies (Indermitte et al., 1994; Gadd et al., 2001; Mesˇkauskas et al., 2004a,b) is the chemotropism
of hyphal tips to a substance in the surrounding environment that is secreted by the hyphae itself
such as diffusible secondary metabolites or waste materials. Line segments were assumed to react
to a diffusible chemical by re-orientating themselves away from higher concentrations.
To implement the chemotropism algorithm, another array is introduced identical in structure
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Figure 3.1: Detection-based avoidance algorithm. Five possible paths of length γp are projected
at 30◦ orientations and the longest path is chosen along which the new line segment in created.
to that modelling the substrate in the external environment (Fig. 2.4) initialised with no chemical
present. At each temporal step a line segment produces a small amount of chemical to the cell
that corresponds to the line segments end coordinates. The chemical is assumed to diffuse using
the same mechanics described in Section 2.1.3.
Similar to the detection method (Fig. 3.1), the chemotropism routine considers five possible
paths and focuses on five points at a uniform distance γc along each projected path and compares
levels of the chemical detected in the environment. The path that detects the lowest level of
chemical is chosen for the extension. In the event that there is no difference in the chemical
concentration then the normal random extension routine is executed as described previously
(Section 2.1.2).
3.2 Hyphal Avoidance Analysis
Section 3.1 detailed the algorithms used to consider hyphal tip avoidance in developing mycelial
networks. A number of identically calibrated but separate instances of the model were adapted
to follow the different algorithms for tip avoidance. Figure 3.2 shows examples of three colonies
under the influence of no avoidance, a detection-based avoidance algorithm and a chemotropic
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Figure 3.2: Three networks developed over uniform substrate distributions (concentrated at Se =
3 × 10−8 mol µm−2) with distinct avoidance algorithms where a) had no avoidance mechanism,
b) had a detection based avoidance algorithm and c) had a chemotropic avoidance algorithm. All
colonies were developed over a period representing 1 day.
avoidance algorithm after the simulation of 1 days growth. The results below are representative of
the mean of five simulations for each group. The first instance had no form of avoidance, letting
the random walk described in Section 2.1.2 govern extension orientation. The resulting periphery
was very disjointed and uneven (Fig. 3.2a).
The second instance adopted a physical detection approach where it was assumed that hy-
phal tips could sense nearby hyphae and adjust their course accordingly. This detection-based
avoidance algorithm produced a colony where tips appeared more concentrated at the periphery
of the colony and less distributed along the radius. The network appeared to be more dense
indicating that growth efficiency had increased under the influence of this algorithm. However,
the algorithm assumed some form of physical awareness or self-sensory mechanism existed within
hyphal tips which has no current biological justification at present. The third approach was based
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on a chemotropic response to a substance that was secreted from the network biomass into the
external growth environment. The hyphal tips responded to the compound by extending toward
the lowest detected concentration. This algorithm appeared to produce the most growth-efficient
network and is far more biologically reasonable. As previously discussed, hyphal tips could react
to the known secreted substances such as secondary metabolites and waste materials.
Hyphal tips appeared to be far more concentrated at the periphery and by inspection of
the networks in Figure 3.2 appeared to have a higher degree of circularisation. The number
of line segments produced by the chemotropic network was significantly higher than those that
employed a detection based algorithm or had no avoidance scheme implemented (Fig. 3.3). This
suggests that the efficiency of a chemotropic algorithm is greater than the alternative orientation
schemes. A chemotropic scheme has several potential biologically justified causes. Jacobs et al.
(2002) observed that the growth medium in which an experimental colony was cultured increased
in acidification. Such a substance or by-product could be responsible for the behaviour of the
hyphal tips. Various mechanisms and consequences of chemotropism are revisited in Section 4.1.1.
3.2.1 Density Analysis
Continuous models represent fungal mycelia as biomass densities (Edelstein-Keshet and Ermen-
trout, 1989; Davidson et al., 1996; Boswell et al., 2002; Falconer et al., 2005). Experimental fungal
mycelia have also been quantified by density profiles (Olsson, 1995). In order to draw comparison
with genuine fungal colonies and continuous models, the hybrid model was analysed by consid-
ering density profiles of developing networks. Further analysis of the avoidance algorithms was
achieved by producing tip density profiles for the three colonies detailed above.
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Figure 3.3: The mean number of line segments for three groups of networks developed over uniform
substrate distributions with no avoidance mechanism, a detection based avoidance algorithm and
a chemotropic avoidance algorithm after a simulation period representative of 1 day (where the
mean is representative of five simulations for each case). All networks were developed over an
initially uniform concentration of external substrate (Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2).
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3.2.2 Biomass Density Profiles
By denoting a concentric ring as the area between a circle of radius r1 and another circle of radius
r2 where r1 < r2, the density of biomass that is present within a ring is defined by
Biomass Density =
∑
i
i
pi(r22 − r21)
(3.1)
where i denotes the number of contained line segments. Three biomass density profiles were
produced (Fig. 3.4), one for each avoidance scheme that was representative of the mean of five
simulations and where error bars denote one standard deviation.
The biomass density profiles were consistent with experimental and previously modelled data
(Boswell et al., 2002). Figure 3.4 shows that the inclusion of an avoidance mechanism resulted
in networks of greater density, especially close to the network edge. Particularly the chemotropic
algorithm produced networks that were of significantly greater density when compared to the
networks without an avoidance scheme and the networks with a physical detection-based avoidance
scheme.
The physical detection avoidance scheme only saw a significant increase in density at the
edge of the network in relation to the networks with no avoidance. Although the density of the
networks were dependant on the avoidance mechanism present, the extent of the colony from the
centre was not effected.
3.2.3 Hyphal Tip Density Profiles
Hyphal tip density profiles were also produced for the simulation groups using the same method
for biomass density profiles (detailed above). In an area between two circles of radius r1 and r2
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Figure 3.4: Biomass density profiles for networks developed after a period representative of 1
day with no avoidance (-), detection-based avoidance (-x-) and chemotropic-based avoidance (-◦-)
where error bars are representative of one standard deviation. All networks were developed over
an initially uniform concentration of external substrate (Se = 3 × 10−8 mol µm−2). Results are
representative of 5 simulations.
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the density of hyphal tips iss defined by
Hyphal Tip Density =
∑
h
h
pi(r22 − r21)
(3.2)
where h denotes the number of extendible line segments (hyphal tips) within the current ring.
Figure 3.5 shows the hyphal tip density for the three simulation groups where each profile is the
average of 5 simulations and the error bars denote one standard deviation.
Networks developed without an avoidance algorithm did not have a significantly different pro-
file to networks developed with a detection-based avoidance scheme. The chemotropic algorithm
produced networks with a higher tip density in a small band close to the biomass edge. Although
all three profiles were not significantly different over the majority of the radius, the difference
in density close to the network edge was sufficient to produce significantly denser networks (Fig.
3.4).
3.3 Discussion
The hybrid model predicts that an active avoidance scheme is a key influence on the growth
and morphology of fungal mycelia. The density of the networks were increased when avoidance
schemes were implemented and suggest that the efficiency of development is greater when such
mechanisms are included.
The chemotropic algorithm was the most efficient, resulting in networks with greater concen-
trations of tips at the periphery. The increase in tip density over a small radial range at the
periphery caused an increased overall biomass density for the networks when compared the other
schemes. The model therefore predicts that the ultimate density and structural form of a network
is highly dependant on the growth that takes place at the colony edge. However, the algorithms
did not effect the radial extent of the colony edge in a uniform substrate distribution.
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Figure 3.5: Hyphal tip density profiles for networks with (a) no avoidance, (b) detection-based
avoidance and (c) chemotropic-based avoidance where error bars are representative of one stan-
dard deviation. All networks were developed over an initially uniform concentration of external
substrate (Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2).
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When compared to the detection-based avoidance scheme, the chemotropic mechanism pro-
duced networks with a significantly higher density. A possible cause for this distinction is the
distance over which the algorithm is effective. The detection-based algorithm established a pre-
defined range over which line segments could physically detect other line segments, enforcing a
limit to the detection of potential obstruction and therefore reducing the time available for evasive
growth. Avoidance achieved through a chemotropic response is a long distance mechanism due to
the diffusion of the external compounds that can allow a longer period of time for line segments
to react and adjust their growth direction to avoid collision.
Although simple, the chemotropic algorithm produced networks with an increased growth
efficiency and has a realistic biological justification. However, the assumption that hyphal tips
respond to a self-secreted substance is not the only biologically realistic possibility. Carlile et al.
(1994) considered the depletion of local oxygen concentrations by a colony as a mechanism of self
avoidance whereby tips grow toward greater oxygen concentrations. Although both mechanisms
are analogous, it emphasises the need for further studies regarding hyphal orientation in response
to external factors. Chapter 4 details the implementation of a generalised mechanism for multiple
tropisms.
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Chapter 4
A Refined Hybrid Model of Colony
Growth
This chapter further develops the hybrid model to improve two crucial components of mycelial
development. Firstly, an improved chemotropic avoidance mechanism is implemented into the
hybrid model based on velocity-jump type models and biased random-walk schemes, particularly
those used in application by Hill and Hader (1997), Othmer and Stevens (1997) and Plank and
Sleeman (2004). Also, a metabolically-driven component of translocation is introduced to sup-
plement the current diffusive mechanism. A sensitivity analysis is subsequently detailed that
considers the response of the model to the key parameters introduced in the chemotropism and
translocative refinements.
Finally a basic continuous model is constructed to extend the ‘tip and trail’ model proposed in
Edelstein (1982) and extended in Edelstein and Segel (1983) by including a chemotropic response
in the hyphal tip densities that investigates whether the propagation of a colony margin can still
persist.
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4.1 Chemotropism in Fungal Hyphae
As discussed in Section 1.2.1, hyphal tips can respond to a wide range of external factors such as
gravity, surface contours and toxic substances. Hyphal tips also display negative autotropism to
other hyphae and it was shown in Section 3.1 that growth was more efficient under a chemotropic-
based avoidance scheme compared to a detection-based scheme and also has a far more biologically
credible justification.
4.1.1 Chemotropism Refinement for the Hybrid Model
Discrete models generally have a dependence on statistical data to model the morphology and
progression of fungal colonies (Hutchinson et al., 1980; Kotov and Reshetnikov, 1990; Indermitte
et al., 1994). While this may be a sufficient method for reproducing structures that bear familiar
forms, it provides little room for progression in understanding the mechanics of fungal development
and subsequently places limitations on any predictive statements drawn as conclusion.
Hill and Hader (1997) showed how the trajectories of swimming micro-organisms could be
modelled in a discrete manner but could also be described in its limits as a Fokker-Planck (or
Forward-Komolgorov) equation. The model included how the trajectories were affected by differ-
ent forms of taxis (Gravitaxis and Phototaxis). Plank and Sleeman (2004) developed a similar
approach to study tumour angiogenesis based on the work by Hill and Hader (1997) and Oth-
mer and Stevens (1997) which consisted of a detailed study of taxis (essentially tropisms) in
random-walk models.
In this section the above techniques were considered and implemented into the current hybrid
model to simulate the morphology of fungal colonies, specifically the way in which hyphal tips
reorientate themselves. However, there are a number of key fundamental differences when com-
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pared to the application of mycelial growth and development between the subject systems of Hill
and Hader (1997) and Plank and Sleeman (2004).
Both previous applications modelled positive tropisms, i.e. the movement was directed towards
increasing concentrations of a substance already present in the experimental domain. For example
Plank and Sleeman (2004) considered two forms for the initial displacement of the external stimuli
in a two-dimension rectangular domain. Firstly one boundary of the domain was assumed to
contain a uniform concentration of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and secondly a
single point source along this boundary. Initial cell growth was directed toward the external
source of VEGF.
The application of the scheme to the hybrid model was dependant on a self-producing com-
pound that orientated growth away from higher concentrations. The production of the compound
was directly related to the internal substrate concentration and so was more dynamic in compari-
son to the previous applications. Tip movement was also fuelled by the internal substrate and as a
result did not uniformly move at each given time step. Instead, substrate was translocated toward
the hyphal tip, allowing for further extension providing there was sufficient substrate present.
The application of these techniques provided a mathematical basis for the directional regu-
lation of simulated hyphal tips and replaced the current chemotropic random-walk mechanism
(detailed in Section 3.1.2).
4.1.2 A Biased Random Walk Mechanism for the Regulation of Hyphal Ori-
entation
Many discrete models essentially allow the orientation of model hyphal tips to undergo a circular
random-walk as they elongate over or through a domain. Moreover, in an experimental investiga-
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tion Riquelme et al. (1998) observed that the hyphae in Neurospora crassa develop approximately
straight with shifts in their overall orientation occurring at variable times. It therefore seems rea-
sonable that the velocity-jump methods of Hill and Hader (1997) and Plank and Sleeman (2004)
are suitable to describe the development and morphology of travelling hyphal tips. The derivation
of the random walk master equation can be achieved in numerous ways but the method chosen
and detailed below links the scheme to the well known Fokker-Planck reaction-diffusion equation.
Suppose that at time t a hyphal tip has orientation θ(t). After a discrete time step of length
∆t the tip may change direction by a small angle ∆θ, either in a clockwise or anti clockwise
direction, or else maintain the same trajectory. Suppose the various probabilities of reorientation
are
p(θ +∆θ, t+∆t) = a(θ) (4.1)
p(θ −∆θ, t+∆t) = b(θ) (4.2)
p(θ, t+∆t) = 1− a(θ)− b(θ) (4.3)
where p(θ, t) denotes the probability that the tip is orientated in direction θ (measured with
respect to a fixed axis), a(θ) denotes the probability of turning in an anti-clockwise direction and
b(θ) denotes the probability of turning in a clockwise direction. If a tip is orientated in direction
θ at time t, then at time t−∆t it must have been orientated in the direction of θ+∆θ, θ−∆θ or
θ and undergone a clockwise shift, an anti clockwise shift or no change in direction respectively.
Hence the probability density function f(θ, t) satisfies
f(θ, t) = f(θ −∆θ, t−∆t)a(θ −∆θ) + f(θ, t−∆t)[1− a(θ)− b(θ)]
+f(θ +∆θ, t−∆t)b(θ +∆θ) (4.4)
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Expansion via Taylor’s theorem gives
f(θ, t) = {a(θ)−∆θaθ(θ) + ∆θ
2
2!
aθθ(θ)}{f(θ, t)−∆θfθ(θ, t)−∆tft(θ, t) + (∆θ)
2
2!
fθθ(θ, t) +
∆θ∆tfθt(θ, t) +
(∆t)2
2!
ftt(θ, t)}
+ [1− a(θ)− b(θ)]{f(θ, t)−∆tft(θ, t) + (∆t)
2
2!
ftt(θ, t)}
+
{
b(θ) + ∆θbθ(θ) +
∆θ2
2!
bθθ(θ)
}
{f(θ, t) + ∆θfθ(θ, t)−∆tft(θ, t) + (∆θ)
2
2!
fθθ(θ, t)−
∆θ∆tfθt(θ, t) +
(∆t)2
2!
ftt(θ, t)}
where subscripts denote partial derivatives and higher order terms are omitted.
Multiplying out, simplifying and retaining terms of order O(∆θ), O(∆θ2) and O(∆t) results
in
0 = f
{
−∆θa′ + ∆θ
2
2
a′′ +∆θb′ +
∆θ2
2
b′′
}
+ ∆θfθ
{−a+∆θa′ + b+∆θb′}
+ ∆tft {−1}
+
∆θ2
2
fθθ {a+ b} .
Rearranging and dividing by ∆t yields
∂f
∂t
=
∆θ
∆t
{
bfθ + b′f − afθ − a′f
}
+
∆θ2
∆t
{
a′′f
2
+ a′fθ +
afθθ
2
+
b′′f
2
+ b′fθ +
bfθθ
2
}
(4.5)
which is equivalent to
∂f
∂t
=
∆θ
∆t
∂
∂θ
{(bf − af}+ 1
2
∆θ2
∆t
{
∂2
∂θ2
(af + bf)
}
.
Setting µ0(θ) = a−bA and σ0(θ) =
a+b
A and taking limits as ∆t,∆θ → 0 so that ∆θ
2
∆t → A, gives the
Fokker-Planck equation
∂f(θ, t)
∂t
= − ∂
∂θ
(µ0(θ)f(θ, t)) +
1
2
∂2
∂θ2
(
σ20(θ)f(θ, t)
)
(4.6)
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with drift µ0(θ) and diffusion
σ20
2 (θ). As in Othmer and Stevens (1997) and Plank and Sleeman
(2004), by choosing
D(θ) =
σ20(θ)
2
(4.7)
τ(θ) =
1
(σ20(θ))
exp
(
2
∫
µ0(θ)
σ20(θ)
dθ
)
(4.8)
(4.6) can also to be written in the form of the non-linear diffusion equation
∂f
∂t
=
∂
∂θ
(
Df
∂
∂θ
(
ln
f
τ
))
. (4.9)
Othmer and Stevens (1997) showed that in the limit (∆θ → 0) the reinforced random-walk
with master equation
dfn
dt
= τˆ+n−1fn−1 + τˆ
−
n+1fn+1 − (τˆ+n + τˆ−n )fn, (4.10)
where τˆ±n are the transition probabilities for a step from direction n to direction n ± 1 and
fn = f(n∆θ, t) denoting the density moving at angle n∆θ at time t was the Fokker-Planck
equation (4.6). The random-walk scheme is therefore used to simulate the Fokker-Planck equation
in the hybrid model. As in Othmer and Stevens (1997) and Plank and Sleeman (2004), the
transition probabilities are defined using interpolated half step neighbours as
τˆ±n = 2λ
τ((n± 12)∆θ)
τ((n+ 12)∆θ) + τ((n− 12)∆θ)
(4.11)
where λ∆θ2 = D(θ). While this is essentially a new random-walk different to that described
in the master equation (4.10), and not just a rescaling in time, it does maintain the same bias
present in the original master equation.
A uniformly distributed random number r is generated such that r ∈ [0, 1). A line seg-
ment is assumed to turn through an angle ∆θ clockwise if r ∈ [0, τˆ+n ∆t), ∆θ anti-clockwise if
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r ∈ [τˆ+n ∆t, 2λ∆t) and continue in the current direction provided r ∈ [2λ∆t, 1). By considering
alternative forms for the functions, µ0(θ) and σ0(θ) that determine the characteristics of the bias
in the random walk, the model can be improved to include specific tropisms.
4.1.3 A Biased Random Walk Model - Implementation of a Chemotropic Re-
sponse
It was first documented by Buller (1931) that a colony has distinct regions that have the ability
to behave differently. Hyphae that exist close to the colony edges can actively avoid other hyphae
whereas hyphae located in the colony interior fuse with each other. This fusion has been observed
to be deliberate in cultures of Neurospora crassa that saw the hyphae that existed behind leading
hyphae actively homing toward each other in an effort to anastomose (Glass et al., 2004). The
mechanism responsible for the type of influenced growth demonstrated by hyphae on the colony
periphery is not universally agreed but it has been proposed that tip fusion is caused by the
hyphal tips reacting to “diffusible chemotropic molecules” (Glass et al., 2004).
Hill and Hader (1997) included several distinct tropisms in their model as well as incorporating
a mechanism to perform reorientations toward a influential source. Plank and Sleeman (2004)
further developed this approach combining Hill and Hader (1997) type model with Othmer and
Stevens (1997) to develop a model of tumour angiogenesis where cells had a bias to migrate toward
increased concentrations of multiple sources.
The hybrid model adopts a similar approach where negative chemotropism is implemented by
establishing a domain c(x, y) that contains a diffusible chemical stimuli secreted by the network
so that
∂c
∂t
= Dc∇2c+ kSim (4.12)
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where Dc denots the coefficient of diffusivity for the chemical c, the internal substrate concentra-
tion is denoted by Si and m denotes the density of biomass. By defining
ci,jx (x, y) =
ci+1,j − ci−1,j
2∆x
(4.13)
ci,jy (x, y) =
ci,j+1 − ci,j−1
2∆y
(4.14)
where the subscripts cx and cy denote the gradients along the horizontal and vertical axes of the
domain and the superscript ci,j denotes the chemical concentration at grid point c(i∆x, j∆y), the
prefered orientation, θp was given by
θp = pi +
cy(x, y)
| cy(x, y) |cos
−1
 cx(x, y)√
c2x(x, y) + c2y(x, y)
 . (4.15)
A sinusoidal reorientation scheme (Hill and Hader, 1997) is utilized to determine the mean
turning rate, µ(θ), for each hypha such that
µ(θ) = −dˆsin(θ − θp) (4.16)
where dˆ is a non-negative parameter relating to the sensitivity of the repulsion to the chemical
and whose magnitude increases with the bias to reorientate toward lower chemical concentrations.
If dˆ = 0 then the random-walk is insensitive to the chemical concentration and has no preferred
reorientation. The substitution of (4.16) into equation (4.8) with σ0(θ) = σ0, a constant indepen-
dent of the current growth direction, provides a revised form for τ(θ) that incorporates the bias
toward the preferred direction
τ(θ) =
1
2piI( 2dˆ
σ20
)
(
2dˆ
σ20
cos(θ − θp)
)
(4.17)
where I denotes the first kind modified Bessel function of zeroth order such that
I(x) = 1 +
(x2 )
2
(1!)2
+
(x2 )
4
(2!)2
+
(x2 )
6
(3!)2
+ . . . (4.18)
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so that
∫ 2pi
0
τ(θ)dθ = 1. (4.19)
Transition rates τˆ± are still derived using equation (4.11) and movement of hyphal tips remains
governed as described in Section 4.1.2. In application, following the substitution of (4.17) into
(4.11), the transition rates are calculated by
τˆ±n = 2λ
cos(n∆θ ± 12∆θ − θp)
cos(n∆θ + 12∆θ − θp) + cos(n∆θ − 12∆θ − θp)
(4.20)
In the event that no gradient is locally detected (Cx = Cy = 0) then τ(θ) = 1, ensuring no
preference about a specific reorientation once a reorientation has been determined to occur (Plank
and Sleeman, 2004). The improved self-avoidance scheme detailed above was implemented into
the hybrid model and provides a flexible and dynamic regulatory mechanism for the development
of hyphal tips that captures the biological mechanics involved in the system.
4.2 Active Translocation
A key characteristic involved in the survival and development of fungal mycelia is the exploration
for new sources of energy and the subsequent allocation of gathered nutrients to areas of high
demand. The translocation process, responsible for the reallocation of internal nutrients, is known
to have distinct components (Olsson, 1995; Jacobs et al., 2002).
A passive component (i.e. non-metabolic) of translocation exists and has been modelled in
previous studies (Davidson, 1998; Boswell et al., 2003). The mechanism was modelled by inter-
nal substrate undergoing diffusion proportional to the gradients of the concentration of internal
substrate between neighbouring line segments (see Section 2.1.4). A second, metabolically-driven
component of translocation was introduced that actively directed nutrients toward specific areas.
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This active component of translocation is much less understood than its passive counterpart and
so assumptions were required to be made regarding its specific function.
Previous modelling frameworks have compared fungal mycelia to a general ‘source-sink’ sys-
tem. The hyphal tips, where all hyphal extension takes place, are considered the local energy
sinks of the system. Davidson and Olsson (2000) modelled active translocation by assuming that
the flow was directed away from the site of inoculum towards the colony edge where most hyphal
tips would be present. An advective velocity dependent on the internal concentration of substrate
governed the magnitude of materials translocated. While this modelling assumption proved valid
for the experimental configuration considered in Davidson and Olsson (2000), it does not permit
the advective movement of internally-located material away from the colony edge which is known
to occur in certain circumstances during scloretial formation (Amir et al., 1995) and as a response
to external factors like toxic metals (Gadd et al., 2001).
Boswell (2008) modelled active translocation in a lattice-based discrete model by directing
the flow according to an energy-demand function which in practise corresponded to movement
toward the nearest hyphal tip. This allowed internal substrate to be translocated in both directions
depending on the location of the nearest hyphal tip. The assumption that substrate is directed
toward hyphal tips was partially validated by Tlalka et al. (2008), where it was observed that
substrate was directed toward the colony edges where hyphal tips were most abundant, but also
towards external nutrient sources, a factor not explicitly incorporated into Boswell (2008).
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4.2.1 The Implementation of a Metabolically-Driven Translocation Mecha-
nism
The metabolically-driven translocation mechanism utilised in the hybrid model is based on Boswell
et al. (2007) and Boswell (2008) (i.e. the advective component is directed to the nearest hyphal
tip as measured on a path through the network) but adapted for a non-lattice based simulation.
Therefore to model the metabolically-driven component of the translocation process it is necessary
to find the distance through the network of each line segment to the nearest tip. The amount
translocated between two attached line segments is modelled to be proportional to the internal
substrate concentration in the line segment that is ‘upstream’. To implement the scheme, a
demand function d(i) is introduced that represents the ‘distance’ (the number of line segments)
of a line segment i from the closest model hyphal tip.
A shortest path algorithm is designed to find the required distances by first setting the demand
function of all line segments that could potentially extend (and so essentially those line segments
that represent hyphal tips) the value ‘0’. The next step is to identify all those line segments
attached to line segments with distance ‘0’ and assign them a value of ‘1’. This recursive process
is repeated until all line segments attached to a line segment with distance x − 1 are assigned
distance x providing the current demand function d(i) satisfied d(i) > x, or is currently unassigned.
The amount of substrate actively translocated between 2 line segments is modelled to be
proportional to the gradient of the demand functions such that in a line segment k attached to a
line segment j, the change in substrate Ski , over a discrete time step ∆t is,
∆Skiactive = Ta∆t (d(k)− d(j)) f(Ski , Sji ) (4.21)
where Ta is the magnitude of the metabolically-driven translocation mechanism. The assumed
mechanism for the driven component of translocation requires the substrate to be translocated
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from the line segment with the lowest demand and so the function f((Ski , S
j
i )) is defined as
f(Ski , S
j
i ) =

Ski if d(k) ≥ d(j)
Sji if d(j) ≥ d(k)
(4.22)
to regulate the direction of the flow.
4.3 Hybrid Model Sensitivity Analysis
Following the implementation of a revised chemotropism algorithm and a metabolically-driven
component of translocation, several key parameters were analysed to determine their influence
over the growth and morphology of the networks. Three parameters were identified as having
potential significance over network development: the sensitivity of the reorientation scheme in
response to the hypothetical compound dˆ, the variance of the turning rate σ0 (that corresponded
to the stochastic component of reorientation in the scheme) and the diffusivity of the compound
Dc.
The parameters used throughout the simulations are given in Table 4.1 where the parameter
values for dˆ, σ0 and Dc were varied only for each of their corresponding evaluations as described
below. All results are representative of the average of five simulations for each group.
The initial radial line segment configuration detailed in Section 2.1.6 was positioned in the
centre of the domain where each line segment contained the initial uniform concentration of
internal substrate (Si = 4× 10−9 mol µm−2). The networks were developed over a heterogeneous
external substrate distribution where the domain contained no external substrate other than a 1
mm×1 mm block at the centre initially concentrated at Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2. Networks were
developed from the initial configuration for a period representative of 4 days growth.
Four variations of the model were initialised so that the only difference was the sensitivity of
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Parameter Notation Value Source
Time step ∆t 0.01 day Selected for numerical stability
Hyphal segment length ∆x 0.05 mm Riquelme et al. (1998)
External substrate domain step length ∆y 0.01 mm Selected for numerical stability
Minimum substrate required for extension eˆ 1× 10−12 mol µm−2 assumed
Minimum substrate required for branching bˆ 1× 10−11 mol µm−2 assumed
Branching angle φ N(0.44pi, pi
18
) Hutchinson et al. (1980)
Paulitz and Schroeder (2005)
Branching coefficient b 2.5× 1012 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
External substrate diffusion coefficient De 1 Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Secreted chemical diffusion coefficient Dc 20 assumed
Uptake coefficient c1 600 Boswell et al. (2002)
Uptake coefficient c2 4× 10−9 Boswell et al. (2002)
Chemical production coefficient k 0.01 assumed
Passive component of translocation Tp 1 Same order of magnitude as De
Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Active component of translocation Ta 20 Same order of magnitude as De
Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Initial internal substrate concentration Si 4× 10−9 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
Initial external substrate concentration Se 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
Line segment internal substrate capacity Sˆi 6× 10−8 mol µm−2 assumed
Angular step length ∆θ pi
12
radians Riquelme et al. (1998)
Hyphal sensitivity to chemical stimulus dˆ 20 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
Standard deviation of the turning rate σ0 1.5 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
Table 4.1: Parameter table for the sensitivity analysis of the parameters dˆ, σ0 and Dc.
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the random-walk scheme in response to the self-secreted compound such that the values dˆ = 1, 100
and 500 were considered. The first case (d = 1) had a small bias in direction of orientation when a
shift in direction occurred. As dˆ was increased, the bias of turning away from higher concentrations
of the compound was also increased.
The biomass density (Fig. 4.1a) of the networks developed were not significantly different at
the centre of the colony when the sensitivity to the turning rate dˆ was varied. However there was
a slight distinction shown in the biomass density approximately 1.5 mm to 2 mm between the
dˆ = 1 case and the other two parameter values (dˆ = 100, 500). However the hyphal tip density
profiles (Fig. 4.1b) did not display any significant distinction between cases.
Three further instances of the model were initialised as detailed above so that the parameters
were as shown in Table 4.1 except for the variance of the turning rate that was assigned a distinct
value for each case (σ0 = 1, 1.5 and 2). The variance of the turning rate governed how often a
turn occurred and was irrespective of the direction (which was determined by the parameter dˆ as
described above).
This parameter change did not manifest any significant distinctions in the density plots be-
tween cases. The hyphal tip density profiles shown in Figure 4.2 illustrate the insensitivity of the
parameter changes in relation to biomass density along the radial axis of the networks. Biomass
density profiles were omitted but showed no significance between parameter changes similar to
Figure 4.1a.
A final three instances of the model were produced that considered the changes in network
density patterns when the diffusivity of the self-secreted compound was adjusted (Dc = 1, 20 and
50). The hyphal tip density profiles once again did not show any significant differences between
the cases as demonstrated by Figure 4.3. Again, biomass density profiles were not significantly
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Figure 4.1: Average (a) biomass density profiles and (b) hyphal tip density profiles for networks
developed with hyphal sensitivity dˆ = 1, 100, 500 for a period representative of 4 days. Error bars
denote one standard deviation.
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Figure 4.2: Average biomass density profiles for networks developed with standard deviation of
the turning rate σ0 = 1, 1.5, 2 for a period representative of 4 days. Error bars denote one standard
deviation.
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Figure 4.3: Average biomass density profiles for networks developed in a domain where the
chemical diffusivity coefficient Dc = 1, 20, 50 for a period representative of 4 days. Error bars
denote one standard deviation.
distinct when considering variations in the Dc parameter.
The sensitivity analysis demonstrated the robustness of the model following the introduc-
tion of the reinforced random-walk scheme and suggested that the mechanism does not signifi-
cantly increase growth efficiency on a colony scale. However, considering the mechanism from an
individual-based perspective, the scheme may prevent the grouping of multiple hyphal tips. For
example, at a low sensitivity (dˆ = 1), where the reorientation has little biased to the preferred
direction, hyphal tips could group together. A greater sensitivity (dˆ = 500) may prevent the
grouping of hyphal tips and govern a more uniformly distributed colony margin, increasing the
chance of discovering patchy nutrient sources, especially in a heterogeneous environment.
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4.4 A Continuous Model of Colony Growth - Chemotropism
A system of partial differential equations (PDEs) is formulated to consider the growth of a colony
where the hyphal tips reacts to some hypothetical self-secreted compound and is based on a model
developed by Edelstein (1982) and Edelstein and Segel (1983). The model considers growth and
development in a uniformly distributed nutrient-rich environment where it is assumed there is
sufficient resources for continued development and so the model does not have an explicit substrate
included.
A model is constructed where the concentration of the hypothetical compound is denoted
c(x, t), the density of hyphal tips is denoted p(x, t) and m(x, t) denotes the biomass density at
position x at time t.
The chemical is assumed to undergo diffusion according to Fick’s law with diffusion coefficient
Dc as previously described in the basic model construction for the external substrate (see Section
2.1.3) and is secreted from the mycelial biomass m proportional to the local density and at a rate
k. Therefore the change in chemical concentration is modelled as
∂c
∂t
= Dc∇2c+ km. (4.23)
The degradation of the chemical is not represented in the model system.
The hyphal tips p(x, t) are assumed to be created proportional to the density of biomassm at a
rate βˆ modelling the process of sub-apical branching. Anastomosis is assumed to be proportional
to both the density of biomass m and the number of hyphal tips p and occurs at a rate αˆ. Hyphal
tips are also assumed to move through the domain and so an advective flux Jp is introduced. The
flux of the tip density is assumed to have magnitude v proportional to the gradient of compound.
Tips are assumed to grow down gradients of the compound c and is therefore modelled with the
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flux Jp = −vp∇c. The change of hyphal tip density is modelled by the equation
∂p
∂t
= ∇ · (vp∇c) + βˆm− αˆmp. (4.24)
As hyphal tips progress through the environment they leave behind stationary biomass and so
is essentially best described as a tip and trail model (Edelstein, 1982; Edelstein and Segel, 1983).
The biomass is therefore created proportionally to hyphal tip density flux | Jp |. The absolute
value of the flux is required as the amount of biomass being created is independent of the direction
in which the flux is orientated. However, as the model is analysed in its one dimensional form
and ∇c ≤ 0 then −vp∇c is always positive and the change in biomass is modelled as
∂m
∂t
= −vp ∂c
∂x
. (4.25)
The system of PDEs was therefore
∂c
∂t
= Dc
∂2c
∂x2
+ km, (4.26a)
∂p
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(
−vp ∂c
∂x
)
+ βˆm− αˆmp, (4.26b)
∂m
∂t
= −vp ∂c
∂x
. (4.26c)
and can be augmented with appropriate initial data and boundary conditions to be applied to
various scenarios.
4.4.1 Numerical Solution
The model was numerically integrated using Matlab’s PDE solver (pdepe). The parameters used
are given in Table 4.2 where the calibration was based on the parameters discussed in Section 5.1.
The model was simulated over a bounded one-dimensional domain [0, 1] with zero-flux (Nuemann)
boundary conditions that represent growth in a closed experimental environment (e.g. a Petri
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Parameter Value
Chemical diffusion coefficient Dc 20
Hyphal tip velocity v 5
Chemical degradation coefficient k 1
Branching coefficient βˆ 2.5
Anastomosis coefficient αˆ 5
Table 4.2: Parameter table for the continuous chemotropic model (equations (4.26))
dish). The initial conditions were chosen to represent a small inoculum being placed at the edge
of the domain [0, 0.1] such that
c(x, 0) = p(x, 0) = m(x, 0) =

0.1 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1
0 0.1 > x ≥ 1
(4.27)
Figure 4.4 shows the hyphal tip and biomass densities and the chemical concentration at
four intervals throughout the simulation. The hyphal tip density profile (Fig. 4.4a) shows the
propagation of a concentrated wave-front away from the colony centre, corresponding closely
to the tip density profiles discussed in Section 3.2.3, although in the continuous model, hyphal
tips did not decrease as significantly behind the wave-front. Behind the propagating hyphal tips
density front, the biomass density was created and is illustrated in Figure 4.4b. The biomass
density profile (Fig. 4.4a) also appeared very similar to profiles produced by the hybrid model
where the density of the biomass increased toward the centre of the colony while the periphery
extended away. The numerical solutions of the proposed system capture the expected behaviour
of the genuine system and the previously discussed results from the hybrid model.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical solutions to the system of equations shown in (4.26). The figure shows (a)
the propagation of the hyphal tip density, (b) the propagation of the biomass density and (c) the
chemical concentration at 0.5 day intervals of the simulation where the red solid line denoted the
final state of the variables after 2 days growth. Parameters are found in Table 4.2.
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4.4.2 Analytical Solutions
To perform further analysis it is assumed for simplicity that branching and anastomosis take
place at equal rates and so cancel each other out. Therefore a simplified version of the system is
constructed such that
∂c
∂t
= Dc
∂2c
∂x2
+ km, (4.28a)
∂p
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(
−vp ∂c
∂x
)
, (4.28b)
∂m
∂t
= −vp ∂c
∂x
. (4.28c)
Analytical solutions exist in this revised continuous model as derived below and although do not
have a direct biological interpretation for the development of fungal mycelia, they do not have
dependence on the diffusivity of the chemical concentration (Dc), as was the case in the sensitivity
analysis presented in Section 4.3.
The system is first rearranged to consist of a single 3rd order partial differential equation
in terms of the chemical concentration c(x, t) by first differentiating the basic chemical equation
(4.28a) with respect to t so that
∂2c
∂t2
= Dc
∂3c
∂x2∂t
+ k
∂m
∂t
(4.29)
into which equation (4.28c) is substituted to give
∂2c
∂t2
= Dc
∂3c
∂x2∂t
− kvp ∂c
∂x
. (4.30)
An expression is obtained for p(x, t) through the integration of equation (4.28b) by first substi-
tuting (4.28c) into (4.28b) so that
∂p
∂t
=
∂2m
∂x∂t
(4.31)
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and so
p(x, t) =
∂m
∂x
+ h(x) (4.32)
where the function h(x) represents a constant of integration (with respect to t). This is substituted
into equation (4.30) to obtain the equation
∂2c
∂t2
= Dc
∂3c
∂x2∂t
− kv ∂c
∂x
(
∂m
∂x
+ h(x)
)
. (4.33)
By rearranging the chemical equation (4.28a) an expression for m(x, t) is obtained which is then
differentiated with respect to x to give
∂m
∂x
=
1
k
(
∂2c
∂x∂t
−Dc∂
3c
∂x
)
. (4.34)
Substituting this into (4.33) yields a third order PDE explicitly in terms of the chemical variable
c(x, t)
∂2c
∂t2
−Dc ∂
3c
∂x2∂t
+ v
∂c
∂x
(
h(x)− ∂c
2
∂x∂t
+Dc
∂3c
∂x3
)
= 0. (4.35)
Let
ρ =
∂c
∂t
−Dc ∂
2c
∂x2
(4.36)
equation (4.36) can be expressed as
∂ρ
∂t
− v ∂c
∂x
∂ρ
∂x
= −hv ∂c
∂x
(4.37)
a first order PDE. By letting h = 0, a trivial solution in the form of basic diffusion (ρ = 0) satisfies
equation (4.37). However, a solution can be obtained by considering basic forms for c(x, t) to find
a non-trivial solution (ρ 6= 0) to equation (4.37) when h = 0. Solutions of the general form
c(x, t) = f(t) + g(t)G(x) were considered where G(x) was varied to be powers of x. It was found
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that a particular solution exists when G(x) = x2 so that c(x, t) = f(t) + g(t)x2. By substituting
this form of c(x, t) into the third order equation (4.35) and recalling that h(x) = 0 gives
d2f
dt2
+ x2
d2g
dt2
− 2Ddg
dt
− 4vx2gdg
dt
= 0 (4.38)
and collecting like terms gives[
d2f
dt2
− 2Ddg
dt
]
+ x2
[
d2g
dt2
− 4vgdg
dt
]
= 0. (4.39)
Hence equation (4.39) is satisfied when the ODEs
d2g
dt2
− 4vgdg
dt
= 0 (4.40a)
d2f
dt2
− 2Dcdg
dt
= 0 (4.40b)
are simultaneously true. The non-linear second order equation (4.40a) has solution
g(t) =
√
2vc1tan(
√
2vc1(t+ c2))
2v
or g(t) = constant (4.41)
where c1 and c2 are constants of integration. Substituting into equation (4.40b) and integrating
with respect to t gives
df
dt
= 2Dcg + c3 (4.42)
and so
f = 2Dc
∫
g dt+ c3t+ c4 (4.43)
where c3 and c4 are constants of integration and where∫
g dt =
1
4v
ln(1 + tan2(
√
2c1v(t+ c2))) (4.44)
so that
f =
Dc
2v
ln(1 + tan2(
√
2c1v(t+ c2))) + c3t+ c4. (4.45)
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Recall that the solution exists when c(x, t) = f(t) + x2g(t) and so the solution is
c(x, t) =
Dc
2v
ln(1 + tan(
√
2c1v(t+ c2))2) + c3t+ c4 +
√
2c1v tan(
√
2c1v(t+ c2))
2v
x2 (4.46)
where −pi2 <
√
2c1v(t+ c2) < pi2 and the chemical concentration increases as time progresses.
Although the solution is determined for the third order equation (4.35) when the function
h(x) is taken to be zero, it satisfies the system of equations (4.28). The solution for c(x, t) is
substituted into equations (4.28a) and (4.32) to obtain expressions for m(x, t) and p(x, t) such
that
m(x, t) =
c1[tan2(
√
2c1v(t+ c2)) + 1]x2 + c3
k
(4.47)
and
p(x, t) =
2c1x(1 + tan2(
√
2c1v(t+ c2)))
k
(4.48)
Although, the solutions do not directly correspond to a density wave front, they provide some
insight into the system. In particular, the solutions for the hyphal tip density (4.48) does not
explicitly depend on the diffusion coefficient of the chemical concentration Dc. Section 4.3 dis-
cussed how the hybrid model was insensitive to changes in the parameters that regulated the
chemotropic response in the model hyphal tips including the diffusivity of the self-secreted com-
pound Dc. Counterintuitively, both models predict that the propagation of the wave front is not
related to the diffusivity of the chemical concentration in the external domain.
4.5 Discussion
The hybrid model was successfully refined to include an improved random-walk scheme that
allowed the inclusion of general tropisms to external substances. The scheme was then configured
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to react to a self-secreted compound to model the self avoiding mechanism in fungal hyphae. The
random-walk scheme allowed modelled hyphal tips to detect gradients of the compound in the
local environment and give preference to reorientations away from higher concentrations.
The construction of the hybrid model was completed following the inclusion of an active
translocation mechanism which directed internal substrate through the networks to the local
energy sink, assumed to be the modelled hyphal tips. Tlalka et al. (2008) showed that in low
nutrient conditions, the majority of internal substrate was focused at the colony peripheries and
isolated sites of high nutrient concentrations. The assumption that substrate is driven toward
the nearest hyphal tips would satisfy both of these observations. The hyphal tip density profiles
throughout this study predict high concentrations of tips close to the periphery of the networks.
It would also seem reasonable to assume that in low nutrient environments, behind the colony
edge, hyphal tips would be most concentrated at isolated sites of high nutrient concentrations as
the branching rates would be greater due to the increased internalisation of nutrients.
Both the sensitivity analysis for the hybrid model (Section 4.3) and the continuous model
analysis (Section 4.4.2) suggest that colony peripheries advance independently to the influence of
the compound on the orientation hyphal tips. The sensitivity analysis showed how the progression
of the colony periphery and the density of hyphal tips on the radial axis of the colony were largely
unaffected by the parameters that govern the negative chemotropic response of hyphal tips. The
continuous model was evaluated through several methods and it was shown through the analysis
of the third order equation for the chemical concentration c(x, t) (4.35) that the solutions for the
hyphal tip density p(x, t) and the biomass density m(x, t) were both independent of key model
parameters that govern the existence of the chemical concentration.
It is therefore suggested that the self avoiding behaviour of hyphal tips along a colony periph-
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ery does not directly relate to the optimisation of growth, instead the function is more likely to be
related to the structural form of the developing colony. The self avoidance could be a strategy to
spread hyphal tips along the periphery, subsequently increasing the chance of discovering isolated
nutrient deposits. The spread of the hyphal tips would also increase the eventual structural sta-
bility of the network and maintain the circularisation by providing a skeletal frame for branching
and anastomosis in comparison to a network where leading hyphal tips are able to group closely
or fuse.
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Chapter 5
The Polarisation of Fungal Networks
in Heterogeneous Environments
The development of fungal mycelia is highly dependant on the availability of nutrients in surround-
ing environments. Ritz (1995) demonstrated how species of Thrichoderma viride and Rhizoctonia
solani reflected a patchy nutrient distribution in their biomass densities. Furthermore, Section
2.2.2 demonstrated how the distribution of substrate effected the growth and ultimate structure
of networks produced by the hybrid model. The responsive nature of mycelia to available nutri-
ents could potentially allow the manipulation of fungal growth and in turn enhance the use of
fungi in biotechnological and bioremedial applications. Specifically, it would be beneficial to ac-
tively encourage the expansion of a fungus in a certain direction, for example, toward a damaged
environment (Stamets and Sumerlin, 2008).
Tlalka et al. (2008) investigated the effects of nutrient heterogeneity on translocation and
colony extension in colonies of Phanerochaete velutina. Cultures were grown in a Petri dish for
a period of 89-145 hours with no additional resources other than the inoculum. After this initial
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period of development the colony was either allowed to continue growth unassisted by additional
nutrients or resources were introduced in limited quantity at specific locations near the colony
edge. Either a filter paper disc or glass fibre disc was placed at the colony periphery, roughly
20-30 mm from the inoculum. The Petri dishes were split into eight equal radial segments, each
45◦, and both the extension of the colony margin and the displacement of nutritional substances
within each segment were scrutinised.
It was found that additional resources positioned at the colony edge resulted in increased
radial extension local to the site of supplementation. Furthermore, the sectors that were distant
from the added resource displayed reduced extension when compared to colonies that were not
supplemented. The placement of such resources were therefore shown to be a substantial influence
in a colony’s eventual structure (Hopkins and Boswell, 2011).
The model was applied in a similar set of experiments that had two goals. Firstly the model
was used to further extend the results of Tlalka et al. (2008) to investigate whether the positioning
of the additional resource behind the colony edge would be the optimal method of maximising
growth in a chosen direction. Secondly, the simulations investigated potential consequences of
splitting an additional resource over a number of distinct sites so that the mycelium would be
encouraged to grow in multiple directions.
5.1 Method
The modelled external domain was initialised so that a substrate resource (corresponding to a
circular disk of radius 0.5 mm), which represented a carbon source, was placed in the centre. The
initial network configuration (consisting of eight radial line segments as described in Section 2.1.6)
was also positioned at the centre of the domain. The parameters used throughout the simulations
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are shown in Table 5.1.
A single network was developed for a time period representative of 2 days at which point an
image of the system was recorded (Fig. 5.1) from which future simulations were started so that
any distinctions in colony morphology were not consequences of differences in how the network
developed prior to the introduction of the various supplementation schemes. The dotted lines
in Figure 5.1 represent how each network was divided into eight sectors, corresponding to the
approach employed by in Tlalka et al. (2008). The extension of the eight sectors was compared
when growth was continued from the base network (Fig. 5.1) under different supplementation
schemes described below in Section 5.1.2.
5.1.1 Defining the Colony Edge
In order to obtain some measure of radial extent in each sector, the colony edge is required to
be well defined. Foraging or exploratory growth is a well-known characteristic of many fungal
species (see Section 2.2.2) that most commonly occurs in nutrient limited environments. The
model therefore needed to distinguish between isolated exploratory growth and an advancing
network edge to prevent the misinterpretation of the data. Biomass densities were calculated and
several critical values were considered to determine the most appropriate density to represent
the network periphery. The corresponding density front for a critical value was taken to be the
furthest point from the centre along the radial axis where the density of biomass over a unit area
was greater or equal to the critical value. A density front for each sector was calculated and the
corresponding distance from the centre of the colony was taken to be the current extent of the
sector.
The critical values 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 (Fig. 5.2a,b,c & d respectively) were compared and from
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Parameter Notation Value Source
Time step ∆t 0.01 day Selected for numerical stability
Hyphal segment length ∆x 0.05 mm Riquelme et al. (1998)
External substrate domain step length ∆y 0.01 mm Selected for numerical stability
Minimum substrate required for extension eˆ 1× 10−12 mol µm−2 assumed
Minimum substrate required for branching bˆ 1× 10−11 mol µm−2 assumed
Branching angle φ N(0.44pi, pi
18
) Hutchinson et al. (1980)
Paulitz and Schroeder (2005)
Branching coefficient b 2.5× 1012 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
External substrate diffusion coefficient De 1 Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Secreted chemical diffusion coefficient Dc 20 assumed
Uptake coefficient c1 600 Boswell et al. (2002)
Uptake coefficient c2 4× 10−9 Boswell et al. (2002)
Chemical production coefficient k 0.01 assumed
Passive component of translocation Tp 1 Same order of magnitude as De
Active component of translocation Ta 20 Same order of magnitude as De
Initial internal substrate concentration Si 4× 10−9 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
Initial external substrate concentration Se 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
Line segment internal substrate capacity Sˆi 6× 10−8 mol µm−2 assumed
Angular step length ∆θ pi
12
radians Riquelme et al. (1998)
Hyphal sensitivity to chemical stimulus dˆ 20 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
Standard deviation of the turning rate σ0 1.5 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
Table 5.1: Parameter table for investigating the effects of heterogeneity on colony extension
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Figure 5.1: The base model (formed after two days of simulated growth) from which all further
simulations were continued. The dotted lines represent the divide between each of the 8 angular
sectors.
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inspection it was decided that the density front corresponding to the value 1 (Fig. 5.2c) was
chosen as the critical value to use throughout the analysis. The area within the boundary formed
by the chosen critical density value contained most of the network but allowed reasonable foraging
growth to occur without having the density front misrepresented.
5.1.2 The Initial Configurations
Each instance of the model used the same discrete configuration described above. The initial
network configuration was centred at the middle of the domain and allowed to continue growth
from the base model (Fig. 5.1). All parameters were identical for each instance of the model and
are shown in Table 5.1. The only difference between each instance of the model was the placement
of additional resources and the six configurations are shown in Figure 5.3. The first configuration
continued growth without further resources being added to the domain (Fig. 5.3a). The second
configuration had a single circular additional resource being added behind the network periphery
(Fig. 5.3b). The third and fourth configurations saw the same concentration of substrate in the
previous single resource configuration being split over two distinct sites at equal distances from
the colony centre (Fig. 5.3c,d). The fifth configuration had a single additional resource positioned
in front of the advancing network periphery (Fig. 5.3e) and the final configuration had the same
concentration of substrate divided between two distinct locations in front of the network periphery
(Fig. 5.3f).
5.2 Results
Each instance was simulated for a further time period representative of 2 days growth (corre-
sponding to 4 days of growth in total) and the results below show the average of 5 replicates for
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Figure 5.2: Sector extension approximations using the critical biomass density values (a) 0.1, (b)
0.5, (c) 1 and (d) 2. The critical value chosen for use in the analysis was (c) 1. See text for the
critical biomass density value definition.
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Figure 5.3: Substrate configurations for the 6 simulation groups. (a) had no additional substrate,
(b) had a single additional substrate resource (concentrated at 3 ×10−8 mol µm−2) located behind
the network periphery, (c) & (d) had two additional resources (each concentrated at 1.5 ×10−8
mol µm−2) added behind the network periphery, (e) had a single substrate resource (concentrated
at 3 ×10−8 mol µm−2) positioned in front of the network periphery and (f) had two additional
substrate resources (each concentrated at 1.5 ×10−8 mol µm−2) positioned in front of the network
periphery.
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each configuration.
5.2.1 No additional substrate
The first simulations allowed the base network to continue its growth without the addition of fur-
ther substrate. An example network is shown in Figure 5.4a. There was no significant difference
in extension between any of the eight sectors (Fig. 5.5a). The translocation mechanisms were
sufficient to ensure that extension continued at a constant rate (Fig. 5.6a) after an initial short pe-
riod of accelerated growth (a well known characteristic of colony expansion (Trinci, 1974; Boswell
et al., 2002) although the extension rate would eventually decrease in an extended simulation as
substrate became exhausted.
5.2.2 Additional substrate at the colony periphery
Figure 5.4b shows an example of the networks developed where a single substrate resource was
added behind the edge of the base network and growth was simulated for a further two days.
The addition of the substrate resource had an obvious impact on the ultimate structure of the
network when compared to the previous case (Fig. 5.4a). The radial extent of the two sectors of
the network where the substrate was placed appeared to increase although this was not obvious
in the colony extent plots (Figs. 5.5a,b). A t-test determined that the two sectors had both
achieved significantly greater extent when supplemented with a substrate resource (p < 0.01).
The remaining sectors did not exhibit any significant change as a result of the supplementation.
Figures 5.4c,d show networks developed where the supplementation of substrate was divided
over two distinct resource sites corresponding to the configurations shown in Figures 5.3c and d
respectively. The sectors corresponding to the placement of substrate also achieved significantly
more extension (t−test, p < 0.01) whether the two resource sites were on opposite sides of the
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Figure 5.4: Examples of final networks corresponding to Fig. 5.3. Internal substrate concentra-
tions are represented by the tone of the plotted line segment. Black lines denote line segments
that are full or near their capacity (Si = 6× 10−8) and light grey lines denote line segments that
have low concentrations of substrate.
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Figure 5.5: The average extension achieved for each of the 8 sectors where (a) had no additional
substrate, (b) had a single additional substrate resource (concentrated at 3 ×10−8 mol µm−2)
located behind the network periphery, (c) & (d) had two additional resources (each concentrated
at 1.5 ×10−8 mol µm−2) added behind the network periphery, (e) had a single substrate resource
(concentrated at 3 ×10−8 mol µm−2) positioned in front of the network periphery and (f) had two
additional substrate resources (each concentrated at 1.5 ×10−8 mol µm−2) positioned in front of
the network periphery.
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Figure 5.6: The extension rate for each of the 8 sectors where (a) had no additional substrate, (b)
had a single additional substrate resource (concentrated at 3 ×10−8 mol µm−2) located behind
the network periphery, (c) & (d) had two additional resources (each concentrated at 1.5 ×10−8
mol µm−2) added behind the network periphery, (e) had a single substrate resource (concentrated
at 3 ×10−8 mol µm−2) positioned in front of the network periphery and (f) had two additional
substrate resources (each concentrated at 1.5 ×10−8 mol µm−2) positioned in front of the network
periphery.
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network (Fig. 5.3c) or on a perpendicular axis (Fig. 5.3d).
5.2.3 Beyond the Colony Periphery
Figure 5.4e shows the final network structure after a further 2 days simulated growth when
supplemented with a single substrate resource in front of the colony periphery. A t-test showed
that significantly more extension (p < 0.01) was achieved in the sectors adjacent to the additional
resource site compared to the cases where no additional substrate was added (Fig. 5.4a) and
where a single substrate resource was added behind the colony periphery (Fig. 5.4b).
In the case where substrate was divided between two resource sites located in front of the
network periphery there was significantly more growth (p < 0.01) than the case where no substrate
was added to the domain however, when compared to the configuration where two sites are placed
behind the colony periphery only one of the four adjacent sectors was significantly increased to the
99% confidence level (i.e. p < 0.01). The subsequent delay in obtaining the additional substrate
and the reduced speed at which uptake would occur on discovery are most likely responsible for
the lack of distinction between these cases. If the simulations had been continued for a longer
time consequential distinctions may be more evident.
5.3 The Formation of Substrate Channels
Section 4.2 detailed the implementation of an active translocation mechanism that directed nu-
trients toward hyphal tips. When grown in nutrient replete conditions, diffusive translocation
is sufficient for prolonged growth but a metabolically-driven component is essential to maximise
growth and ensure survival via the discovery of further resources when situated in nutritionally
heterogeneous domains (which is far more common in their natural environment).
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Figure 5.7: (a) A network where the dark line segments represent high internal substrate con-
centrations that was used to analyse substrate dynamics, (b) the discretised grid used to divide
the network into bands where each band was subsequently divided into 24 sections and (c) the
discretised grid where the sections that have significantly higher (p < 0.01) internal substrate
concentrations are filled in forming distinct pathways radiating from the centre of the network.
Many fungal species form high capacity channels called fungal cords that maximise the flow
of nutrients through a heterogeneous environment. The base network was again used to simulate
the growth of a mycelium for a further two days where no additional substrate was made available
(Fig. 5.3a) and the network shown in Figure 5.7a was developed. It was observed that while the
majority of line segments contained very low concentrations of substrate, certain pathways of line
segments contained concentrations close to the capacity (Fig. 5.8). Furthermore, the pathways
radiated from the colony centre where the only external substrate existed.
5.3.1 Results
A grid was placed over the network (Fig. 5.7b) so that it was divided into 5 bands (corresponding
to radius 0.25 mm), each subsequently divided into 24 sections and each band was considered
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Figure 5.8: Frequency histogram for internal substrate concentration (mols µm−2) of all the line
segments of a modelled network after a representation of 4 days growth.
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individually. The average internal substrate concentration was determined for each section in a
single band and then transformed logarithmically before further analysis. The internal substrate
in certain sections in each band were shown to be significantly greater (one-way anova p < 0.01)
than other sections in the same band. This process was repeated for each band and the results are
shown in Figure 5.7c where concentrated radial pathways were formed, illustrated by highlighting
the sections with significantly more substrate than the other sections in the same band.
5.4 Discussion
Consistent with Tlalka et al. (2008), the model predicts that the network development in fungal
mycelia is a highly polarised process. The networks produced by the hybrid model showed in-
creased extension in response to additional resource to be a localised process. However, whereas
Tlalka et al. (2008) showed that the increase in extension rate remained for a prolonged period of
time, the increase in extension in this study was transient and therefore suggested that another
component to the model may be required to account for the distinction. Tlalka et al. (2008)
also observed that while the colony edge close to resource supplementation underwent increased
extension, the colony margin in distant regions saw a decrease in extension. This behaviour was
not reproduced by the hybrid model and also suggested that some unknown signalling mechanism
might exist that is responsible for such colony-wide coordination.
The controlled growth of fungal networks, especially the ability to focus growth along a chosen
radial axis would be highly beneficial in the application of fungi to bioremediation, for example,
the persistence of fungi in toxic domain (considered in Section 7.2.3). The hybrid model predicted
that the location of additional resources in front of the colony edge would result in significantly
more extension than when placed behind the colony edge. The strategic positioning is therefore
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an important consideration when using fungi in such applications.
In all the cases considered, as the biomass expanded from an external substrate distribution
(either the initial block of substrate or any of the additional resource sites), certain hyphal regions
contained significantly greater amounts of internal substrate than neighbouring regions resulting
in a bimodal distribution of internal substrate concentrations in hyphal segment (Fig. 5.8). This
phenomenon arose through stochastic rules for the creation of hyphal tips (i.e. internal substrate
sinks) coupled with the directed flow of internal substrate (i.e. active translocation) toward the
tips. However, there was a self-reinforcing aspect because the increased internal substrate gener-
ated the creation of further hyphal tips that further increased substrate translocation along the
corresponding hyphal segments, which was particularly obvious when the segments were between
distributions of external substrate (Fig. 5.4(b,c,d)). Indeed, such a self-reinforcing mechanism
has recently been predicted in another model of fungal growth where the hyphal diameter varied
in response to nutrient flux (Heaton et al., 2010).
The bimodal nature of the internal substrate concentrations within hyphal segments is con-
sistent with the advent of a small number of specialist pathways that support and transport vast
amounts of internally-located material through the mycelial network and so represents the early
stages of cord formation (Boddy, 1993) where the main routes of nutrient reallocation are formed.
While the mathematical model did not include any specific rules for the construction of cords, it
has nonetheless generated a possible precursor for cord formation through an initially stochastic
but then self-reinforcing process. Cord formation has been modelled in previous neighbour-sensing
mathematical simulations (Mesˇkauskas et al., 2004a,b) but only under a dedicated process where
hyphae were assumed to be attracted to one another in response to a stimuli released by the
fungus to initiate cord formation. While the above model has not explicitly realised cord forma-
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tion, it has nonetheless described a trigger that can induce such cord-forming behaviour as that
modelled by Mesˇkauskas et al. 2004a.
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Chapter 6
Interspecific Colony Interactions
6.1 Multiple Colony Interactions
In their natural environments, developing fungal colonies are continually faced with interactions,
whether they are combative with hostile fungal species or mutually beneficial unions with so-
matically compatible species. Many studies have intended to learn more about the way in which
colonies interact and the factors involved in determining the relationships between species (Schoe-
man et al., 1996; Score et al., 1997; Wheatley et al., 1997; White et al., 1998).
Fungi produce secondary metabolites that diffuse in the external environment ahead of the
advancing biomass periphery (Wheatley et al., 1997; Humphris et al., 2002; Evans et al., 2008).
Foreign secondary metabolites from a competing fungi can cause the apical extension of a colony
to be inhibited or stimulated depending on chemical composition. The secondary metabolites can
help determine whether the fungi are of somatically compatible genotype and result in fusion of the
colonies (Evans et al., 2008) or alternatively trigger the adoption of combative strategies whether
aggressive or defensive, sometimes resulting in the formation of specialised biomass structures,
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for example, mycelial cords in species of Serpula lacrymans (Score et al., 1997).
In addition to secondary metabolites, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are also produced
by developing fungi sometimes before but usually following contact (Boddy, 2000; Evans et al.,
2008). The production of long distance antagonistic compounds is species dependant and does not
always occur (Hynes et al., 2007). VOCs produced by fungi have the ability in many species to
stimulate growth, inhibit hyphal extension (Schoeman et al., 1996; Wheatley et al., 1997; Mackie
and Wheatley, 1999), effect enzyme activity (Strobel et al., 2001) and contain anti-fungal enzymes
such as laccase (Score et al., 1997). Hynes et al. (2007) and Evans et al. (2008) found that interspe-
cific interactions produced additional VOCs not present in isolated colony growth or single species
interaction and so demonstrated that interspecific interactions produce additional compounds as
part of a defence or offence strategy in fungi. Furthermore, different species and sometimes even
identical experimental colonies produce different combinations of VOCs (Boddy, 2000). Hynes
et al. (2007) considered the community growth of Hypholoma fascicular and Resinicium bicolor
and the VOC dynamics over the course of a series of controlled interactions concluding that most
VOCs detected were hydrocarbons (specifically sesquiterpenes) whereas Score et al. (1997) de-
tected the production of the anti-fungal enzymes lacasse and peroxidase in interaction experiments
between Trichoderma, S. lacrymans, T. harzianum and C. peteana.
Another contributing factor in the production of volatile organic compounds is the nutritional
value of the surrounding domain (Boddy, 2000). It has previously been shown that the success in
competition of a species is limited by the available nutrients in the growth environment (Lindahl
et al., 2001) and that the range of VOCs was greater when interaction experiments were carried
out over nutrient-rich media as opposed to undernourished environments (Wheatley et al., 1997).
Fungal colonies produce both secondary metabolites and VOCs that play a role in strategies
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of survival and competition and the detection of such foreign compounds can result in responsive
variations in growth morphology. A common observation made in many studies is how mycelia
are inhibited or stimulated in the vicinity of secondary metabolites and VOCs produced by a
competing colony (Schoeman et al., 1996; Wheatley et al., 1997; White et al., 1998; Mackie and
Wheatley, 1999; Heilmann-Clausen and Boddy, 2005). The outcomes of interspecific interactions
have been generalised into several forms (Schoeman et al., 1996; Boddy, 2000). A common
outcome between interspecific colonies is deadlock; the prevention of further advancement of each
organism into the neighbour’s territory occurring from the mutual inhibition of competing fungi
(Score et al., 1997; Hynes et al., 2007). Two colonies in deadlock can have an uncolonised space
between them or may have made minimal contact before inhibition prevented further growth,
sometimes referred to as intermingling. Another common reaction is overgrowth or replacement;
one species will inhibit a competitor’s growth while advancing upon the colony and sometimes by
degradation or parasitism will replace the mycelium. Another, less common result is the merging
of two colonies. Fusion with other colonies may be promoted following the detection of VOCs and
secondary metabolites that signal that the producer is a somatically compatible partner (Evans
et al., 2008).
This chapter first introduces the concept of inhibitors, VOCs and fungal phenotypes via a
continuous model that is constructed and simulated for two colonies. The concepts are then
reformulated for inclusion in the hybrid model and similar
6.1.1 Models of Multiple Colony Interaction
A limited number of studies have considered interspecific colony interactions and are quite basic
in their approach. Halley et al. (1996) developed a cellular automaton model of four species of
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fungi and investigate community dynamics in the decomposition process. The model essentially
constructed a hierarchy for the fungal species based on experimental observations and was able
to reproduce such outcomes as deadlock and replacement by assuming that a cell occupied by a
certain fungus would try to occupy its neighbouring cells (the immediate surrounding environ-
ment). The model was not able to reproduce intermingling due to the restrictions of a cellular
automaton where a cell can only reflect one state at any one instance.
Falconer et al. (2008) extended a continuous model of a fungal colony (discussed in Section
1.3.1) to include an inhibitor. Essentially, two colonies were represented as biomass densities, each
producing a distinct inhibitor. Critical values for sensitivity distinguished biomass genotypes and
allowed two competing colonies to respond to varying concentrations of a foreign inhibitor. The
model replicated known outcomes such as deadlock and intermingling.
Each biomass expanded through an entirely diffusive process which was halted in the event
that the hostile inhibitor concentration was greater than the critical sensitivity value, essentially
enforcing complete inhibition at an instance. Inhibition of hyphal tips usually manifests as a
reduction in extension (Wheatley et al., 1997) as opposed to a sudden stop.
No model has yet included a mechanism that allows the gradual degradation and subsequent
replacement of competitors. Falconer et al. (2008) modelled complete inhibition but did not
account for changes in growth speed of hyphal tips in response to certain compounds or concen-
trations.
6.2 Multiple Colony Interaction - A Continuous Model
A continuous model is developed where two colonies are represented by the density of biomass
denoted by A(x, t) and B(x, t) respectively. Mycelial growth is primarily achieved through apical
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extension and so the densities of hyphal tips are included and denoted HA(x, t) and HB(x, t). The
nutrients and growth materials in the system are generalised into a single substrate and modelled
as continuous concentrations existing externally, denoted by Se(x, t), internalised by biomass A,
denoted by SA(x, t), or internalised by biomass B, denoted by SB(x, t).
As described in Section 6.1 colonies release secondary metabolites and other compounds as
they develop (Schoeman et al., 1996; Evans et al., 2008) which diffuse in the environment and are
detectable by other colonies and act as a trigger for appropriate responses. Following the detection
of foreign compounds, hyphal growth has been shown to be both inhibited and stimulated (Mackie
and Wheatley, 1999; Evans et al., 2008). In addition to these compounds, many species of fungi
produce additional chemicals either immediately prior to (Boddy, 2000) or during contact with a
foreign colony (Hynes et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2008).
The long distance antagonistic component of colony interaction is modelled by including two
distinct inhibitors, IA(x, t) and IB(x, t), that are produced by colonies A and B respectively. The
parasitic component of colony interaction is achieved through two further concentrations being
produced, VA(x, t) and VB(x, t), that represents VOC concentrations released once interaction has
taken place.
The growth and morphology of both colonies are assumed to be derived from the same mech-
anistic developmental processes. For simplicity, the processes described below focus on colony A
and are true for colony B on transposition of the corresponding variable pairs.
Hyphal tips are created through the process of sub-apical branching from existing biomass
with a per capita rate bASA to encapsulate the implicated substrate related turgor pressure in
branch formation (Gow and Gadd, 1995). Tips are assumed to anastomose at a rate a1 with
existing biomass and hence the per capita rate of tip to hyphae anastomosis is modelled by a1A.
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Therefore the change in hyphal tip density is dependent on branching, anastomosis and a term
representing the flux of tips denoted JA such that
∂HA
∂t
= ∇ · (JA) + b1SAA− a1HAA. (6.1)
Hyphal tip movement in fungal mycelia has previously been successfully modelled by assuming
its flux JA comprises both diffusive and directed components (Olsson, 1995; Jacobs et al., 2002).
Hyphal tips are assumed to diffuse with coefficient RA according to Fick’s law. Extension depends
on the concentration of internal substrate SA to encapsulate the essential role of internally held
resources in apical growth. To incorporate the inhibitory effects suffered in competition with rival
fungi, hyphal tip speed is modelled with a dependence on a function f(IB) to incorporate the
influence of the foreign inhibitor IB on the velocity of the flux that is therefore modelled as
JA = −v1SAf(IB)HA +RA∇HA (6.2)
where v1 is a non-negative constant and where v1SA is the speed in the absence of a foreign
inhibitor. The function that described inhibition (f(IB)) was chosen so that when the inhibitor is
increasingly concentrated, the function (6.3) approaches zero and in turn the directed component
of the flux also approaches zero. The function is
f(IB) = 1− IB
n1 + IB
(6.3)
where n1 is a parameter that represents the resistance of the hyphal tips to the influence of the
foreign inhibitor. Figure 6.1 shows a plot of the function with three distinct sensitivities.
Tips that move through the environment leave behind a ‘trail’ of hypha that forms the biomass
which is therefore modelled to be created proportionally to the magnitude of the tip flux | JA |.
Natural biomass degradation including autolysis is assumed to occur at a uniform per capita
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Figure 6.1: Inhibitory function f(IB) = 1− IBn1+IB where each line represents a different resistance
to inhibition (solid line n1 = 10, dashed line n1 = 1 and dotted line n1 = 0.1)
rate d1. Biomass is also degraded by VOCs produced by competing colonies at a rate d3 and
proportional to the concentration of VOCs VB and density of biomass A. The change of biomass
in the system is therefore modelled as
∂A
∂t
=| JA | −d1A− d3VBA (6.4)
where d1 and d3 are positive constants.
The uptake of external substrate has been successfully modelled in previous studies (Davidson,
1998) using Michaelis-Menten dynamics and therefore is adopted for the model. Uptake is limited
with respect to internalised nutrients that excavate external resource sites and so the loss of
external substrate due solely to uptake is modelled
∆Se = −p1ASASe
p2 + SA
(6.5)
where p1 and p2 are Michaelis-Menten constants. Following the degradation of biomass by VOCs,
internal substrate is returned to the environment. External substrate is gained from biomass A
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via hyphal degradation by the foreign VOC VB and is modelled to depend on the local internal
substrate concentration SA and the density of the biomass A. Both colonies are degradable and
so the increase in external substrate concentration is g1SAVBA + g2SBVAB where g1 and g2 are
constants. The external substrate is assumed to undergo Fickian diffusion with coefficient De and
is modelled as
∂Se
∂t
= De∇2Se − Se
(
p1ASA
(p2 + SA)
+
p3BSB
(p4 + SB)
)
+ g1SAVBA+ g2SBVAB (6.6)
where p1 and p2 are Michaelis-Menten constants associated with the uptake attributed to biomass
A and p3 and p4 are Michaelis-Menten constants associated with biomass B.
Internal substrate is gained through the process of uptake (detailed above) and is used at
a rate proportional to the processes of branching, hyphal extension, hyphal maintenance and
volatile production (see below). Translocation is modelled as comprising a diffusive component
and a metabolically-driven component. The diffusive element requires that there is biomass
present through which substrate can be translocated and is modelled with diffusion coefficient
DA. The metabolically driven component directs flow toward higher concentrations of hyphal
tips HA (Boswell, 2008) and is proportional to the local biomass A through which translocation
takes place. The change in internal substrate is therefore modelled as
∂SA
∂t
=
p1ASeSA
(p2 + SA)
+∇ · (DAA∇SA − CAASA∇HA)− c2 | JA | −SA(c1A+m1A+ l1VBA)
(6.7)
where CA is the advection coefficient for the metabolically-driven component of translocation and
c1, c2,m1 and l1 are constants for the metabolic costs associated with branching, hyphal extension,
hyphal maintenance and VOC production respectively.
An inhibitor is produced at a rate c5 and proportional to the amount of local biomass A
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and the concentration of internal substrate SA. Inhibitors diffuse in the external environment
according to Fick’s Law and have the diffusion coefficient DIA and DIB. A rival biomass detects
the inhibitor and absorbs a quantity which in turn inhibits growth. Inhibitors are therefore lost at
a rate e1 and proportionally to the local concentration of inhibitor IA and the amount of foreign
biomass B. The change in inhibitor is therefore modelled as
∂IA
∂t
= c5ASA +DIA∇2IA − e1IAB (6.8)
where c5 and e1 are constants that can be calibrated for different species of fungi.
Consistent with experimental observations, VOC production is modelled as a process that
occurs locally to interactions. To incorporate this into the model it is assumed to be dependant
on the existence of a foreign biomass B and a concentration of internal substrate SA (this implies
that biomass A is also present otherwise there can be no internal substrate). VOCs are assumed
to diffuse with coefficient DV A and are lost through absorption by the rival biomass at a rate e3.
The change in VOCs is modelled as
∂VA
∂t
= c7BSA +DV A∇2VA − e3VAB (6.9)
where c7 and e3 are constants for calibration.
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The full system of equation is given below.
∂A
∂t
= | JA | −d1A− d3VBA (6.10a)
∂B
∂t
= | JB | −d2B − d4VAB (6.10b)
∂HA
∂t
= ∇ · (JA) + b1SAA− a1HAA (6.10c)
∂HB
∂t
= ∇ · (JB) + b2SBB − a2HBB (6.10d)
∂SA
∂t
=
p1ASeSA
(p2 + SA)
+∇ · (DAA∇SA − CAASA)
−c2 | JA | −SA(c1A+m1A+ l1VBA) (6.10e)
∂SB
∂t
=
p3BSeSB
(p4 + SB)
+∇ · (DBB∇SB + CBBSB)
−c4 | JB | −SB(c3B +m2B + l2VAB) (6.10f)
∂Se
∂t
= De∇2Se − Se
(
p1ASA
(p2 + SA)
+
p3BSB
(p4 + SB)
)
+ g1SAVBA+ g2SBVAB (6.10g)
∂IA
∂t
= c5ASA +DIA∇2IA − e1IAB (6.10h)
∂IB
∂t
= c6BSB +DIB∇2IB − e2IBA (6.10i)
∂VA
∂t
= c7BSA +DV A∇2VA − e3VAB (6.10j)
∂VB
∂t
= c8ASB +DV B∇2VB − e4VBA (6.10k)
where
JA = −v1SAHA
(
1− IB
n1 + IB
)
+RA∇HA (6.11a)
JB = v2SBHB
(
1− IA
n2 + IA
)
+RB∇HB (6.11b)
The model was integrated numerically using Matlab’s PDE solver (pdepe) and calibrated
primarily for the species Rhizoctonia solani as provided in Table 6.1 by rescaling corresponding
parameters previously detailed in Section 5.1 and Boswell et al. (2002). Some parameters regard-
ing the Inhibitor and VOC concentrations were reasonably assumed to exist with the same order
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as the calibrated values for the internal and external substrates.
Two biomass density distributions (Fig. 6.2a) and two corresponding hyphal tip density
distributions (Fig. 6.2b), representing colony A and colony B, were initialised at either end
of a representation of a 1 cm domain. Initial internal substrate concentration (Fig. 6.2c) and
external substrate concentration (Fig. 6.2d) distributions were also established. Initially there
were no inhibitor or VOC concentrations present in the domain (IA(x, 0) = IB(x, 0) = VA(x, 0) =
VB(x, 0) = 0) and the simulations were performed for a time period representative of 4 days.
By varying only the parameters d3, d4, n1 and n2 , the model was able to reproduce many of
the common interactions demonstrated by fungal mycelia (Boddy, 2000). Figure 6.3 shows two
colonies that did not suffer inhibition or degradation in response to the rival’s released compounds.
The biomass densities and hyphal densities propagated unhindered and overlapped in the centre
of the domain and continued growth away from their respective origins.
Figure 6.4 shows two biomasses that grew toward each other where both suffered inhibition in
response to foreign inhibitor concentrations. The hyphal tips of both colonies achieved extension
to approximately the same distance as the uninhibited colonies detailed above, but then slowed
extension for the remainder of the simulations. The colony peripheries overlapped and so the
Figure 6.4 provides an example of two inhibited colonies in a state of deadlock after minimal
intermingling.
The inclusion of degradation of the biomass by foreign VOC concentrations again produced
colonies that mutually limit growth. Figure 6.4 demonstrated mutual inhibition with the inter-
mingling of the colony peripheries. Figure 6.5 shows two colonies that grew toward each other
and suffered both inhibition and VOC degradation. Firstly the progression of the hyphal tip wave
front was reduced and then following the production of VOCs as a consequence of the physical
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Figure 6.2: The initial distributions for (a) biomass densities, A(x, 0) = 100 cos
(
pix
0.7
)
andB(x, 0) =
100 cos
(
pi
2 − pi(x−0.65)0.7
)
, (b) hyphal tip densities HA(x, 0) = 100 cos
(
pix
0.7
)
and HB(x, 0) =
100 cos
(
pi
2 − pi(x−0.65)0.7
)
, (c) external substrate concentration Se = 3 × 10−5 and (d) the internal
substrate concentrations SA(x, 0) = 4×10−4 cos
(
pix
0.7
)
and SB(x, 0) = 4×10−4 cos
(
pi
2 − pi(x−0.65)0.7
)
in a one dimensional domain that represented 10 mm.
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Description Parameter Value
Hyphal tip velocity v1, v2 500
Hyphal tip diffusion RA, RB 10−5
Biomass death d1, d2 0.1
Branching coefficient b1, b2 107
Anastomosis coefficient a1, a2 1
Uptake - Michaelis coefficient p1, p3 900
Uptake - Michaelis constant p2, p4 4× 10−5
Diffusive Translocation coefficient DA, DB 0.01
Metabolically-driven Translocation coefficient CA, CB 0.1
Branching cost coefficient c1, c3 10−12
Extension cost coefficient c2, c4 10−8
Hyphal maintenance cost m1,m2 10−14
VOC production cost l1, l2 10−13
External substrate diffusion coefficient De 0.3456
g1, g2 10−12
Inhibitor production coefficient c5, c6 10
VOC production coefficient c7, c8 10
Inhibitor diffusion coefficient DIA, DIB 3× 10−2
VOC diffusion coefficient DV A, DV B 3× 10−2
Inhibitor degradation coefficient e1, e2 1
VOC degradation coefficient e3, e4 1
Table 6.1: Parameter table for the continuous multiple colony model.
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Figure 6.3: (a,c,e,g) Biomass densities and (b,d,f,h) hyphal tip densities for two colonies simulated
after (a,b) 1 day, (c,d) 2 days, (e,f) 3 days and (g,h) 4 days and where both colonies did not suffer
inhibition or VOC degradation (d3 = 0, d4 = 0, n1 = 1 and n2 = 1).
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Figure 6.4: (a,c,e,g) Biomass densities and (b,d,f,h) hyphal tip densities for two colonies simulated
after (a,b) 1 day, (c,d) 2 days, (e,f) 3 days and (g,h) 4 days and where both colonies suffered only
inhibition (d3 = 0, d4 = 0, n1 = 0.001 and n2 = 0.001).
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interaction of the biomass densities, degradation formed a distinct strip between the two colonies.
This strip is a common feature in many deadlock experiments (Boddy, 2000) and was also repro-
duced by the model when the sensitivity to inhibition of both colonies was increased (data not
shown).
The model was also able to reproduce parasitic replacement of a lesser colony (Fig. 6.6).
One biomass was assumed to be resistant to both foreign inhibitors and VOCs whereas the rival
biomass was assumed to suffer both inhibition and degradation. Similar to the previous examples
of colony interactions, the hyphal tips extended toward each other without any initial signs of
obstruction by the rival biomass. The resistant colony continues extension, degrading the rival
biomass from the point of contact back toward the point where it was initialised. The hyphal tips
of the susceptible biomass cease extension toward the end of the simulation at the close to the
point where first contact was established.
The model provided an indication of the types of behaviour expected when the corresponding
mechanisms for inhibition and VOC degradation were implemented in the hybrid model. The
mechanisms were shown through the numerical simulations that they were sufficient to produce
the range of outcomes that are possible between two competing colonies.
6.3 Multiple Colony Interaction - A Hybrid Model
The hybrid model was reconfigured to consider multiple distinct somatically incompatible net-
works growing and competing for resources in a bounded domain. The implementation of multiple
colonies requires the redefinition of certain processes in the numerical simulation (principally anas-
tomosis) and crucially the inclusion of new mechanisms to govern network interactions. The key
addition in the implementation is that each line segment is assigned an integer value that identifies
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Figure 6.5: (a,c,e,g) Biomass densities and (b,d,f,h) hyphal tip densities for two colonies simulated
after (a,b) 1 day, (c,d) 2 days, (e,f) 3 days and (g,h) 4 days and where both colonies suffered
inhibition and VOC degradation (d3 = 10000, d4 = 10000, n1 = 0.001 and n2 = 0.001).
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Figure 6.6: (a,c,e,g) Biomass densities and (b,d,f,h) hyphal tip densities for two colonies simulated
after (a,b) 1 day, (c,d) 2 days, (e,f) 3 days and (g,h) 4 days and where both the colony on the
right side of the domain suffered both inhibition and VOC degradation and the colony initialised
on the right did not suffer either (d3 = 0, d4 = 10000, n1 = 1 and n2 = 0.001).
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which network it belonged to. For example, in a dual colony simulation of networks denoted by
A and B, a line segment has integer identifier 0 if it is part of network A and integer identifier 1
if it is part of network B.
Anastomosis is included in earlier versions of the model by utilising a collision detection algo-
rithm that ‘trims’ line segments when overlapping growth occurs. The offending line segment is
shortened to the point of first contact and joined to the obstructing line segment allowing substrate
to be translocated through the union (see Section 2.1.2). Many experimental systems involving
multiple colony interactions have demonstrated hyphae growing over foreign hyphae, commonly
termed intermingling (Boddy, 2000). It is therefore reasonably assumed that line segments do not
fuse with line segments belonging to incompatible networks. The existing anastomosis algorithm
is therefore amended to ignore collisions between line segments with different integer identifiers.
Fungi release a range of chemical compounds into the surrounding environment that can be
detected by adjacent colonies, often triggering the adoption of suitable combative strategies. A
common response sees the inhibition of hyphal extension toward higher concentrations of the
compounds. The implementation of long distance chemical signalling requires each line segment
to produce a chemical that diffuses in a planar domain and that can be detected by other line
segments. To reduce the complexity and in turn improve the efficiency of the model, it wis
assumed that the same chemical compounds responsible for the chemotropic self-avoidance are
also responsible for the inhibition of foreign networks. Line segments that are able to extend
(representing hyphal tips) continue to detect their own inhibitor and reorientate extension toward
regions of lower inhibitor concentrations as implemented in earlier versions of the model (see
Section 3.1.2) but can also detect a foreign inhibitor in which case extension is inhibited. To
include inhibition in the hybrid model, the extension process is modified so that it includes a
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discretised version of equation (6.3) in Section 6.2 such that over a time step of duration ∆t the
probability that a line segment extended is defined as
P (inhibited) = SA
(
1− IB
n1 + IB
)
∆t (6.12)
where n1 corresponds to the resistance of the network to foreign inhibitors. An additional array
is introduced so that each inhibitor concentration can be independently modelled and recorded.
VOC production, assumed to occur local to the site of hyphal interaction, is implemented
by utilising a similar collision detection algorithm to the scheme adopted for anastomosis. The
algorithm detects overlapping line segments of different networks and produces a concentration
of VOCs into the domain at a rate c7 and proportional to the concentration of internal substrate
SA. Each network produces a distinct VOC and so, similar to the inhibitor, additional arrays
are introduced to record the local concentrations in the environment. Both the inhibitors and
the VOCs are assumed to diffuse in the environment and this process is implemented using finite
difference approximations in the same manner as the diffusion of external substrate detailed in
Section 2.1.3.
To represent the degradation of hyphae through interactions with VOCs, a line segment cor-
responding to biomass A is assumed to be removed after a time step ∆t with probability
P (degrade) = d3VB∆t (6.13)
where d3 corresponds to the same parameter in Section 6.2. An equivalent process is used to
implement the degradation of biomass B.
To identify whether a line segment has been degraded, a boolean identifier in the form of a
binary value is assigned to each. The model is further refined so that all processes do not consider
any line segment that is identified as degraded. For example, translocation is evaluated only
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between those unions where neither line segment has degraded. The model therefore essentially
ignores degraded line segments from all calculations and graphical output to avoid the difficult
and complex task of removing line segments from the model and reconfiguring the numerous
relationships effected within the system.
For experimentation, the calibration for all colonies was the same as previously discussed in
Section 5.1 and shown in Table 5.1 with the exception of the new parameters n1, n2 (representing
the resistance to inhibition of network A and B respectively) and d3 and d4 (representing the sen-
sitivity to VOC degradation of network A and B respectively) which are discussed and calibrated
for the hybrid model below.
6.3.1 Experimental method
Different species of fungi produce a range of chemicals as they develop. Furthermore, an individual
can produce different compositions depending on the current state of the system (Wheatley et al.,
1997). Nutrient heterogeneity and interspecific interactions have both been shown to effect the
production of secondary metabolite and VOCs (Wheatley et al., 1997; Boddy, 2000). It is therefore
common for different species to have different combative abilities.
Simulations were performed where each network comprised one of four possible model phe-
notypes (detailed below) to investigate the role of different processes in colony competition. Es-
sentially, a pair of parameters were the focus of the simulations relating to the resistance of the
networks to inhibition (n1 or n2 relating to networks A and B respectively) and the susceptibility
of the networks to VOC degradation (d3 or d4 relating to networks A and B respectively). In all
instances network A was initialised on the left and network B was initialised on the right of the
domain. The following results and analysis were performed on the average of three replicates for
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each instance of the model.
Substrate Distributions
Pairwise interactions of various networks were simulated over two distinct planar distributions of
substrate. The first contained a uniformly distributed substrate concentration that corresponded
to experimentally controlled uniform growth, such as that commonly produced in a Petri dish. The
second consisted of three distinct blocks of substrate; a 1 mm2 square of substrate at the centre of
the domain and two smaller squares of substrate (0.6 mm2) placed at equidistant locations either
side such that the gap between the edges of the centre block and the additional blocks was 0.7
mm (Fig. 6.7).
Fungal Phenotypes
The wide variety of fungi that interact in the natural environment adds further complexity to the
challenge of modelling interactions between organisms. Rather than consider fungi by species,
four distinct somatically incompatible phenotypes were introduced and were defined by their
sensitivity to foreign compounds. Phenotype A was assumed to have no sensitivity to foreign
VOC degradation and have almost no sensitivity to foreign inhibitory compounds. Phenotype B
was assumed to be sensitive to inhibition but resistant to VOC degradation. Phenotype C was
assumed to be resistant to inhibition but sensitive to VOC degradation and Phenotype D was
defined as being sensitive to both VOC degradation and inhibition (Table 6.3.1).
The definition of four distinct phenotypes does not imply that self pairings are necessarily the
same species, for example, two distinct species may suffer no inhibition or VOC degradation and
so would both be classified as phenotype A. Similarly, a species is not necessarily always the same
phenotype, for example, a colony that competes against a certain species may suffer no inhibition
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Figure 6.7: A heterogeneous external substrate distribution where the concentration at the three
resource sites was Se = 1× 10−8 mol µm2 and Se = 0 everywhere else.
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Phenotype Inhibited Degraded n1 or n2 d3 or d4
A × × 1 0
B X × 1× 10−14 0
C × X 1 1× 105
D X X 1× 10−14 1× 105
Table 6.2: The four phenotypes and their defined resistance/sensitivities and parameter values
for inhibition (n1 or n2) and VOC degradation (d3 or d4).
or degradation in response to the detection of the specific compounds produced (and so would be
classified as phenotype A) but may suffer inhibition in response to a different compound when
paired with a different species (and so would be classified as phenotype B).
6.3.2 Colony Competition in Homogeneous Conditions
Two networks were initialised over a uniform domain 1 mm apart and where the external substrate
concentration was 3×10−8 mol µm−2. Growth was simulated for a period that represented 1.2 days
throughout which the networks competed for territory specifically reacting to external compounds
according to its assigned phenotype (as described above).
6.3.3 Competition Analysis
For each of the pairings discussed below, one of the three replicates was produced as an illustration
of the interactions and subsequent outcomes. Where relevant, a series of plots were produced to
show competition at several stages throughout the simulation (for example Fig. 6.8).
Several additional programs were developed to analyse the morphological and competitive
aspects of multiple network growth. The focus of the first analysis procedure was the arc of
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Figure 6.8: Two networks of phenotype A initialised 1 mm apart simulated at a period of (a)
0.3 days, (b) 0.6 days, (c) 0.9 days and (d) 1.2 days over a homogeneous substrate distribution
(Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
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Figure 6.9: Biomass density profiles were produced for the networks by subdividing the rectangle
shown into 10 horizontal strips. The biomass density plots consist of the average of 30 strips (10
strips from each of 3 replicates).
the biomass density front that grew toward the rival network. The extent of growth toward the
rival network was analysed by subdividing a rectangular area (Fig. 6.9) of the domain into 10
horizontal strips and then calculating the density of line segments along these strips. This enabled
biomass density profiles to be constructed for both networks at specified times (for example see
Figure 6.10). From the biomass density profile procedure it was possible to construct time series
plots of the extent of the leading biomass edge over the course of the simulations (for example
see Figure 6.11). As previously discussed in Section 5.1.1, the advancing biomass margin was
assumed to be located where the biomass density first reached a value of unity.
This analysis, although useful for a general approximation of network density and extent,
is representative of values spread across spatially distinct strips and is most effective when a
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Figure 6.10: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype A networks at (a) 0.3, (b) 0.6, (c) 0.9
and (d) 1.2 days.
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Figure 6.11: The extent of growth achieved by the leading hyphal edge of two phenotype A
networks toward the rival network over the course of the simulated period of 1.2 days. The
solid line corresponded to the network situated in the left of the domain and the dashed line
corresponded to the network situated in the right of the domain.
network colonises a resource evenly either from left to right or right to left to minimise the
spatial variation. Further analysis was undertaken that considered the territorial superiority of
the networks by dividing the domain into discrete cells then in each determining which network,
if either, was more established. The result was a further time series plot (Fig. 6.12) that showed
the total number of cells in which each network was dominant over the course of the experiment.
6.3.4 Homogeneous substrate distribution - Self pairings
The initial simulations considered self pairings of the four possible phenotypes described above in
Section 6.3.1. Each network thus had the same competitive capability as its pairing in relation
to the effects suffered due to hostile compounds.
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Figure 6.12: The number of cells dominated by each network (both phenotype A) over the course
of the simulation that represented a period of 1.2 days. The solid line corresponded to the network
situated in the left of the domain and the dashed line corresponded to the network situated in
the right of the domain.
A vs A
The first pairing simulated consisted of two phenotype A networks that suffered no effects due
to hostile inhibitors or VOCs. Figure 6.8 shows examples of two colonies in competition at 0.3
day intervals over the course of the experiment. In this instance, both networks developed in the
domain unaffected by the compounds produced. When the networks first interacted in the centre
of the domain they overlapped and continued growth into each others territory until the end of
the simulation where it was evident that two dense networks had formed and showed networks
coexisting in a state of overgrowth and intermingling.
The biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.10) confirm both networks generally developed similarly.
The early stages of growth saw the formation of dense regions at each inoculation site and quickly
formed an overlap. After 0.6 days both networks were close to reaching their maximum densities
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and the rest of the simulation effectively saw a spread of this approximate peak density away
from the inoculation site. The extent of the leading biomass edge that is focused toward the rival
network is shown in a time series plot (Fig. 6.13a) and shows little difference between the distance
achieved by each network. Figure 6.14a provides a time series plot of the number of cells in the
domain dominated by each of the competing networks and shows that both networks developed
and dominated regions with no distinction, both gaining dominance in territory exponentially.
B vs B
Figure 6.15 show an example of the simulations where both networks were phenotype B, competing
over a period representative of 1.2 days. Both networks achieved a small amount of growth toward
each other before the effects of inhibition became evident (Figure 6.13b). The biomass density
profiles (Fig. 6.16) showed that most growth in both networks was directed away from their
respective rival. The networks appeared to coexist in a state of deadlock without any further
aggression displayed and both colonised and became dominant at the same rates (Fig. 6.14b).
The state of deadlock achieved in these simulations appeared very realistic to actual experi-
mental systems (White and Boddy, 1992; Boddy, 2000) where the inhibition formed a clear divide
between the edges of the networks (Figure 6.15d) with a minimal amount of intermingling.
C vs C
Simulations of phenotype C self pairings (Fig. 6.17) also resulted in a state of deadlock although
the competing fronts of each network were not as clearly defined due to the absence of a distinct
band between them. Both colonies achieved some overgrowth of the rival in the early stages of
the simulation but due to VOC degradation was not able to maintain the overgrowth.
At the end of the simulation shown in Figure 6.17d there were small regions of each type of
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Figure 6.13: Time series plot showing the distance achieved by each network toward the other for
the self pairings (a) A vs A, (b) B vs B, (c) C vs C and (d) D vs D from the start of the simulation
to a final simulated time of 1.2 days. The solid line corresponded to the network situated in the
left of the domain and the dashed line corresponded to the network situated in the right of the
domain.
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Figure 6.14: The number of cells in which each network was dominant over the 1.2 days simulated
period for self pairings (a) A vs A, (b) B vs B, (c) C vs C and (d) D vs D. The solid line
corresponded to the network situated in the left of the domain and the dashed line corresponded
to the network situated in the right of the domain.
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Figure 6.15: Two networks of phenotype B initialised 1 mm apart simulated at a period of (a)
0.3 days, (b) 0.6 days, (c) 0.9 days and (d) 1.2 days over a homogeneous substrate distribution
(Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
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Figure 6.16: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype B networks at (a) 0.3, (b) 0.6, (c) 0.9
and (d) 1.2 days.
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Figure 6.17: Two networks of phenotype C initialised 1 mm apart simulated at a period of (a)
0.3 days, (b) 0.6 days, (c) 0.9 days and (d) 1.2 days over a homogeneous substrate distribution
(Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
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network that had been cut off from the main body of network. The networks were able to capture
and maintain territory that was discovered uncontested but not able to successfully compete for
preoccupied territory. The biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.18) reinforced this by the absence of a
significant overlap of the densities. In addition to this, the average extent of each network density
front reached a peak approximately half way through the simulation (0.6 days) and then retracted
to a stable distance (Fig. 6.13c). This could be explained by an overlapping density front being
degraded and pushed back by a rival network. Both networks controlled the same proportion of
the domain throughout the experiment as expected due to them being the same phenotype (Fig.
6.14c).
D vs D
Two phenotype D networks, that were susceptible to both inhibition and degradation, were paired
and simulated (Fig. 6.19). Both networks suffered inhibition early in the simulations and experi-
enced small amounts of overgrowth. The overgrowth was countered by VOC production leading
to degradation and so similarly to the self pairings of phenotype B and C , the outcome was dead-
lock between the two networks. The biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.20) showed similar densities
to the previous cases where neither network was able to achieve significant overlap of its rival and
most growth was focused away from its rival.
The extent of the internal biomass margin (Fig. 6.13d) for each network peaked early in the
simulation which neither network was able to increase throughout the course of the simulation.
Unlike the previous self pairing of phenotype C, there was no reduction following the peak of
the extent which was due to the reduction in the initial overgrowth of the networks due to the
inclusion of inhibition. This would certainly be consistent with the fact that the peak of the extent
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Figure 6.18: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype C networks at (a) 0.3, (b) 0.6, (c) 0.9
and (d) 1.2 days.
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Figure 6.19: Two networks of phenotype D initialised 1 mm apart simulated at a period of (a)
0.3 days, (b) 0.6 days, (c) 0.9 days and (d) 1.2 days over a homogeneous substrate distribution
(Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
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Figure 6.20: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype D networks at (a) 0.3, (b) 0.6, (c) 0.9
and (d) 1.2 days. The solid line corresponded to the network situated in the left of the domain
and the dashed line corresponded to the network situated in the right of the domain.
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was not as great when inhibition was additionally suffered. The number of cells that each network
was able to gain dominance in was similar to all the self pairing with no significant distinction
between pairings (Fig. 6.14) suggesting that the effects of competition are significantly localised.
6.3.5 Homogeneous substrate distribution - Pairings of different phenotypes
The simulations outlined thus far involved networks that had the same parameter values for
inhibition resistance and VOC degradation sensitivity. As previously discussed, the composition
of secondary metabolites and VOCs produced are species dependant, have different effects on
different species and can cause interspecific interactions to result in a range of outcomes. Further
instances of the model were therefore initialised so that the rival networks had distinct parameter
values regarding their resistance to inhibition and sensitivity to VOC degradation defined by the
phenotypes shown in Table 6.3.1
A vs B, C & D
Figure 6.21 shows three simulations of phenotype A that suffered no negative effects (the network
on the right), paired with phenotype B (Fig. 6.21a,b), C (Fig. 6.21c,d) and D Fig. (6.21e,f) at
0.6 and 1.2 days. All three cases saw phenotype A become the dominant network. In all pairings,
the phenotype A network was able to develop and colonise territory without interference while
producing an inhibitor and VOCs to compete with any network that was also present. Therefore
the simulations reflect the defensive ability of each of the phenotypes B, C and D when threatened
by a superior network.
The biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.22) show that all three of the weaker colonies had devel-
oped similar profiles after 0.6 days (half way through the simulation). Phenotype B had developed
a more dense network by the end of the simulations (Fig. 6.22b) compared to phenotypes C and
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Figure 6.21: Two networks were initialised 1 mm apart where the right network was phenotype
A and the left network was (a,b) phenotype B, (c,d) phenotype C and (e,f) phenotype D. Figure
shows network competition at (a,c,e) 0.6 days and (b,d,f) 1.2 days of simulated growth over a
homogeneous substrate distribution (Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
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D (Fig. 6.22d,f) and was able to maintain its biomass density front at the peak of its extent
(Fig. 6.23a). However, phenotype C extended to the furthest distance but was pushed back, or
replaced, due to VOC degradation (Fig. 6.23c). Phenotype D (Fig. 6.23e) was not able to achieve
the same distance as phenotype C and due to degradation was pushed back to the point of its
inoculation by the end of the simulation due to replacement of the network margin by phenotype
A.
Figure 6.23 b,d,f provided a measure for the dominance displayed by the networks over the
course of the simulations. Phenotype A was clearly the dominant network in all three cases and
had a greater presence in a higher number of cells in of the domain. Phenotype B, C and D
do not have any significant difference in dominance over the scale of the domain implying that
the competition that takes place between colonies and the subsequent morphological effects are
significantly localised.
B vs C
Figure 6.24 show a network of phenotype B competing with a network of phenotype C. Both
networks initially grew unhindered by foreign compounds and met at the centre of the domain.
Just before contact the phenotype B network started to exhibit a small amount of inhibition and
was overgrown by the leading hyphal edge of the phenotype C network. The overlap triggered
the production of VOCs due to the physical contact of the two networks and the subsequent
degradation of the hyphae of the phenotype C network prevented any further overgrowth and
reduced the existing overlap. The pairing resulted in deadlock due to phenotype B being inhibited
and phenotype C being unable to maintain overgrowth due to its sensitivity to VOC degradation.
Figure 6.25 showed that the density profiles for the networks were similar and saw little overlap.
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Figure 6.22: Biomass density profiles where the dashed line corresponded to phenotype A and
the solid line corresponded to (a,b) phenotype B, (c,d) phenotype C and (e,f) phenotype D at
simulated times of (a,c,e) 0.6 days and (b,d,f) 1.2 days. The solid line corresponded to the network
situated in the left of the domain and the dashed line corresponded to the network situated in
the right of the domain.
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Figure 6.23: The distance achieved by each network toward the other (a,c,e) and the number of
cells in which each network became dominant (b,d,f) over the course of the 1.2 days simulated
period. The dashed line corresponded to phenotype A in all cases and the solid line corresponded
to (a,b) phenotype B, (c,d) phenotype C and (e,f) phenotype D.
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Figure 6.24: Two networks were initialised 1 mm apart where the right network was phenotype
C and the left network was phenotype B at a simulated time of (a) 0.6 days and (b) 1.2 days
developed over a homogeneous substrate distribution (Se = 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
Both networks achieved roughly the same extent toward each other (Fig. 6.26a) although the
network that suffered only VOC degradation (phenotype C) eventually controlled more territory
(Fig. 6.26b) than the network that only suffered inhibition (phenotype B).
A possible explanation for the dominance of territory in phenotype C could be explained as a
result of the distinct combative strategy each network employed. The inhibition of phenotype B
slowed growth resulting in phenotype C having an advantage in growth speed causing a difference
in the amount of potential territory it could colonise.
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Figure 6.25: Biomass density profiles for networks of phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C
(dashed line) at simulated times of (a) 0.3 days, (b) 0.6 days, (c) 0.9 days and (d) 1.2 days.
Figure 6.26: (a) The extent of each network toward the other and (b) the number of cells in
which each network became dominant over the simulated time period of 1.2 days. The solid line
corresponded to phenotype B and the dashed line corresponded to phenotype C.
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D vs B & C
Figure 6.27 shows networks of phenotype D competing against networks of phenotype B (Fig.
6.27a,b) and phenotype C (Fig. 6.27c,d). It is clearly evident that the interaction zone is more
defined in the first instance where both networks suffer inhibition.
While the biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.28) do not demonstrate any obvious distinction
between the two pairings, the proportion of territory in which each network become dominant
(Fig. 6.29b,d) indicate that phenotype D was able to compete to a higher level when paired
with phenotype B (a network that is resistant to VOCs) rather than phenotype C (a network
resistant to inhibition). There was no significant difference between the extent of the internal
biomass density fronts shown in the time series plot (Fig. 6.29a,c) but it was observed that the
competition concluded at an earlier stage in the first case (phenotype B paired with phenotype
D) due to both suffering inhibition.
6.3.6 Colony Competition in Heterogeneous Conditions
Two networks were initialised in the heterogeneous domain (Fig. 6.7), each located at the left
and right resource sites so that there was sufficient substrate to offer limited support for initial
growth. The subsequent simulations lasted for a period representing two days during which the
rival networks competed for territory and substrate at the central resource site to secure survival.
Further simulations were carried out that investigated how the distribution of limited external
substrate effected the ability of the biomass to implement defensive or offensive combat measures in
order to compete. This was performed by individually changing the concentration of substrate at
the left and right resource sites and comparing how competition differed as a result. Additionally,
another series of simulations were produced for different concentrations of substrate at the central
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Figure 6.27: Two networks were initialised 1 mm apart where the right network was phenotype D
and the left network was (a,b) phenotype B and (c,d) phenotype C at a simulated times of (a,c)
0.6 days and (b,d) 1.2 days developed over a homogeneous substrate distribution (Se = 3× 10−8
mol µm−2 at t = 0 days).
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Figure 6.28: Biomass density profiles for two networks where the dashed line corresponded to
phenotype D and the solid line corresponded to (a,b) phenotype B and (c,d) phenotype C at
simulated times of (a,c) 0.6 days and (b,d) 1.2 days
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Figure 6.29: (a,c) The distance achieved by each network toward the other and (b,d) the number
of cells in which each network became dominant over the course of the 1.2 days. The dashed
line corresponded to phenotype D and the solid line corresponded to (a,b) phenotype B and (c,d)
phenotype C.
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resource block to investigate how the quality of a resource influences the local competition process.
6.3.7 Heterogeneous substrate distribution - Self pairings
A vs A
An initial simulation (Fig. 6.30) considered the case where almost no inhibition and no degra-
dation occurred. Both networks overgrew each other and colonised the central resource site.
Both networks achieved substantial growth at the central resource site and demonstrated that the
concentration of substrate present in the domain was sufficient for both networks to form dense
regions and coexist.
The biomass density plots represented the density of both networks at 12 hour intervals (Fig.
6.31(a)-(d)) and where the last represented the biomass density after a simulated time of two days.
Both networks achieved approximately the same level of growth at their individual inoculation
sites and also achieve similar density over the central resource. The network density fronts of
both networks (Fig. 6.32a) progressed toward their rival network at similar rates.
For simulations in a heterogeneous domain, two time series plots were produced showing, as
previously, the number of cells in which each network was deemed to be most dominant over
the scale of the whole domain (Fig. 6.33a) and additionally another plot showing the number of
cells dominated directly over the central resource site (Fig. 6.33b). As expected for a self pairing
simulation, the networks become dominant in approximately the same number of cells over the
whole domain and over the central resource site.
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Figure 6.30: Two phenotype A networks simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution
(Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2 days.
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Figure 6.31: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype A networks simulated over a hetero-
geneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2
days.
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Figure 6.32: The extent of the biomass density fronts toward the central resource site in each self
pairing of (a) phenotype A, (b) phenotype B, (c) phenotype C and (d) phenotype D over 2 days
of simulated growth. The solid line corresponded to the network situated in the left of the domain
and the dashed line corresponded to the network situated in the right of the domain.
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Figure 6.33: The number of cells in which each network of the self pairings (a,b) phenotype
A, (c,d) phenotype B, (e,f) phenotype C and (g,h) phenotype D were dominant over 2 days of
simulated growth on the scale of (a,c,e,g) the whole domain and (b,d,f,h) the central resource site.
The solid line corresponded to the network situated in the left of the domain and the dashed line
corresponded to the network situated in the right of the domain. The dotted line represents the
number of cells unoccupied by either phenotype.
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B vs B
Another simulation was performed that considered a reduction in the resistance of both networks
to inhibition (Fig. 6.34) but where there was no sensitivity in either network to VOC degradation.
Although both networks discovered and began to form denser regions over the central resource
site, neither was able to overcome inhibition and maintain colonisation. Growth continued in
other regions of the networks that were not in close proximity to the corresponding rival. Both
networks appear to have had limited success in preventing its rival from dominating and colonising
the central resource block and ultimately displayed a state of deadlock by the end of the simulation
(Fig. 6.34b).
Biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.35) in comparison with the previous case (where there was
no inhibition or degradation) highlight one obvious distinction. Neither network was able to
achieve the same scale of colonisation over the central resource site. This can be explained by the
consideration of the extent of the biomass density fronts for each network (Fig 6.32b) toward the
central resource. After approximately 1 day the extension of the progressing fronts were severely
reduced and eventually halted. However, considering the corresponding territorial analysis (Fig
6.33c) it is evident that the overall expansion of the networks were not greatly effected by the
inhibition suffered near the central resource site.
C vs C
Another simulation (Fig. 6.36) considered competition between two phenotype C networks. Both
were able to overgrow the other and established dense regions of line segments at the central
resource site. The VOCs produced by each network as a result of the physical interaction degraded
the other leaving isolated regions of each network cut off from their main body. This differed from
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Figure 6.34: Two phenotype B networks simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution
(Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2 days.
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Figure 6.35: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype B networks simulated over a hetero-
geneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2
days.
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the case of exclusive inhibition previously discussed as the combative aspect does not focus on
the prevention of further growth, instead it breaks down existing line segments, cutting off parts
of the network and subsequently minimising the translocation in the rival network.
The biomass density plots (Fig. 6.37) show a similar profile as the previous simulations (self
pairing of phenotype B) where density was reduced over the central resource site in comparison
with the first unconstrained case. Further analysis (Fig. 6.32c) confirm that a reduction in growth
was focused at the regions located in close proximity to the central resource site. The proportion
of cells occupied by each network was not significantly different either on the scale of the whole
domain or directly over the central resource site (Figs 6.33e,f).
D vs D
Inhibition and degradation can occur simultaneously and so a simulation was performed that
considered two phenotype D networks (Fig. 6.38). Both colonised the central resource and
subsequently encountered limited interaction with their respective rival. The increase in line
segments at the central resource site caused greater production of inhibitor by both colonies that
slowed its rivals’ growth. By the end of the simulation there were few signs of interaction due to
the VOC degradation that had taken place and the networks had settled into a state of deadlock.
The combination of mutual inhibition and degradation produced biomass density profiles
that saw the colonies being increasingly segregated in comparison to the previously discussed
heterogeneous cases (Fig. 6.39). The extent of the biomass density fronts toward the central
resource site increased steadily for the first half of the time frame (Fig 6.32d) before reaching a
state of equilibrium. Similar to the previous cases, the negative effects of inhibitory substances
and VOCs on further development close to the central resource site did not greatly effect the
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Figure 6.36: Two phenotype C networks simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution
(Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2 days.
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Figure 6.37: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype C networks simulated over a hetero-
geneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2
days.
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Figure 6.38: Two phenotype D networks simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution
(Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2 days.
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territorial gains when considering dominance on the scale of the whole domain (Fig. 6.33g,h)
6.3.8 Heterogeneous substrate distribution - Pairings of different phenotypes
A vs B, C, D
The phenotypes defined for this experiment consider different responses to compounds produced
by rival colonies. The first interactions considered were the pairings where phenotype A was tested
against the other phenotypes. As phenotype A did not suffer either inhibition or VOC degradation,
it seemed reasonable to hypothesise that this network would generally achieve greater levels of
growth and colonisation in heterogeneous conditions which has been previously shown to be true
in homogeneous conditions.
Three instances of the model were defined that considered the competition between a network
that was not susceptible to inhibition or degradation (phenotype A) and one of the other three
types of network. The first instance (Fig. 6.40a) considered the effect of solo inhibition where
the rival network (phenotype B) was sensitive to inhibition but was not degraded such that any
displayed inferiority was strictly a result of inhibition. The second instance (Fig. 6.40b) considered
solo degradation where the rival network (phenotype C) was sensitive to degradation but had
high resistance to inhibition and so distinctions between network development and morphology
could be attributed solely to VOC degradation. The third instance (Fig. 6.40c) considered the
competition of phenotype A against a rival network that was sensitive to both VOC degradation
and inhibition.
In all pairings both networks developed dense regions of line segments at their inoculation sites
and discovered the central resource at approximately the same time and in all cases phenotype
A eventually emerged as the dominant network. The biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.41) for the
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Figure 6.39: Biomass density profiles for two phenotype D networks simulated over a hetero-
geneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) after (a) 0.5 days, (b) 1 day, (c) 1.5 days and (d) 2
days.
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Figure 6.40: Networks of phenotype A (on the right) paired with (a,b) phenotype B, (c,d) phe-
notype C and (e,f) phenotype D shown at (a,c,e) 1 days and (b,d,f) 2 days simulated over a
heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7).
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Figure 6.41: Biomass density profiles for networks of phenotype A (dashed line) paired with
(a,b) phenotype B, (c,d) phenotype C and (e,f) phenotype D and simulated over a heterogeneous
substrate distribution after (a,c,e) 1 day and (b,d,f) 2 days.
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three instances showed that phenotype B was able to compete best against phenotype A for the
central resource site, maintaining its density front at roughly 1.5mm from the point of inoculation
(Fig. 6.42a). The other rival phenotypes could only advance distances of approximately 0.6-0.88
mm and at the end of the simulations were retracting as a result of VOC degradation. The peak
distances achieved by phenotypes C and D (Fig. 6.42b,c) occurred earlier in the simulations and
in the case of phenotype C, achieved a further maximum distance than phenotype B. This was
reinforced by the territorial dominance plots (Fig. 6.43) that showed a significant difference in the
number of cells at the central resource site dominated by phenotype C (Fig 6.43d) at its maximum
compared to phenotype B and D (Fig. 6.43 b&f respectively). The greater distance achieved and
the greater number of cells at the central resource captured could be explained by the lack of
inhibition in the case of phenotype C competing against phenotype A. This enabled the earlier
stages of growth to progress unaffected by external hostile compounds. However, the sensitivity
to VOC degradation rendered the early success of phenotype C short lived as the network quickly
lost territory through VOC degradation.
The number of cells that was dominated by phenotype A in comparison to its rival (whether
phenotype B, C or D) remained largely unaffected with no significant difference at the end of the
simulations. This again suggested that negative growth effects due to competition at one region
does not effect growth over the whole scale of the network.
B vs C
Phenotype B, that was defined to suffer inhibition but no VOC degradation was paired with
Phenotype C, that was defined to suffer VOC degradation but no inhibition and simulated to
compete over the central resource site (Fig. 6.44). Both networks initially developed with no
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Figure 6.42: The distance achieved by each network toward the central resource by phenotype
A (dashed line) and (a) phenotype B, (b) phenotype C and (c) phenotype D simulated over the
heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) for 2 days .
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Figure 6.43: The number of cells in which each network was dominant over a simulated period of
2 days where phenotype A (dashed line) was paired with (a) phenotype B, (b) phenotype C and
(c) phenotype D over the heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7).
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Figure 6.44: A phenotype B network (on the left) paired with a phenotype C network simulated
over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) at (a) 1 day and (b) 2 days.
distinction for the first day, achieved similar densities over their respective initial resource sites
(Fig. 6.45) and discovered the central resource site at approximately the same time. Effects
of competition first became apparent shortly after the colonisation of the central resource site.
Phenotype B was unable to continue the expansion of the density front due to its sensitivity to
inhibition and did not achieve any further significant growth after approximately 1.15 days (Fig.
6.46). However, although the network was not able to extend any further toward the central
resource site, the VOCs that were produced as a result of interaction limited the amount of
territory that was controlled by phenotype C.
Although the network density margin generally achieved greater distances in phenotype C,
it did not emerge from the simulations as the more dominant network on the scale of the whole
domain (Fig. 6.47a) or over the central resource site (Fig. 6.47b).
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Figure 6.45: Biomass density profiles for a network of phenotype B (solid line) paired with a
network of phenotype C (dashed line) simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.
6.7) at (a) 0.5, (b) 1, (c) 1.5 and (d) 2 days.
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Figure 6.46: The distance achieved by the biomass density front of phenotype B (solid line) and
phenotype C (dashed line) toward the central resource site over two days simulated growth.
Figure 6.47: The number of cells in which phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (solid line)
were dominant over (a) the whole domain and (b) the central resource site.
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D vs B,C
Phenotype D was reasonably assumed to be the most susceptible of the four phenotypes to rival
compounds as it suffered both inhibition and VOC degradation. As shown above (Fig. 6.40c),
when competing against a network that suffered no inhibition or degradation it was significantly
out-classed and achieved very little dominance over the central resource. The following simulations
compared phenotype D with phenotypes B and C respectively (Fig. 6.48a,b and Fig 6.48c,d)
to assess how a highly sensitive network would persist against rival colonies that were solely
susceptible to either inhibition or degradation.
The biomass density plots (Fig 6.49) show that phenotype D was able to better maintain its
density when paired with phenotype B as opposed to phenotype C and indicated that a network
that suffered inhibition and VOC degradation would be better able to compete for localised
resources if it possessed the ability to inhibit its rival as opposed to degrade it. Generally, in the
cases where a phenotype D network was simulated in competition with a phenotype B network,
they developed similar densities over their own initial resource and the central resource site.
Comparing the same competition but between phenotypes C and D showed that replacing the
capacity to inhibit rival colonies with the ability to degrade rival colonies after contact, phenotype
D was not able to compete to the same level and its rival formed a greater density at the end
of the simulation. Although Figure 6.50 shows that the extent of the competing network margin
of phenotype D was approximately the same when competing against phenotypes B and C, the
extent of its rivals advancing network margin was significantly greater when it was susceptible
to only degradation as opposed to only inhibition. This result was reflected by the territorial
analysis shown in Figure 6.51 that clearly illustrates a significant loss of dominance over the
central resource and a divergence of the territorial dominance over the scale of the whole domain.
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Figure 6.48: Networks of phenotype D (on the right) paired with (a,b) phenotype B and (c,d) phe-
notype C at (a,c) 1 days and (b,d) 2 days simulated over the heterogeneous substrate distribution
(Fig. 6.7)
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Figure 6.49: Biomass density profiles for networks of phenotype D (dashed line) paired with (a,b)
phenotype B and (c,d) phenotype C simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution after
(a,c) 1 day and (b,d) 2 days.
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Figure 6.50: The distance achieved by each network toward the central resource by phenotype
D (dashed line) and (a) phenotype B and (b) phenotype C simulated over the heterogeneous
substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) for 2 days.
6.3.9 Quality of Nutritional Resources
Nutrient heterogeneity has been documented as an influential factor in the ability of a colony to
compete (Boddy, 2000). The heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) was further modified
into three cases by varying the initial concentrations of substrate at each resource block. The
first variation involved the substrate concentration at the left resource block being initialised at
different values where the other resource sites were fixed to the concentration 1×10−8 mol µm−2.
The second and third variations were formed similar to the first but where the concentration was
changed at the right additional resource site and the central resource site respectively.
Three distinct simulations were performed for each variation so that the changing resource
site took the values 5 × 10−9 mol µm−2, 2 × 10−8 mol µm−2 and 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2 which
corresponded to a half, double and quadruple the fixed substrate concentrations of the default
value. The simulations in each variation were compared to the case where all resource blocks were
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Figure 6.51: The number of cells in which each network was dominant over a simulated period of
2 days where phenotype D (dashed line) was paired with (a) phenotype B and (b) phenotype C
over the heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7).
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equally concentrated at 1 × 10−8 mol µm−2 shown in Figure 6.44 and the sensitivities to VOC
degradation and resistance to inhibition were taken to be the same as that simulation (phenotype
B vs phenotype C) The phenotypes were chosen to reflect the scenario of one colony producing
VOCs as a defensive measure when threatened by the invasive growth of a rival colony capable of
long distance inhibition.
The first variations considered changing substrate concentrations at the left additional resource
site (i.e. the initial resource for phenotype B). Under low nutrient availability (Fig. 6.52a,b), the
development of the phenotype B network and the subsequent colonisation of its initial substrate
resource occurred much slower compared to both phenotype C and phenotype B in the other
simulations that had greater deposits of substrate initially available. This is also evident by
considering the biomass density profiles of the two extreme cases (Figure 6.53a,g) after the initial
day of growth. By obtaining greater concentrations of initial substrate (Fig. 6.52e-h), phenotype
B was able to develop more rapidly and colonise the central resource site thereby maximising
the substrate available to the network for VOC production. The extent of the competing colony
margins (Fig. 6.54) show that in each case there was an instance after which phenotype B did
not achieve any further extension due to inhibition and so the success of the colony depended
on how much territory could be controlled in the earlier stages of the interaction. Figure 6.55
shows that phenotype B was able to achieve and maintain significant dominance over the central
resource site and the whole domain when the colony was initially supplemented with increased
concentrations of substrate.
In addition to the potential for quicker growth in phenotype B due to increased initial sub-
strate concentrations, greater internal substrate resulted in eventual greater production of VOCs
following any interaction that occurred. The biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.53 b,d,f,h) illus-
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Figure 6.52: Networks of phenotype B (on the left) paired with networks of phenotype C (on the
right) simulated over the heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig. 6.7) where the left resource
site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5 × 10−9 (c,d) 1 × 10−8 (e,f) 2 × 10−8 and (g,h)
4× 10−8 mol µm−2 after (a,c,e,g) 1 day and (b,d,f,h) 2 days. The central and right resource sites
had initial substrate concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.53: Biomass density profiles for two networks, phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype
C (dashed line), simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7) where the left
resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5× 10−9 (c,d) 1× 10−8 (e,f) 2× 10−8 and
(g,h) 4× 10−8 mol µm−2 after (a,c,e,g) 1 day and (b,d,f,h) 2 days. The central and right resource
sites had initial substrate concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.54: The extent of phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (dashed line) density fronts
toward the central resource site simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7)
where the left resource site had initial substrate concentration (a) 5 × 10−9 (b) 1 × 10−8 (c)
2 × 10−8 and (d) 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2. The central and right resource sites had initial substrate
concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.55: The total number of cells in which phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (dashed
line) became dominant over the scale of the whole domain (a,c,e,g) and the central resource site
(b,d,f,h) where the networks were simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7)
where the left resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5× 10−9 (c,d) 1× 10−8 (e,f)
2× 10−8 and (g,h) 4× 10−8 mol µm−2. The central and right resource sites had initial substrate
concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2. The dotted line represents the number of cells unoccupied on
each respective scale.
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trated how the advancing margin of the phenotype C network was reduced as the substrate at
the phenotype B initial resource site was increased.
By performing a group of similar simulations but where the concentration of substrate was
changed at the right resource site, the role of nutrients to phenotype C was investigated. Figure
6.56 shows examples of networks developed where the right resource site was initialised to have the
four concentrations detailed above. In the first simulation where substrate at the right resource
site was halved, colonisation of the initial resource and the growth of phenotype C was slowed
as shown by the extent of the phenotype C colony biomass density front (Fig. 6.57a,b) when
compared to the case where substrate was quadrupled (Fig. 6.57g,h). The extension achieved
by phenotype C after two days simulated growth was the same but progressed more slowly when
the initial substrate supplemented was lower (Fig. 6.58). The control of phenotype C over the
central resource and the whole domain (Fig. 6.59) was increased when supplemented with greater
initial substrate concentration. The greater control of the central resource site by phenotype C
and the similarity in extension for both phenotypes indicated that the main distinction between
phenotype C being initially supplemented with increased concentrations of substrate was that the
density of line segments over the central resource site was much greater. Indeed, the biomass
density profiles for the extreme cases (Fig. 6.57b,h) show that over the central resource site ( the
range 4.5 - 6.5 mm) there was a significant dominance of phenotype C.
Another series of simulations were developed that initialised the domain so that the two
additional resource sites had fixed concentrations of substrate but the central resource was varied
between the four calibrated values used above. Due to the setup of the simulation the four
cases developed very similarly in the initial stages, with the line segments discovering the central
resource site at approximately the same time. In the case where substrate was halved at the
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Figure 6.56: Networks of phenotype B (on the left) paired with networks of phenotype C (on the
right) simulated over the heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7) where the right resource
site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5 × 10−9 (c,d) 1 × 10−8 (e,f) 2 × 10−8 and (g,h)
4× 10−8 mol µm−2 after (a,c,e,g) 1 day and (b,d,f,h) 2 days. The central and left resource sites
had initial substrate concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.57: Biomass density profiles for two networks, phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype
C (dashed line), simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7) where the right
resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5× 10−9 (c,d) 1× 10−8 (e,f) 2× 10−8 and
(g,h) 4× 10−8 mol µm−2 after (a,c,e,g) 1 day and (b,d,f,h) 2 days. The central and left resource
sites had initial substrate concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.58: The extent of phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (dashed line) density fronts
toward the central resource site simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7)
where the right resource site had initial substrate concentration (a) 5 × 10−9 (b) 1 × 10−8 (c)
2 × 10−8 and (d) 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2. The central and left resource sites had initial substrate
concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.59: The total number of cells in which phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (dashed
line) became dominant over the scale of the whole domain (a,c,e,g) and the central resource site
(b,d,f,h) where the networks were simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7)
where the right resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5×10−9 (c,d) 1×10−8 (e,f)
2 × 10−8 and (g,h) 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2. The left and central resource sites had initial substrate
concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2. The dotted line represents the number of cells unoccupied on
each respective scale.
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central resource site (Fig. 6.60a) the networks had limited contact and did not colonise the central
resource as quickly in comparison with the case where the central resource was initialised with
four times the default concentration. As the concentrations were increased, phenotype C achieved
the formation of denser regions of biomass over the central resource at an early stage, certainly
within the first simulated day (Fig. 6.61g). The extent of the colony margins toward the resource
site (Fig. 6.62) showed that phenotype C was also able to achieve greater growth distances than
phenotype B when the central resource site was initialised with higher substrate concentration.
The dominance of phenotype C over the central resource site and the whole domain (Fig. 6.63)
was increasingly greater as substrate concentrations were intensified at the central resource and
had a significant difference compared to phenotype B when substrate was doubled and quadrupled
(Fig. 6.63e-h).
The dominance displayed by phenotype C when substrate concentrations were increased can be
attributed to the inhibition it invokes in phenotype B. In all cases both phenotypes discovered the
central resource at approximately the same time. Following discovery both phenotypes obtained
substrate proportionally to the concentration available. This internal substrate was used to fuel
growth but also produced secondary metabolites and other compounds. As compounds capable
of degradation were only omitted following physical contact with hostile networks, this provided
phenotype C with the advantage of being able to inhibit phenotype B with a significantly more
concentrated inhibitor (due to increased external substrate concentrations at the central resource
site) before phenotype B had an opportunity to initiate VOC production. Phenotype B was
effected much earlier as a result (Fig. 6.62) which allowed phenotype C to maximise the territory
it was able to dominate (Fig. 6.63).
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Figure 6.60: Networks of phenotype B (on the left) paired with networks of phenotype C (on
the right) simulated over the heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7) where the central
resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5× 10−9 (c,d) 1× 10−8 (e,f) 2× 10−8 and
(g,h) 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2 after (a,c,e,g) 1 day and (b,d,f,h) 2 days. The left and right resource
sites had initial substrate concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.61: Biomass density profiles for two networks, phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C
(dashed line), simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7) where the central
resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5× 10−9 (c,d) 1× 10−8 (e,f) 2× 10−8 and
(g,h) 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2 after (a,c,e,g) 1 day and (b,d,f,h) 2 days. The left and right resource
sites had initial substrate concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.62: The extent of phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (dashed line) density fronts
toward the central resource site simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7)
where the central resource site had initial substrate concentration (a) 5 × 10−9 (b) 1 × 10−8 (c)
2 × 10−8 and (d) 4 × 10−8 mol µm−2. The left and right resource sites had initial substrate
concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2.
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Figure 6.63: The total number of cells in which phenotype B (solid line) and phenotype C (dashed
line) became dominant over the scale of the whole domain (a,c,e,g) and the central resource site
(b,d,f,h) where the networks were simulated over a heterogeneous substrate distribution (Fig.6.7)
where the central resource site had initial substrate concentration (a,b) 5 × 10−9 (c,d) 1 × 10−8
(e,f) 2×10−8 and (g,h) 4×10−8 mol µm−2. The left and right resource sites had initial substrate
concentration 1× 10−8 mol µm−2. The dotted line represents the number of cells unoccupied on
each respective scale.
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6.3.10 Proximity to Nutritional Resources
Another series of simulations were produced to investigate how the position of the central resource
influences interspecific colony interactions. The simulations between networks of phenotype B and
phenotype C showed that deadlock occurred for the default substrate concentration (Fig. 6.44)
and neither colony was significantly more dominant than its rival (Fig. 6.47). The first instance of
the simulations positioned the central resource closer to the left resource so that the gap between
their edges was reduced from 0.7 mm to 0.2 mm and the second instance positioned it 0.2 mm
from the right resource. The movement of the resource allowed the closer colony to discover the
resource first, increasing its potential for colonisation.
Figure 6.64 provides an example of the simulations that were performed for both cases. It
was clear that the performances of phenotype B and phenotype C were significantly enhanced
when the resource was available at an earlier time. In both cases, the closer network became more
dominant, although deadlock still ultimately occurred. The increase in development of the closer
network was confirmed by the biomass density profiles (Fig. 6.65) produced by the simulations
and the extent of the internal density front also achieved greater distances (Fig. 6.66) in their
respective cases.
The number of cells in which each network became dominant is shown in Figure 6.67. The
closer colony was more successful in both cases and achieved significant dominance at an early
stage over the central resource (by 0.25 days) and the whole domain (by 0.75 days).
6.4 Discussion
The simulations successfully produced commonly exhibited outcomes that occur in interspecific
interactions in competition for resources (deadlock, intermingling and replacement) and generally
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Figure 6.64: A network of phenotype B competing with a network of phenotype C where the
central resource site (concentrated at 2 × 10−8 mol µm−2) was positioned (a)&(b) 0.5 mm closer
to the left resource site and (c)&(d) 0.5 mm closer to the right resource.
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Figure 6.65: Biomass density profiles for a network of phenotype B competing with a network of
phenotype C where the central resource site (concentrated at 2 × 10−8 mol µm−2) was positioned
(a)&(b) 0.5 mm closer to the left resource site and (c)&(d) 0.5 mm closer to the right resource.
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Figure 6.66: Total extent of a network of phenotype B competing with a network of phenotype
C from the centre of the domain where the central resource site (concentrated at 2 × 10−8 mol
µm−2) was positioned (a) 0.5 mm closer to the left resource site and (b) 0.5 mm closer to the
right resource.
highlighted the responsive nature of fungal mycelia to factors ranging from local conditions (e.g.
nutrient heterogeneity and availability) to more complex biochemical elements (e.g. sensitivity
to specific VOCs). Modelling the combative element of interaction to be dependant on two
distinct substances, each with their own functionality (inhibition and degradation), proved to be
an effective simplification to a complex and dynamic process.
An interesting comparison between the modelled phenotypes used throughout the simulations
and real experimental systems is the lack of a well defined and structured hierachial dominance.
Boddy (2000) reflected that interspecific interaction between three species (α, β and γ) do not have
transitive properties (so α > β and β > γ does not imply α > γ). Considering the simulations
between phenotypes A,B,C and D in heterogeneous conditions it was shown that phenotype A was
the most dominant of the four (A> B,C and D). When phenotypes B and C were in competition
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Figure 6.67: The total number of cells in which a network of phenotype B competing with a
network of phenotype C were dominant in over (a)&(c) the whole domain and (b)&(d) the central
resource site (concentrated at 2 × 10−8 mol µm−2) where the central resource was positioned
(a)&(b) 0.5 mm closer to the left resource site and (c)&(d) 0.5 mm closer to the right resource.
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there was no significant difference in the proportion of territory that each was able to become
dominant in (B≈C). However, in the case where phenotypes B and C were individually paired
with phenotype D (the assumed weakest phenotype) phenotype C achieved significantly more
dominance over the central resource (C>D) whereas phenotype B did not (B=D).
Furthermore, by comparing the performances of B and C when competing against different
phenotypes it is evident that some phenotypes perform better than others in certain types of
competition. For example, even though phenotype A was more dominant than both phenotypes
B and C, B was able to maintain territory over the resource site whereas phenotype C had very
little density at the end of the simulation. In the instances where B and C were paired with
phenotype D it was phenotype C that competed to a higher level and became the dominant
colony. Essentially, phenotype B performed better than phenotype C against phenotype A but
phenotype C performed better than phenotype B when paired against phenotype D.
The production of VOCs was assumed to occur only after physical contact took place between
two networks and local to the site of interaction. In reality VOC production also happens during
isolated colony growth as well as in intraspecific communities. However both Hynes et al. (2007)
and Evans et al. (2008) showed that additional VOCs were produced in interactions between
interspecific pairings of different species and so the VOC concentration defined in the model re-
lated to the specific subset of compounds produced in response to intraspecific colony interaction.
The inhibitor should therefore be considered as a generic compound that included the secondary
metabolites and VOCs that do not degrade biomass but caused long distance antagonism, specif-
ically inhibition.
The model suggests that long distance inhibition is a mechanism through which a colony can
maximise the territory it holds and in turn exploit any corresponding nutrient source by employing
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indirect interference with rival colonies (Fig. 6.40a). By limiting the growth of rival advancing
hyphae, a colony would have more time and space to develop before any physical contact takes
place therefore maximising its success in any future interactions. When a network that could
inhibit a rival was supplemented with the ability to produce VOCs capable of degradation (Fig.
6.40b), colonisation was maximised through the removal and replacement of the rival network.
The model predicts that degradation is therefore necessary for the replacement of a colony but
not a prerequisite for the dominance of one colony over another.
The capacity to degrade was more important in a defensive perspective when the ability to
inhibit a rival was not present. A network that was inhibited was able to defend from over-growth,
and therefore protect the internal regions of its colony and any contained colonised resources from
a rival by producing VOCs that degraded biomass. A species with these qualities could prove to
be useful in biocontrol applications by preventing the invasive growth of a hostile species into a
region.
The simulations predict that the quality of heterogeneous resources in the environment influ-
ence the outcome of combative phases in competing colony interactions. It is suggested by the
results that the quality of resources available to fuel the growth of a colony influence a mycelium’s
ability to both defend against hostile species and attack in order to gain territory and exploit their
resources. Networks that depend on long distance inhibition were able to colonise the central re-
source whether they were developed on low or high substrate resources but the speed at which
this was achieved increased with available substrate concentrations. In contrast, the successful
defence of a network relying on VOCs to degrade spatially dominant rivals was reliant on the
concentration of substrate over which it was initially developed. Both of these correlations can
be attributed to the fact that higher substrate concentrations initiate more uptake and therefore
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more growth. The increase in growth would allow the expansion of the network over greater
distances and therefore colonise the central resource at a faster rate. The discovery of the addi-
tional resource pool would allow for greater production of compounds capable of inhibition and
degradation.
When two networks competed for a resource with high substrate concentration, dense regions
of line segments from both formed over the site and there was an increased amount of physical
interactions and subsequent degradation. When a similar simulation was performed that saw the
substrate concentration significantly lower, both networks discovered and partially colonised the
site but experienced limited physical contact and appeared to settle into a state of coexistence i.e.
deadlock. The model therefore predicts that the quality of the resource over which competition
occurs plays a role in the effort invested in offensive and defensive strategies. This is an easily
tested prediction that could be verified in a simple experiment involving two distinct species grown
in a Petri dish with a heterogeneity distribution similar to the setup shown in Figure 6.7.
The key factor in establishing a strong colony and securing external nutrients is the speed at
which colonies develop. This is a reflection in the experiments carried out in a series of studies
by Kennedy and others (Kennedy and Bruns, 2005; Kennedy et al., 2007, 2009) who showed that
the first of two distinct Ectomycorrhizal species to colonise a resource became dominant in the
growth domain. The model also demonstrated the same behaviour by pairing two approximately
equivalent colonies and showing that when the central resource was positioned closer to one of the
networks, that network became dominant in the domain. Whether a colony focuses its efforts on
inhibiting its competitors or exploiting higher quality resources, the apparent goal is to quickly
gain more territory and resources than its rival to increase its defence or attack and therefore
chance of survival in the event of any direct conflict. Compounds capable of the degradation
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of rival species appear to be best utilised as a defensive measure in species that are not able to
inhibit approaching hostile hyphae.
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Chapter 7
Toxic Metals
As previously discussed, the availability of nutrients and growth materials, the structural het-
erogeneity of the host domain and the threat of competing organisms are all limiting factors in
the success of mycelia to maintain development. Another common obstacle are metals that in
sufficient concentrations become toxic to fungi. The response displayed by fungi to such metals
is varied and dependent on multiple factors (Gadd et al., 2001).
Fomina et al. (2000) showed that in experiments where four species of fungi (Geotrichum
candidum, Gliocladium roseum, Hunicola grisea and Trichoderma viride) were grown toward
tiles containing concentrations of toxic metal (Copper and Cadmium), all four species exhibited
negative chemotropism in response to both metals. Furthermore, The severity of the tropic
response was increased when concentrations of toxic metals were increased. Gadd et al. (2001)
also concluded that the negative effects of toxic metals increased with concentration in experiments
where two species of fungi (Trichoderma viride and Rhizopus arrhizus) were developed in a domain
containing different concentrations of either Copper, Cadmium or Zinc. Fomina et al. (2003) tested
the ability of the species Trichoderma viride and Clonostachys rosea to successfully maintain
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growth from a nutrient rich tile through a toxic metal containing tile (either Copper or Cadmium)
and reach another nutrient rich tile on the adjacent side. The experiment reflected the natural
heterogeneity of nutrients and hostile compounds that fungi would encounter in their natural
environments. It was shown that in addition to negative tropisms and a cessation of growth,
hyphae in the presence of toxic metals reverted to an exploratory type growth through a reduction
in branching.
Toxic metals also have the ability to inhibit hyphal extension in sufficient concentrations.
Fomina et al. (2003) recorded the Copper and Cadmium concentrations required to inhibit hyphal
growth to half of the control growth rate of two species (T. viride and C. rosea). The results
also showed that different concentrations were required for each species and so highlighted the
species-dependent nature of inhibition. Gadd et al. (2001) presented similar results where colonies
of T. viride and R. arrhizus had a reduced extension rate when grown in a toxic metal-containing
substrate. Furthermore, greater concentrations of toxic metal resulted in increased inhibition.
In all these studies the severity of both chemotropism and inhibition were increased when
toxic metal concentrations were increased. Another common observation in experimental studies
(Fomina et al., 2000, 2003; Gadd et al., 2001) was that the concentration of nutrients locally
available was a significant factor in the resulting response of fungi to the toxic metal-containing
environments. Specifically, the severity of the chemotropism and inhibition were both reduced
under nutrient-rich conditions.
To model the interaction between fungal colonies and toxic contaminants the essential factors
have to be isolated. Firstly the negative effects of toxic metals have been shown to comprise
two responses, chemotropism and inhibition. Moreover, both processes have been shown to be
dependent on the concentration of toxic metal in the domain and the availability of nutrients
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locally present.
7.1 Model Refinement
Toxic metal concentrations are modelled as a continuous generic compound M similar to the
external substrates and inhibitors previously defined where
∂M
∂t
= DM∇2M (7.1)
describe its diffusion according to Fick’s law. An additional cellular domain is introduced that
recorded the toxic metal concentration in the environment at discrete points (M(i∆x, j∆y)) and
is integrated numerically using the same finite difference and Runga-Kutta schemes detailed in
Section 2.1.3.
Section 4.1.3 describes the introduction of an external influence on the biased random-walk
scheme, specifically a reorientation away from higher concentrations of a self-secreted substance.
The random-walk is governed by the mean turning rate µ(θ) and variance of the turning rate
σ2(θ). The variance is assumed constant (σ2(θ) = σ2) and the mean turning rate is modelled by
a sinusoidal reorientation scheme
µ(θ) = −dˆsin(θ − θp). (7.2)
The inclusion of toxic metal concentrations provide another substance to which extending line
segments can react. To include the additional chemotropism the mean hyphal tip turning rate
µ(θ) is redefined (Plank and Sleeman, 2004) to be
µ(θ) = −disin(θ − θi)− dtsin(θ − θt) (7.3)
where di and dt denote the sensitivity of the turning rate to the local inhibitor concentration and
the toxic metal concentration respectively and where θi and θt denote the preferred orientations
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of growth taken to be the directions away from higher concentrations of inhibitor and toxic metals
respectively (see equation 4.15).
Several experimental systems (Fomina et al., 2000, 2003; Gadd et al., 2001) have shown that
the severity of reorientation in response to toxic metals was increased as the concentration of
local toxic metal was increased. Thus, in the absence of more detailed experimental data, the
function dt is assumed to increase linearly with respect to the toxic metal concentration M .
Since the severity of reorientation in response to toxic metal is reduced as external nutrients
are increased, the sensitivity of the turning rate is therefore also a function of the local internal
substrate concentration Si. It is assumed that the decrease in sensitivity due to increased external
nutrients is realised through the subsequent increase in internal substrate. The model therefore
assumes that there exists a mechanism or process that depends on internal substrate to resist the
negative effects of toxic metal concentrations as suggested by Gadd et al. (2001). To incorporate
a reduction in the turning rate of hyphal tips in the presence of large nutrient concentrations, dt
is assumed to be a decreasing function with respect to the internal substrate. Thus the sensitivity
of the hyphal tips to toxic metal concentrations is modelled
dt(M,Si) = γ1M
(
1− Si
γ2 + Si
)
(7.4)
where γ1 and γ2 are calibratory constants. The function τ(θ) (eqn 4.11) is therefore reformulated
as
τ(θ) = exp
{
2di
σ2
cos(θ − θi)
}
exp
{
2γ1M
σ2
(
Si
γ2 + Si
)
cos(θ − θt)
}
(7.5)
to incorporate the influences of both the inhibitor and toxic metals into the biased random walk
scheme and where the variance of the turning rate is again assumed to be constant (σ2(θ) = σ2).
Hence, the biased random walk (that models chemotropism) is performed in the same manner
described in Section 4.1.3 but where τ(θ) is defined as in equation (7.5).
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Inhibition to toxic metal is modelled in the same manner as inhibition in response to the
hypothetical compound secreted by a rival biomass detailed in Section 6.2. The probability of
an extendible line segment successfully extending at the end of a time interval of length ∆t is
therefore modelled as
P (extension) = γ3Si
(
1− M
γ4 +M
)
∆t (7.6)
where γ3 and γ4 are calibratory constants, Si denotes the internal substrate concentration and M
denotes the concentration of toxic metal locally present. Equation (7.6) allows both toxic metals
and available substrate concentrations to influence the severity of hyphal inhibition. To qualify
for extension, the internal substrate concentration is still required to exceed the critical value eˆ
described in Section 2.1.2.
7.2 Method
The hybrid model was used to simulate the growth and response of a fungal colony in proximity
to a region containing concentrations of toxic metals. The concentration was focused at a point
source representative of 3 mm from the site of inoculation and decreased along its radius to
occupy a circular area with its edge 1 mm from the centre of the inoculum (Fig. 7.1) to represent
a pollutant that had diffused in the environment prior to the start of the experiment. The toxic
metal was assumed to still be diffusing throughout the simulations and was therefore modelled
by the standard diffusion equation (7.1).
The simulations were divided into two main groups that considered growth for a period that
represented 2 days either over a homogeneous or heterogeneous substrate distribution and are
described in detail below. Each instance of the model produced three simulations and so results
shown are representative of the averages of three replicates.
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Figure 7.1: Initial toxic metal concentration in the domain. The red circle represented the area
over which toxic metals were initially present and where the concentration intensified toward the
centre of the disc (where M = 5× 10−7 mol µm2) and diffused according to equation (7.1). The
black circle represented the site of inoculation ((x, y) = (−1, 0)).
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7.2.1 Calibration
Toxic metal concentrations were assumed to exist in the same magnitude as the nutritional aspect
of the model and so the concentration at the point source was M = 5 × 10−7 mol µm−7. The
concentration was distributed such that it linearly decreased along its radius (of length 2 mm)
toward the circumference of the disc (Fig. 7.1).
The refinement of the reorientation scheme introduced two parameters di and dt that repre-
sented the sensitivity of the turning rates to the self-secreted inhibitor and toxic metal respectively.
The sensitivity of the turning rate in response to the self produced inhibitor was di = 25 corre-
sponding to a network with low sensitivity to its self-secreted inhibitor, although it was previously
shown that this parameter does not have a significant influence in the extent of the colony mar-
gin (see Section 4.3). The sensitivity of the turning rate in response to the toxic metal, dt, was
modelled as a function of the internal substrate concentration and the local toxic metal concen-
tration detailed by equation (7.4) where γ2 = 6× 10−9. The parameter γ1 was taken to be one of
two values that configured the reorientation scheme to not respond to toxic metal concentrations
(γ1 = 0) or to be sensitive to toxic metal concentrations (γ1 = 5× 10−8).
Inhibition was calibrated through the two parameters γ3 and γ4 where γ3 = 3.5 × 1016 and
γ4 took one of two values depending on whether inhibition was included (γ4 = 2.5× 10−8) or not
(γ4 = 1).
7.2.2 Homogeneous nutrient distribution
The simulations performed in uniform nutrient conditions evaluated the potential responses of
the networks to concentrations of toxic metals. Hence, four instances of the model were initialised
so that extending line segments in the presence of toxic metals either did not respond (γ1 = 0
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Parameter Value Reference
Time step ∆t 0.01 day Selected for numerical stability
Hyphal segment length ∆x 0.05 mm Riquelme et al. (1998)
External substrate domain step length ∆y 0.01 mm Selected for numerical stability
Minimum substrate required for extension eˆ 1× 10−12 mol µm−2 assumed
Minimum substrate required for branching bˆ 1× 10−11 mol µm−2 assumed
Branching angle φ N(0.44pi, pi
18
) Hutchinson et al. (1980)
Paulitz and Schroeder (2005)
Branching coefficient b 2.5× 1012 Estimated from Riquelme et al. (1998)
External substrate diffusion coefficient De 1 Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Secreted chemical diffusion coefficient Dc 20 assumed
Uptake coefficient c1 600 Boswell et al. (2002)
Uptake coefficient c2 4× 10−9 Boswell et al. (2002)
Chemical production coefficient k 0.01 assumed
Passive component of translocation Tp 1 Same order of magnitude as De
Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Active component of translocation Ta 20 Same order of magnitude as De
Olsson (1995); Boswell et al. (2002)
Initial internal substrate concentration Si 4× 10−9 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
Initial external substrate concentration Se 3× 10−9 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
(uniform experiments)
Initial external substrate concentration Se 3× 10−8 mol µm−2 Boswell et al. (2002)
(heterogeneous experiments)
Line segment internal substrate capacity Sˆi 6× 10−8 mol µm−2 assumed
Angular step length ∆θ pi
12
radians Riquelme et al. (1998)
Hyphal sensitivity to chemical stimulus dˆi 25 assumed
Standard deviation of the turning rate σ0 1.5 assumed
Table 7.1: Parameter table for application to toxic metals
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and γ4 = 1), were inhibited (γ1 = 0 and γ4 = 2.5 × 10−8), were reorientated away from higher
concentrations (γ1 = 5 × 108 and γ4 = 1) or were both inhibited and reorientated (γ1 = 5 × 108
and γ4 = 2.5× 10−8).
The models were simulated over a uniform concentration of substrate where the initial exter-
nal substrate concentration was 3× 10−9µm2, a tenth of the usual calibrated external substrate
concentration initialised in other applications of the hybrid model to represent a low nutrient
environment. All other parameters were calibrated according to Table 7.1 as detailed in previous
chapters.
7.2.3 Heterogeneous Nutrient Distribution
The simulations performed over heterogeneous conditions investigated the potential role of nu-
trient supplementation on the ability of mycelia to penetrate toxic domains. The first instance
(designated to be the control case) consisted of a substrate distribution in the form of a 0.6 ×
0.6 mm square of substrate centred at the site of inoculation. The following four instances were
initialised such that additional resources were made available to the network at varying distances
from the inoculum and in varying concentrations. The first additional instance was initialised so
that the same quantity of substrate was available but was split between the resource at the site of
inoculum and another 0.6 × 0.6 mm resource located equidistant from the site of inoculation and
the toxic metal point source. The second additional instance was initialised in a similar manner
but the substrate was split between the resource at the site of inoculation and another 0.6 × 0.6
mm resource centred at the toxic metal point source.
The final two instances were initialised so that instead of splitting the substrate between
two sites (as in the cases described previously) the additional resources were added at the same
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concentration as the resource at the site of inoculation, resulting in the domain having twice the
amount of substrate as the control case.
The network was configured to suffer both inhibition and chemotropism with the same pa-
rameter values as those used in the corresponding case in the homogeneous simulations discussed
above (γ1 = 5× 108 and γ4 = 2.5× 10−8).
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Homogeneous Conditions
The hybrid model was simulated for a period that represented two days of growth over a uniform
substrate distribution. The first instance (Fig. 7.2a) modelled a network that did not respond
to the toxic metal concentration in the external domain. Hyphal extension occurred without
inhibition or chemotropism and the network developed in the expected circular manner of previous
simulations. The biomass density profile (Fig. 7.3a) measured along a horizontal strip (as detailed
in Section 6.3.3 and illustrated in Fig. 6.9) that represented the average of three simulations
was approximately symmetrical and was greater toward the centre of the colony. The extent
of the biomass density over the course of the simulations was determined for two values, where
the biomass density was 1 and where it first became 0 (Fig. 7.4a). The extent was measured
directly from the site of inoculation toward the toxic metal concentration until the point of the
corresponding density. The hyphal tips extended a distance corresponding to nearly 4 mm toward
the contaminated region whereas the network margin where biomass density was 1 extended to
approximately 1.5 mm.
The second instance modelled the same scenario but where line segments were inhibited by
toxic metal concentrations. Figure 7.2b was one of the resulting networks produced and demon-
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Figure 7.2: Networks simulated over initially uniform external substrate distributions for a period
representing 2 days in proximity to toxic metals (superimposed circle) as described in the text.
(a) no inhibition or chemotropism (γ1 = 0 and γ4 = 1), (b) only inhibition (γ1 = 0 and γ4 =
2.5 × 10 −8 ), (c) only chemotropism (γ1 = 5 ×108 and γ4 = 1) and (d) both inhibition and
chemotropism (γ1 = 5 ×108 and γ4 = 2.5 × 10 −8 ) in response to toxic metal concentrations.
Other parameters are given in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.3: The biomass density profiles of networks simulated over uniform external substrate
distributions for a period representing 2 days in proximity to toxic metals. (a) no inhibition or
chemotropism (γ1 = 0 and γ4 = 1), (b) only inhibition (γ1 = 0 and γ4 = 2.5 × 10 −8 ), (c) only
chemotropism (γ1 = 5 ×108 and γ4 = 1 ) and (d) both inhibition and chemotropism (γ1 = 5 ×108
and γ4 = 2.5 × 10 −8 ) in response to toxic metal concentrations. Other parameters are given in
Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.4: A time series plot spanning a period representing 2 days of network growth developed
in proximity to toxic metal concentrations where the network (a) no inhibition or chemotropism
(γ1 = 0 and γ4 = 1), (b) only inhibition (γ1 = 0 and γ4 = 2.5 × 10 −8 ), (c) only chemotropism
(γ1 = 5 ×108 and γ4 = 1 ) and (d) both inhibition and chemotropism (γ1 = 5 ×108 and γ4 = 2.5
× 10 −8 ). The dashed line represents the edge of the network and the solid line represents the
colony margin where the biomass density was 1. Other parameters are given in Table 7.1.
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strated a reduced span from the control instance but similar biomass density in the inner regions
of the network (Fig. 7.3b). The distance of the network margin where biomass density was 1 was
increased by approximately 0.5 mm compared to the control instance. However, the extent of the
farthest line segments (the distance corresponding to where the line segments were last detected)
was reduced by approximately 1.5 mm to a distance of 2.5 mm (Fig. 7.4).
The inhibition that occurred in the presence of a toxic metal concentration prevented line
segments from extending as quickly hence the farthest extent of the network was reduced. The
distance achieved by the network margin at a biomass density of 1 could also be a consequence
of inhibition. The reduced extension resulted in a build up of internal substrate and in turn
an increase in branching which formed denser regions of biomass once the toxic metal had been
detected.
The third instance modelled a network developed in the same uniform substrate conditions but
where the line segments reorientated away from toxic metal concentrations but were not inhibited
(Fig. 7.2c). Biomass density was similar at the site of inoculation compared to the control
instance (Fig. 7.3c) but there was very little extent achieved toward the contaminated region of
the domain. The network was not able to achieve prolonged extension toward the contaminant
(Fig. 7.4c) where the maximum distance achieved was reached after approximately 0.5 days.
The absence of inhibition and the inclusion of line segment reorientation directed growth away
from the toxic metal concentration. The branching that took place behind the reorientated line
segments often anastomosed due to the irregular growth pattern of the leading line segments
(exaggerated turns in leading line segments resulted in less space in which to manoeuvre) and so
the biomass density margin continued to progress toward the toxic metal concentration.
The fourth instance configured the network (Fig. 7.2d) so that the toxic metal concentration
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inhibited and reorientated line segments. The networks had a greater average biomass density
than the previous case where only reorientation was enabled and a similar biomass density to the
case where only inhibition was enabled (Fig. 7.3d). The networks developed from the simula-
tions were able to achieve greater overall distances (approximately 0.5 mm) and achieved similar
distances at the network margin where biomass density was 1 compared to the instance where
only reorientation was enabled. There also appeared to be no change in the extent of the network
margin where biomass density was 1 between this instance and the control instance.
7.3.2 Heterogeneous Conditions
The hybrid model developed above was applied to a heterogeneous substrate distribution where
representations of toxic metals were present in the same distribution described above. The first
investigation considered multiple cases of placing a fixed amount of substrate into a domain and
analysing how its positioning influenced the ability of the network to overcome the negative effects
of that contaminant (Fig. 7.5) where the network suffered both inhibition and chemotropism
(γ1 = 5× 108 and γ4 = 2.5× 10−8).
The control instance for the heterogeneous simulation was initialised such that a representation
of a 0.6 × 0.6 mm block of substrate concentrated at 3×10−8 mol µm−2 was centred at the site
of inoculation and the network was developed for a period representing two days (Fig. 7.5a).
A dense region of line segments formed at the site of inoculation where substrate was available
in abundance. The substrate was subsequently translocated toward the peripheral line segments
to support growth into the nutritionally hostile regions of the domain. The line segments that
reached concentrations of toxic metals appeared to respond by reorientating the growth rather
than showing significant inhibition. This is likely a consequence of an increase in concentration
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Figure 7.5: (a-c) Examples of networks (after 2 days of simulated growth) and (d-f) time se-
ries plots of the distances achieved by the networks when developed in proximity to toxic metal
concentrations over a heterogeneous substrate concentration where (a) the substrate was concen-
trated at the site of inoculation (see superimposed square), (b) the substrate was split between
the site of inoculation and a site equidistant from the site of inoculation and the toxic metal point
source (see superimposed squares) and (c) the substrate was split between the site of inoculation
and a site at the toxic metal point source (see superimposed squares). The superimposed circles
represent the initial location of the toxic metal concentration which decreased in concentration
radially toward the circumference. (d-f) Dashed lines represented the farthest point of extent
achieved by the colony and the solid line represented the colony margin when hyphal density was
1. Parameter values are shown in Table 7.1
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of substrate initially available compared to the homogeneous simulations and so a subsequent
increased resistance to inhibition occurred. The network achieved most of its growth toward the
toxic metal concentration during the period representing the first 0.5 days (Fig. 7.5d) and minimal
growth following that.
The second instance split the external substrate between two distinct sites so that each site
was 0.6 × 0.6 mm and contained 1.5×10−8 mol µm−2 (so that the same total amount of substrate
was applied when compared to the above control case). The two sites were positioned so that
the first was centred at the site of inoculation and the second centred half way between the site
of inoculation and the toxic metal point source. An example of the networks produced (Fig.
7.5b) showed that the network was able to discover and colonise the secondary resource which
supported growth at significantly further distances toward the toxic metal concentration than the
control case. This is verified by the extent time series plots (Fig. 7.5d,e) that show an increase
in both biomass density extents when the additional resource site was added.
The third instance was initialised similarly to the previous instance but where the second
additional resource site was centred at the toxic metal point source. Figure 7.5c showed that the
network was unable to overcome the negative effects of the contaminant to discover and exploit
the second resource site. The extent of the network (Fig. 7.5f) was very similar to the control case
where there was one site present at the site of inoculation. The strategic positioning of a fixed
amount of substrate is therefore an important factor in the success of a network to penetrate
toxic metal containing domains and to maximise growth by overcoming the negative effects of
contaminants.
To investigate the effect of the total amount of substrate on biomass growth in response to toxic
metals, another three instances were developed that extended the control case by supplementing
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the domain with additional substrate at each of the three resource sites in turn so that in these
cases there existed twice as much substrate in the system. Figure 7.6 shows the network and
distances achieved for the additional substrate heterogeneous simulations group.
The fourth instance (Fig. 7.6a) was initialised like the control case but where the resource
at the site of inoculation had double the concentration of substrate (6 × 10−8 mol µm−2). The
distance achieved by the network did not exhibit any significant distinctions as a result of the
doubling of the external substrate concentration initially present. However the network was
more dense and so the additional substrate did prompt more growth but could not maintain its
trajectory toward the toxic metal concentration.
The fifth instance (Fig. 7.6b) was initialised so that two 0.6 × 0.6 mm blocks concentrated
at 3×10−8 mol µm−2 were positioned at the site of inoculation and half way between the site
of inoculation and the toxic metal point source. The network achieved greater extent due to
the discovery and subsequent exploitation of the secondary resource site. Both biomass density
margins were increased compared to the control case by a simulated distance of approximately
0.5 mm (Fig. 7.6e).
The final instance (Fig. 7.6c) was initialised such that two 0.6 × 0.6 mm blocks of substrate
concentrated at 3×10−8 mol µm−2 were centred at the site of inoculation and the toxic metal point
source. The network exploited the primary resource site and formed a dense network close to the
site of inoculation. The line segments that developed toward the toxic metal concentrations were
reorientated and inhibited. However, despite the extra substrate available to the network, the
secondary resource site was not discovered and so growth could not persist toward the contaminant
(Fig. 7.6f).
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Figure 7.6: (a-c) Examples of networks (after 2 days of simulated growth) and (d-f) time series
plots of the distances achieved by the networks when developed in proximity to toxic metal
concentrations over a heterogeneous substrate concentration where (a) the substrate concentrated
at the site of inoculation was doubled (Se = 6 ×10−8, see superimposed square), (b) an additional
substrate resource was added at a site equidistant from the site of inoculation and the toxic metal
point source (see superimposed squares) and (c) and additional substrate resource was added at
the site at the toxic metal point source (see superimposed squares). The superimposed circles
represent the initial location of the toxic metal concentration which decreased in concentration
radially toward the circumference. (d-f) Dashed lines represented the farthest point of extent
achieved by the colony and the solid line represented the colony margin when hyphal density was
1. Parameter values are shown in Table 7.1
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7.4 Discussion
The application of the hybrid model to toxic metal containing domains demonstrates the versatility
and ease to which the random walk scheme can be adapted. Numerous tropic responses (not only
chemotropic) were simultaneously implemented and modelled in a range of different scenarios.
Coupled with inhibition suffered due to concentrations of the contaminant, the networks produced
appear realistic in structure when compared to experimental systems (Fomina et al., 2000; Gadd
et al., 2001).
Firstly the model was applied to a homogeneous substrate distribution where the two possible
responses were considered in combination. The model predicted that a network that suffered
only chemotropism due to toxic metal concentrations would not achieve growth to the same
extent as when inhibition was included. It is possible that reorientation provides a mycelium
with the opportunity to avoid the toxic metal concentrations and focus growth elsewhere. The
network that was configured to suffer both inhibition and chemotropism was able to persist its
exploratory growth closer to the toxic metal point source but the network density margin achieved
approximately the same distance. As inhibition caused a reduction in the growth rate of the
network, translocation continued to direct substrate toward the periphery which subsequently
increased resistance to inhibition. Therefore the model simulations predicted that inhibition
could be beneficial to a fungal network if the domain was heavily contaminated and there were
no unpolluted areas for chemotropism to direct growth into by increasing the persistence of the
network.
The hybrid model was simulated in a range of heterogeneous substrate distribution where
the position and concentration of substrate was varied. The model simulations predicted that
the persistence of fungal networks is significantly dependent on the heterogeneity of nutrients in
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the environment. When an additional substrate block was added to the domain, centred over
the toxic metal point source, the network was unable to overcome the negative effects of the
toxic metal but when half the amount of substrate was split over two sites where the secondary
site was equidistant from toxic metal point source and the site of inoculation, the network was
able to achieve greater growth. The strategic placement of nutrients in the environment would
therefore in some scenarios be more important to the continued development of fungal networks
than the quantity in which they are available. However, when the quantity of external substrate
was increased, the networks produced were more dense suggesting that the toxic metal did not
have a direct impact on the amount of growth that occurred, rather a significant impact on the
direction in which such growth occurred.
Fungal hyphae do have the capacity to increase the mobilization of bacteria in the environ-
ment (Leben, 1984). Bacteria are able to move along hyphae that bridge air pockets in soil
systems, for example, to overcome the inherent structural heterogeneity (Wick et al., 2007). The
consequences of such increased and supported mobilisation are varied. Leben (1984) considered
plant-pathogenic bacteria and how fungal hyphae can increase the dispersal of bacteria to suit-
able hosts. Recently, increased research into methods of bioremediation has seen fungal mycelia
being considered as dispersal networks for bacteria that can degrade pollutants in the natural
environment (Kohlmeier et al., 2005; Wick et al., 2007; Banitz et al., 2011). The application of
the hybrid model to the strategic positioning of nutrients predicts that the dispersal of bacteria
toward polluted regions of a domain could be significantly maximised subsequently improving the
efficiency of bioremediation. Further experiments extending those of Banitz et al. (2011) and the
simulations presented here are needed to further develop the application of such dispersal net-
works. The model is sufficiently general to allow calibration for different species and toxic metals
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to test multiple combinations.
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Chapter 8
Overview
The application of mathematical and computational models in biology provide attractive prospects
such as the ability to isolate the fundamental mechanics of a system and strip away the unnecessary
complexities to allow predictions to be made regarding the specific function of processes and
phenomena. Experiments can be carried out through the utilisation of these models over much
shorter periods of time compared to the target system and can be quickly adapted to model
different scenarios.
Due to the advancement of technology over the last 30 years, mathematical modellers are
increasingly able to produce necessarily complex models in the pursuit of knowledge in many
areas of biology. A significant example of this is highlighted in Section 1.3, where a review of
studies related to the modelling of fungal mycelia is provided, starting with the very basic discrete
branching model of Cohen (1967), through to the more complex models such as Regalado et al.
(1996) and Boswell et al. (2002) and demonstrates an obvious progression in the sophistication of
modelling techniques and methods.
Of the many studies detailed in Section 1.3, there were several that formed a basis from which
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the work throughout this study was inspired and extended. Edelstein (1982), Edelstein and
Segel (1983), Davidson (1998) and Boswell et al. (2002) placed significant focus on modelling the
biological mechanics of developmental processes. Regalado et al. (1996) developed a hybrid model
of mycelial growth in heterogeneous conditions that consisted of a discrete component that was
employed to represent the filamentous network and a continuous component that corresponded
to nutrients in the growth domain. This particular study did not allow the internalisation of
nutrients and so omitted key processes such as uptake and translocation (which was arguably
a justified simplification to reduce computational costs). Regalado et al. (1996) did however,
provide a helpful basis from which to extend the idea of a complete hybrid model. Carver and
Boswell (2008) developed a simple discrete model that included an internalised substrate that was
able to flow through connected line segments and enabled the inclusion of a diffusive translocation
mechanism. Although the model was restricted to dichotomous branching and considered growth
in a nutrient-free environment excluding a point source at the origin, Carver and Boswell (2008)
was also a motivating factor in the development of the hybrid model.
The hybrid model focused on capturing the biological mechanics of developing fungal mycelia
in a suitable mathematical form. Significant attention was afforded to the process of hyphal
reorientation, especially in the response to external reactants in an attempt to reduce the statistical
dependence usually adopted to the process typical of discrete studies (Knudsen et al., 2006). A
biased random-walk scheme that simulated the Fokker-Planck reaction-diffusion equation was
employed from previous studies (Hill and Hader, 1997; Othmer and Stevens, 1997; Plank and
Sleeman, 2004) and adapted for the unique scenario of hyphal reorientation in fungal mycelia,
first introduced in Section 4.1.2.
In addition to an adaptive hyphal reorientation scheme, the hybrid model includes many of
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the fundamental processes of growth and development in fungal mycelia. Lateral branching (sub-
apical branching) was solely included in the model to remain consistent with the chosen species
used for calibration (Rhizoctonia solani) and a tip to branch anastomosis scheme was developed to
incorporate the fusion of extending hyphal tips into obstructing hyphae. Although the alternative
form of branching (dichotomous branching) would be a simple process to include in the model,
the alternative form of anastomosis (namely tip to tip anastomosis) would require the inclusion of
an additional mechanism to be fully realised. Glass et al. (2004) suggested that some unidentified
concentration of diffusible molecules regulated the homing of tips prior to anastomosis which could
be modelled by further refining the reorientation scheme used within the hybrid model. Once two
tips are then sufficiently close they could be fused together in the model.
The model includes a dynamic nutrient source in the form of substrate that exists both ex-
ternally and internally and furthermore is locally replenishable through the processes of uptake
and translocation. The translocation mechanism was further developed from Carver and Boswell
(2008) to include an active component (see Section 4.2.1) that directed nutrients toward the
nearest hyphal tip (assumed to be the local energy sink) and based on a similar mechanism in-
troduced by Boswell (2008). The completed translocation mechanism supported foraging growth
over nutritionally sparse environments and subsequently increased survival chances. In addition
to supporting exploratory growth, the active component was implicated in the formation of sig-
nificantly concentrated and focused pathways for the channelling of internal substrate from the
centre of the networks toward the peripheries that were highly reflective of cord-forming fungi.
The completed model was applied to three distinct scenarios that are of current interest in my-
cology and are relevant to the potential application of fungi to biotechnology and bioremediation.
Firstly the model was reconfigured to consider polarised growth in fungal networks developed over
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heterogeneous substrate conditions in response to nutrient supplementations at various locations
and concentrations and acted as a model verification based on an experimental study (Tlalka
et al., 2008). The model produced the same polarised growth in the regions of the network that
were local to substrate supplementation but did not produce the same reduction in extension
in distant regions consistent with the experimental study. This suggested that there was still
some mechanism not considered in the hybrid model. One such possibility would be that the
active translocation mechanism implemented may be too localised to consider such colony-wide
reallocation of internal nutrients. In that case, a refinement of the shortest path algorithm used
to implement active translocation by the introduction of a weighted element could increase the
scale over which the scheme was effective.
The model was first used to extend the results of Tlalka et al. (2008), a study that focused on
the dynamics of translocation and demonstrated the subsequent polarisation of growth in colonies
of Phanerochaete velutina. In addition to reproducing such polarisation, the model predicted that
the location of the supplementation along the radial axis of the colony was a significant factor in
the extension of the local network periphery. Particularly, the radial extension achieved in regions
local to supplementation in front of an advancing network edge were significantly greater than
the same supplementation behind the leading edge.
The hybrid model was also extended to allow two distinct networks to develop and interact
according to a classification system based on their characteristics. Each network produced an
inhibitor that potentially reduced the extension of line segments in a rival network and a con-
centration of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that were capable of the parasitic degradation
of line segments in a rival network. Essentially, four phenotypes were defined and simulated over
both homogeneous and heterogeneous substrate distributions and reproduced many of the known
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outcomes documented in experimental studies (Boddy, 2000). The model also displayed a lack
of a structured and consistent hierarchy in respect to the performance of the phenotypes during
competition. Furthermore, the performance of the phenotypes when paired with a rival were not
consistent between simulations over homogeneous and heterogeneous substrate distributions.
From an ecological perspective, it was suggested that the specific function of inhibition was
an offensive or pre-emptive strategy for maximising territorial dominance and VOC degradation
was a defensive measure that prevented the overgrowth and potential replacement by a superior
phenotype. The inclusion of a mechanism that enables parasitic interaction is the first to the
authors knowledge and provides a framework upon which future studies could extend and develop.
It was predicted that the quicker a colony could colonise available heterogeneous resource sites,
the greater its chance of successfully defending its territory and prolonging colony survival.
The application of the model to colony competition saw the definition of fungal phenotypes
based on their ability to resist inhibition and VOC degradation by compounds produced by an-
other biomass. The phenotype categorised a biomass according to its reaction upon encountering
a foreign inhibitor or VOC concentration. Therefore a more direct application between specific
species would have to be considered with care. A particular species of fungi would not always be
classified as the same phenotype in regard to the classification system presented here, instead it
would be determined by its relationship to its pairing.
The approach was chosen as it offered a general framework to model specific interactions with-
out limiting the model to several species. To develop a further specified model where fungal species
are considered as opposed to phenotype, greater knowledge regarding the exact compositions and
the role of individual compounds would be required to consider the combinations of interactions.
For example, fungi produce a range of compounds as they develop and two individuals of the same
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species are capable of producing different compositions depending on the scenario. Compositions
between species are even more varied and explain why one species may be inhibited by one rival
but remain uninhibited when paired with another.
Finally, the hybrid model was adapted to consider fungal growth proximate to polluted re-
gions of the environment, specifically those contaminated with concentrations of toxic metals.
Networks were produced for four distinct cases where there was no response, sole inhibition, sole
chemotropism or both in response to toxic metal concentrations. Once again, the model was
developed over both homogeneous and heterogeneous substrate distributions. The simulations
predicted that the strategic placement of additional resources could maximise persistence of a
fungal network in polluted environments and was in some cases a more important consideration
than the quantity of nutrients made available.
The applications of the hybrid model detailed within this study demonstrate how easily the
hybrid model can be adapted to consider different scenarios. With the inclusion of a simple
boolean identifier, a revised anastomosis routine and additional continuous domains to model
inhibitor and VOC concentrations, the model was able to facilitate a considerably detailed study
of multiple colony interaction. A refinement of the extension process and reorientation scheme
allowed the model to consider toxic metal containing domains.
The hybrid model provides a discrete representation of mycelial growth and development,
interacting with continuous substances in the modelled growth media. Unlike many previous
studies that have employed a discrete approach, the hybrid model includes all the fundamental
processes required for a complete model of developing fungal networks while remaining free of
any structural restrictions, such as lattice-based models. Furthermore, the model includes all
the key mechanisms to facilitate the interaction of the modelled networks with a dynamic and
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depletable nutrient distribution. Processes were interpreted mathematically with an emphasis on
on capturing the mechanics involved rather than generalising rates from experimental studies.
This enabled processes such as branching to be directly related to the substrate contained within
the local modelled hyphae. It was identified that hyphal orientation was required to be modelled
with a stochastic mechanism to remain true to experimental observations. The biased random-
walk scheme adopted for the hybrid model enabled the inclusion of stochastic behaviour while
providing a reliable and flexible framework for the process.
The model was chosen to consist of a 2 dimensional network representative of mycelial growth
on a planar surface. Whilst significanlty comparable to experimental systems where fungi are
usually grown in Petri dishes, colonies in situ often develop on surfaces such as leaf litter and
can be treated as 2 dimensional without significant loss of focus on the scenario. Fungi also
develop in structured 3 dimensional systems like soil environments and are not capable of being
replicated by the hybrid model. Whereas revisions to the hybrid model could be made to consider
a range of applications, extensive refinements and revisions would be required to extend the model
developed in this study to consider 3 dimensional environments. A 3 dimensional model would
add an additional layer of complexity to the required calculations and many of the algorithms used
throughout this study would no longer be relevant. Anastomosis, for example, poses a problem
in a 3 dimensional system as there would be a significant reduction in the number of collisions.
Without some form of homing mechanisms, that would need to be formulated and justified to
a reasonable extent, there would be very few fusions resulting in limited translocation and a
reduction in the structural integrity of the network.
An inevitable objective of any model of complex network formation is the development of
an efficient storage and calculation system. The nature of a branching and extending network
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results in an exponentially expanding database and significantly increases the number of potential
calculations required at each step. Careful consideration was afforded to the construction of
an efficient storage strategy that aimed to minimise the redundancy by only storing essential
data. Relationships between united line segments were recorded and stored to be recalled at
later stages in a simulation to prevent having to recalculate or search for specific information.
Reduction algorithms were implemented to minimise the number of potential calculations in
some scenarios. For example, the anastomosis algorithm only considered line segments that were
sufficiently proximate to be a potential obstacle to prevent the execution of redundant collision
detection calculations.
For several of the applications, the continuous components of the models were generalised to
contribute to the efficiency of the model. For example, the self-secreted substance that regulated
the negative chemotropism in modelled hyphal tips was assumed to be the same as the inhibitor
produced to inhibit rival networks. In reality, the exact compounds may be distinct, however for
the purposes of the model they were assumed to be the same (or at least 2 components of a single
diffusive substance). The consolidation of these two hypothetical compounds was implemented
because they were assumed to behave in the same manner. They were both produced by the
biomass of the modelled fungus and assumed to diffuse through the environment at the same rate.
The VOC concentration could not be consolidated in the same way as the assumed mechanics
(particularly its production being triggered by physical contact with a rival network) were distinct
in behaviour to the other compounds.
Although strategies were adopted to overcome the typical restrictions of discrete models,
inevitably they failed to prevent the simulations from eventually slowing and becoming infeasible.
Particularly the multiple colony simulations took significantly longer to complete than single
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colony simulations. Potential solutions, or at least extensions to the length of model simulations
could be found through parallel computing techniques or the use of super-computers but ultimately
would still suffer the same issues. That being said, the hybrid model does arguably produce
significantly more complex and visually realistic networks while including the most components
and processes of any discrete network model to the authors knowledge.
At present, amendments to the model to consider further applications are technical and would
require competency in programming in higher level environments although only the initial con-
figurations of the model needs to be adapted. The hybrid model was primarily developed in
Microsoft Visual C++ but all the visual output and most of the analysis was performed by in-
dependent Matlab scripts. All amendments from parameter changes to the initial configuration
of the model are required to be performed at the source code level. Further development of the
hybrid model could include the development of a top layer (GUI) to facilitate the use of the model
by non-technical individuals. The interface for the applications developed throughout this study
could present a series of initial configurations representing single colony growth in uniform and
heterogeneous conditions, multiple colony configurations and toxic metal configurations. The user
could choose a scenario then be presented with an opportunity to change the parameters of the
model from a preset default case before executing the customised simulation. This would both
enable a wider utilisation of the model and consolidate the model and all its applications into one
piece of software.
As discussed above, the hybrid model detailed in this study offers a complete realisation of
fungal growth interacting with its local nutrient sources. All of the fundamental developmental
processes have been identified and modelled as well as morphological processes such as the orien-
tation of apical extensions. However, as further knowledge of fungal mycelia emerges, the model
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could be extended to include new ideas and perform important investigations to gain further
understanding through prediction and verification.
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Appendix
The modelling approach is detailed in Chapter 2 and many of the algorithms explained. This
appendix provides further details about the implementation of the model with a focus on key
sections of code that aim to reduce computational redundancy.
Variable Declarations and Model Structure
Before presenting code for one iteration of the model, the general initial conditions are established
for a network developed in homogeneous substrate conditions. Arrays are declared to correspond
to the characteristics array (A), interactions array (B) and another (Un) to contain the substrate
concentration in the external environment with dimensions M × N (Code A1) .
Code A1 : Array Declarations
double A[100000][8] = {0};
double B[100000][8] = {0};
double Un[M][N] = {0};
The characteristics and interactions arrays contain all information regarding line segments in
the model. Each row corresponds to an individual line and the same row number in both arrays
correspond to the same line segment. General entry vectors for the line segments are presented
in Figure 8.1.
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A uniform external substrate concentration is initialised by assigning the concentration se to
all the defined grid points via the corresponding entry in the external substrate array Un.
The user is prompted to declare the number of time steps (desired iterates) the model
should run and a for loop is executed which contains all the steps for the remainder of the iteration.
The processes in each iteration are executed and the general structure of the programme is shown
in Code A2.
Code A2 : Model Iterations
INITIAL CONDITIONS
for(int iterates = 0; iterates <= desired_iterates; iterates ++)
{
AGE INCREMENTATION
EXTERNAL SUBSTRATE DIFFUSION
HYPHAL EXTENSION
HYPHAL BRANCHING
TRANSLOCATION
UPTAKE
WRITE .M OUTPUT FILES
}
WRITE .M COMMAND FILES
A = { row number, x1, y1, x2, y2, substrate, angle, age }
B = { row number, branch?, extend?, from, fuse with, substrate limit, extend to, branch to }
Figure 8.1: Typical entry vector for a line segment in the characteristics array A and the interac-
tions array B
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Strategies for Increased Computational Performance
An effort was made to implement the model via the most efficient methods to reduce the number
of redundant calculations performed and processes executed. Several of the main strategies are
outlined below for consideration in future implementations.
Anastomosis requires an extending line to consider collisions with other line segments that
currently exist in the model. A routine is included at the end of both the extension and branching
sections of the C++ code that handles the fusing of a newly formed line segment with the closest
collision detected. The collision detection algorithm (Code A3) eliminates some redundancy by
only considering line segments within a specified range of the extending line segment. Essentially
the script designates a rectangle formed by finding the lowest and highest x and y coordinates
and adding a predefined distance to the bounds through the variable range. The script then
progresses through the list of line segments (ignoring the line segment being extended and the
line segment from which it extended) and determines whether the current line segment has a
coordinate within the detection rectangle. If true, only then will the collision detection algorithm
be applied. If a collision is found between two lines then the collision is first checked to confirm it
takes place between both sets of end coordinates and not just at some abstract line intersection
within the detection box. The extending line segment finally has its end coordinate updated to
correspond to the point of intersection. The process is continued for the remainder of the line
segments that have not yet been considered to account for closer collision points.
Code A3 : Anastomosis
void detect_anastomosis(int row)
{
//for all line segments
for(int D = 1; D<= no_rows; D++)
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{// determine box dimensions
float minx = min(A[row][1],A[row ][3]) - range;
float maxx = max(A[row][1],A[row ][3]) + range;
float miny = min(A[row][2],A[row ][4]) - range;
float maxy = max(A[row][2],A[row ][4]) + range;
//if the line segment is not row or the line row extends from
if(D!= row || D!=B[row ][3])
{
//if line segment start or end point is within detection box
if((A[D][1] >= minx && A[D][1]<= maxx && A[D][2] >= miny && A[D][2] <= maxy)
|| (A[D][3] >= minx && A[D][3]<= maxx && A[D][4] >= miny && A[D][4] <= maxy))
{
// label start and end coordinates of both lines
float a = A[row ][1];
float b = A[row ][2];
float c = A[row ][3];
float d = A[row ][4];
float e = A[D][1];
float f = A[D][2];
float g = A[D][3];
float h = A[D][4];
// determine gradients and intercepts for the equations of the line segments.
float m1 = (d-b)/(c-a);
float m2 = (h-f)/(g-e);
float c1 = b-(a*m1);
float c2 = f-(e*m2);
// determine intersection point (X,Y)
float X = (c2-c1)/(m1-m2);
float Y = m1*((c2-c1)/(m1 -m2)) + c1;
// ensure intersection point is between both sets of end coordinates
if(((X>a && X<c) || (X<a && X>c)) && ((Y>b && Y<d) || (Y<b && Y>d)))
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{if(((X>e && X<g) || (X<e && X>g)) && ((Y>f && Y<h) || (Y<f && Y>h)))
{
// update line segment characteristics and interactions
A[row ][3] = X;
A[row ][4] = Y;
B[row ][2] = 1;
B[row ][1] = 1;
B[row ][4] = D;
B[row ][6] = D;
}
}
//if the intersection is within the detection rectangle
//but not between both end coordinates
else
{
// do nothing
}
}
}
}
}
Careful consideration was afforded to the design of the database system that is implemented,
focusing on the efficient storage and accessibility of the data. To accurately process the translo-
cation mechanism every union between line segments in the model had to be easily accessible.
The obvious solution is to have designated entries in each row vector that allow the recording of
unions from the perspective of the current line segment. This is implemented in the model such
that the interactions array records the row number of the lines that the current segment extended
from, extended to and branch to. The model restricts branching and extension to one occurrence
for each process. Identifying and recording every anastomosis into a current line segment is a
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much more difficult task. There is no finite number of potential anastomoses and so a reasonable
restriction would have to be enforced on the number of recorded collisions. If that approach is
adopted, each entry vector would have to contain additional columns to allow for the potential
number of collisions. However, most line segments do not have multiple anastomoses and so the
additional entry vector columns would contain no relevant information.
The approach adopted for the hybrid model creates one additional field in the entry vector
for each line segment to record what line segment it fuses with (if any). On requiring the set of
line segments that fuse with the current line segment, the interactions array is searched for the
line segments that fused into it (Code A4).
Code A4 : Translocation
void Translocation ()
{
//for all line segments
for(int X=1; X<= no_rows; X++)
{
// counts how many lines are joined to the current line
double Counter = 0;
// tracks substrate gained/lost through diffusive translocation
double Sum = 0;
CONSIDER THE TRANSLOCATION BETWEEN THE CURRENT LINE X AND
THE LINE SEGMENTS THAT IT EXTENDS FROM , EXTENDS TO AND BRANCHES TO
// considers the translocation between X and
//all the lines that have fused into X
for(int Y=0; Y<= no_rows ; Y++)
{
if(B[Y][4] == X)
{
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Counter = Counter + 1;
Sum = Sum - A[X][5] + A[Y][5];
}
}
}
PERFORM TRANSLOCATION CALCULATIONS
}
After each complete iteration the characteristics and interactions arrays are written to matlab
files and catalogued into the root folder of the c++ file. This avoids having multiple arrays declared
for each iteration of the model, preventing a large increase in memory allocation as the model is
run. Following the completion of the simulation, further matlab scripts are produced that can be
executed to automatically analyse the model and produce figures and animations. Code A5 shows
a typical output file for each iteration of the model. A file name is first constructed to reflect the
current iteration (X) so that, for example, in the hundredth iteration the output is written to the
file step0100.m. The file is then created and opened to accept data. The following section of code
constructs an array (m) that is filled with the entries from the characteristics array. The procedure
then concludes with some code that, upon execution in matlab, compiles an image of the network
in its current state to the matlab figure window. The characteristics and relations arrays can
then be updated in the next iteration without additional arrays being introduced (which would
become computationally expensive) and without loss of information regarding previous iterations.
Code A5 : Model Output
void print_file(int X)
{
// construct filename
char filename [20]="step0000.m";
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int thou = X/1000 + 48;
int hund = (X%1000)/100 + 48;
int tens = (X%100)/10 + 48;
int unit = X%10 + 48;
filename [4]=( char)thou;
filename [5]=( char)hund;
filename [6]=( char)tens;
filename [7]=( char)unit;
FILE *fp;
//open and write .m file
fp=fopen(filename ,"w");
fprintf(fp ,"clear m\n\n");
fprintf(fp ,"m=[\n");
for (int l=0; l<= no_rows; l++)
{
for(int m=0; m<=6; m++)
{
fprintf(fp ,"%le , %ls",A[l][m], ", ");
}
fprintf(fp , "%le",A[l][7]);
fprintf(fp , ";\n");
}
fprintf(fp ,"];\n\n");
//plot network in matlab figure window
fprintf(fp , "L = length(m(: ,1));\n\n");
fprintf(fp , "for i = 1:L \n\n M=[m(i ,2)+51 m(i ,3)+51 ; ");
fprintf(fp , "m(i ,4)+51 m(i ,5)+51];\n\n");
fprintf(fp , "AXIS([ 0 100 0 100])\n\n");
fprintf(fp , "axis square\n\n");
fprintf(fp , "plot(M(:,1),M(:,2),’color ’, [0 0 0]) \n");
fprintf(fp , "hold on \n");
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fprintf(fp , "end \n");
fprintf(fp , "hold off \n");
// close file
fclose(fp);
}
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